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DEDICATION

To
Julia Bishop Coleman

Anne Simmons Friedline
Mabelle Minton Hagemann

Alfa Lloyd Hayes
Anna Keen Davis

Mary Collins Galbraith

in loving tribute to the joy which
they have made possible

to all of us through the adventure
begun October 24, 1902

we dedicate this continuing
Story of Delta Zeta 2002

(In acknowledgement of the original
dedication by Grace Mason Lundy
in The Story of Delta Zeta, 1934.)
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FOREWORD

Grace’s words are perhaps even more relevant today than
they were almost 80 years ago, especially on the eve of Delta
Zeta’s 100th birthday. As we move into the next century

and beyond, we contemplate the path Delta Zeta has taken
to arrive at this place in time. We realize that we hold her
future in our hands. Just as Grace said in 1923, we have the
ability to write what will be added to Delta Zeta’s history.
The next history book will chronicle that journey. What
will we do with this potential?

In 1923, Grace Mason Lundy E wrote the following as
a preface to the 1923 history of Delta Zeta Sorority:

“If you, in the reading of this little prefatory history of
Delta Zeta, catch something of the thrill of pride, of earnest

achievements won in the face of very real difficulties, that
mark the work of our early officers; if you see the unlimited
promise for our future, that is bound up in the record of the
past few years of Delta Zeta; if to you there comes a more
personal and intimate desire to be an integral part of Delta
Zeta as she presses forward to the high aim that is hers; and
if, when you have read the last page, you renew to yourself,
the pledge you took on the day when the first little golden
lamp burned over your heart, then the history of Delta Zeta
will be rewritten in that moment, in a larger and more
splendid form. Indeed this historian will feel that even this
imperfect narrative is worthwhile. Not because of the worth
of the writing do we dare hope all these things, but because
of the inherent inspiration in the very act that lighted those
six lamps at Miami in 1902, we take courage to hope that to

all who read herein the recital of Delta Zeta’s youthful years,
a new gleam of love and pride will come, and so we say —

Perhaps this book will serve as an inspiration to go forward
with pride and determination as we write the new chapters
in Delta Zeta’s story. It is a remarkable journey. Delta Zeta:

A Century of Sisterhood — The Story of Delta Zeta Sorority
1902-2002 chronicles that journey, and opens the door to

new adventures awaiting all Delta Zeta members in the new

millennium. We realize space has not allowed us the breadth
of detail we would have liked to cover in this book; however,
as Grace said, perhaps one key part of this story will touch
you, will reaffirm your dedication to Delta Zeta, and make
the Sorority a stronger and more viable organization for
future generations. We look forward to this future eagerly,
confident that Delta Zeta will continue to grow and expand,
using the tenets set by our Founders one hundred years ago
as its foundation. The strength of our values serves as our
guide into a new world, while our history serves as a legacy
of which we can all be proud.

Go, little book , whose pages hold
The garnered years in loving trust.”

©THE STORY OF DELTA ZETA SORORITY





CHAPTER

ONE

very good story is one that unfolds over time. While
Delta Zeta's story may have several possible starting
points, it has, like all good stories, chronicled
the people and ideas that helped fulfill a dream.

Officially it was October 24, 1902, when a group
of six young university women — Alfa Lloyd, Mary

Collins, Anna Louise Keen, Julia Bishop, Mabelle Minton,
and Anne Simmons — met and signed the State of
Ohio Articles of Incorporation certifying the status of
Delta Zeta as a secret society. When and how did they
come up with the idea for a national organization ? That
is the story. That and what has become of their dream.

The opening day of school in the fall of 1902, when
Miami University first admitted women, is a possible
starting point. Another might be the time in Miami
University’s history when Greek-letter organizations
gained a solid foothold at the school, then known as the
“Yale of the West,” for using the same curriculum and
following the same standards as the eastern counterpart.

o
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Or it could be a day in 1776 when the first Greek-letter
organization was established at the College of William
and Mary in Virginia.

While the “real” beginning is arguably lost in the mists
of time, and its factuality open to the reader’s interpretation,
the Delta Zeta story continues to unfold. It is a story
about a uniquely American institution created for women
on the leading edge of their society and culture. Their
time was early in the 20th century when women’s roles
expanded and they began to take their places next to
men. The six young women who founded Delta Zeta
could not have chosen a better place or time than Miami
University in the fall of 1902. The manner in which
significant events preceded this date, making possible a new
Greek organization for women, is part of the story, too.

In 1776, a group of students at the College of William
and Mary (all-male enrollment) founded a secret fraternal
society. They gave it a Greek name, since Greek was
considered indispensable in higher education, but the
Revolutionary War disrupted their studies. When they
resumed after the birth of the United States of America,
their secret fraternal society, known as Phi Beta Kappa,
became the nation’s first honorary society. It recognized
academic achievement with selection for membership
necessarily occurring at the end rather than the beginning
of a college career.

Now recognized as the United States’ leading honorary
society, Phi Beta Kappa’s founding established a pattern
that would be repeated in colleges and universities
throughout America. At the end of the Revolutionary
War, leaders of the new nation embarked on the task of
building a country based on democracy, a principle reliant
on an educated population. Recognizing the need for
more schools, the infant United States Congress granted
land for schools of higher education. Land identified for
such use in Ohio was in the southwest comer in a small
farming community named Oxford.

Officials in Ohio tried to sell the land and use the
proceeds to build a university closer to a populated area.

*

OXFORD STREET FAIR
Alfa Lloyd, Arthur L. Baimsfather,

and Mayme Barger. Mr. Baimsfather
designed the first Delta Zeta badge.

Alfa Lloyd knew Arthur Baimsfather at Miami University when both were students
there. She presented the Founders’ ideas for a badge to the young art student, who created
several designs from which they could choose. Mr. Baimsfather went on to the Cincinnati
Academy of Art, and enjoyed a successful career as a portrait painter and illustrator for
The Saturday Evening Post , Harper’s , and Red Book , among others.

i
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i fall of 1902, events moved quickly. Young women

enrolling at Miami University discovered that while the
classes were open to them, there were no ready-made
campus organizations for them such as those enjoyed by
the male students. Founder Julia Bishop’s diary entry

for September 19, 1902 was very succinct:

“After supper, Anna and I went down to Miss Alfa
Lloyd’s to organize a sorority. We had Welsh
Rarebit. The officers are Alfa Lloyd, President,
Mary Collins, Vice President, Anna Keen,
Secretary, and Julia Bishop, Treasurer. The other
members are Anne Simmons and Mabelle Minton.”

Failing this, they established a campus in Oxford in 1809
and named it Miami University for the nearby valley
and the Native Americans who had once dominated the
wooded landscape. Fifteen years later, in 1824, classes
began with 20 students, in the first university west of
the Appalachian Mountains. Enrollment jumped to 100
the next year, and five years later the first fraternity
appeared at Miami — a chapter of Alpha Delta Phi,
chartered at Hamilton College in New York.

In 1839, a group of men at Miami founded a Greek-
letter fraternity, Beta Theta Pi. Early in the 1840s, the
trustees of the university complained about the fact that
the fraternities were secret societies. Miami University’s
first president, Robert H. Bishop (who served from
1824-41) , defended them and was ousted, an action that
might have had broad implications for Miami University,
at that time the fourth-largest university in the country.
The trustees told his replacement, George Junkin, who
held the office from 1841 to 1844, to get rid of the
fraternities. He did, but within three years Erasmus D.
MacMaster took his place as president, serving from 1845 to

1849, setting the stage for the fraternities’ return to campus.
Students protested the expulsion of the fraternities

with a blockade of buildings early in 1848. They rolled
large snowballs in front of the doors. Their protest

became known as the “Snowball Rebellion,” hut not

before all who were involved were expelled. They took
their fraternities and enrolled in Centre College in

Danville, Kentucky. With the fraternities’ departure,
Miami trustees realized they were almost out of business.
Peace was restored when William C. Anderson became
president, holding the office from 1849 to 1854- He and
his son became members of Phi Delta Theta, founded at

Miami University on December 26, 1848. With the
founding of Sigma Chi in 1855, Miami became known
as the “mother of fraternities,” its three Alpha chapters
the “Miami Triad.” The stage was set for another
Alpha chapter.

Forty-seven years elapsed before that would happen,

but with the admission of women to full status in the

n 1902, Dr.Guy Potter Benton became
the 13th president of Miami University.

Charged with the task of “modernizing”
the school, one of his first acts was to

give women access to the full academic

program. As a member of Phi Delta
Theta, he understood the contributions
a fraternity could make in a young man’s

life, and he was willing to give his time to

help the young women of Miami University
achieve the same benefits. It is generally
agreed that his knowledge of Greek
organizations led to suggestions of national
ambitions to Delta Zeta’s Founders. His
help and support earned him the title of
Grand Patron of Delta Zeta.

1

The Miami Student for October 1902 carried the
following notice:

“On September 19 six of our progressive co-eds
organized a sorority. It is a local organization at

present but the girls hope to have sufficient success

to warrant them putting in chapters in other schools.”

During his career,President Benton served
four universities as president — Upper
Iowa University (1899 to 1902), Miami
University (1902 to 1911),University of
Vermont (1911 to 1919), and the University
of the Philippines (1921 to 1924), where
he contracted a fatal illness in 1923.He
returned to the United States for treatment

but died in 1927.His funeral was held in
Benton Hall on the Miami University
campus and he is buried in the Oxford
Cemetery.

Less than a week later the group met in Julia and
Anne’s room “to decide on colors, name, and so forth
for our sorority. It shall be Alpha of Delta Zeta. Colors:
Old rose and vieux green.” Three days later, on

September 26, Julia wrote:

“At eleven o’clock three of us Zeta girls went down
to the Street Fair to hear Professor Dyer and
Dr. Benton speak. In the evening we of the Delta
Zetas paraded the Street Fair with our colors tied
to red, white and blue canes.”

Julia reported in her diary that she and the other
Founders met at Alfa’s house on October 3 to talk about
girls they wanted to pledge. They finally made their move
on October 27, 1902, after a basketball game, Miami
University against Normal. Julia wrote that she was the
linesman and that University won. She concluded with,
“After the game, we Zeta girls went to Minton’s and to

Bess Coulter’s. We put initials on their ears. Got in

at 10:30.”

Dr. Guy Potter Benton,
Grand Patron

T ©THE STORY OF DELTA ZETA SORORITY
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Dr. Guy Potter Benton, president of Miami University, f
enthusiastically supported and assisted the “progressive
co-eds” throughout their first year, as Julia wrote in her

diary. “Anna Keen and I spent most of the
afternoon discussing Delta Zeta plans

with Dr. Benton,” (October 2
entry). On January 19, 1903,

she wrote: “Anna Keen and
I have had long sessions with
Dr. Benton on Delta Zeta

matters. At last, have one
project finished.” The project

almost met with disaster the next

day, but Julia’s assessment showed
a confident young woman who could withstand a
bit of teasing. She wrote:

Anna K. and I had a two-hour session with
Dr. Benton. Rough draft [of the Constitution]
completed. Anna had it snatched from her hand
outside Old Main. Dr. Benton saved the day.
‘Senators’ struck again.

Another account describes Dr. Benton giving chase
when the Delta Zeta Constitution was snatched from
Anna Keen’s hands — his voice and his office doing
more to catch the errant Senator than his athleticism.
The Senators were men from several fraternities who

viewed themselves as
overseers of campus
activities. On another
occasion one of them
tried to get away with
the new Sorority’s
ritual, again from Anna
Keen. She recounted
the incident to her
sisters, confessing
that she resorted to

“crocodile tears” and
had a good laugh at

the young thief’s

expense when her tactic worked. Eventually,
good-natured teasing evolved into pride as the men
of Miami began to respect the determination and
accomplishments of the Delta Zetas.

Sunday, March 1, 1903, Julia’s diary entry was brief:
“Bid day. We practiced our parts in the afternoon for
our very first initiation — twice postponed.” That was
for Elizabeth “Bess” Coulter. On Tuesday, March 3,
1903, she wrote: “We wanted to initiate Noble [Miller]
before Anna K. leaves. So had a hurried practice before
supper and initiation at eight o’clock.” A final initiation
at the end of that month brought two more friends
into the sisterhood — Lillian Minton (Mabelle’s sister)
and Luella Crugar.

Delta Zeta !s Founders. Front: Mary Collins
and Mabelle Minton. Back: Julia Bishop,
Anne Simmons, Anna Keen, and Alfa Lloyd.

'^2 'S t^e ^3te WOmen f,rSt

enrolled at Miami in the same
academic plan that the men were offered,

the school had accepted women into its
Normal (teacher training) School in
1892.The basketball game Julia referred
to was Miami vs. a team from its own
Normal School.

During the late 1800s, the small village
of Oxford, Ohio, was known as the
“Athens of the West," proud home of
three educational institutions — Miami
University for male students, Western
College for Women (supported by the
Presbyterian Church), and Oxford College
for Women. Miami University also was
known as the “Mother of Statesmen” for
its influential alumni, including Benjamin
Harrison, 23rd president of the United
States;Whitelaw Reid, journalist and
diplomat; and H. M. McCracken, president
of the University of Pittsburgh.William
McGuffey compiled the material for his
famous primary readers while on the
Miami faculty.

The second initiation banquet for the Alpha Chapter in
1903 included, standing: Helen Gaskill, Daisy Minnich,
Marjorie Grant, Elizabeth Coulter,; l.uella Crugar,
Florence Kerr, Alfa Lloyd, Edith Dininger, Mary Belle
Martin. Seated: Mabel Craig, Marie Hirst, Mary
Collins, Lillian Minton, Elizabeth Barnett, Helen Daniels,
Arminta Bachman, Julia Bishop, Anne Simmons,
Noble Miller, Anna Keen, Eva Shellabarger, and in
the foreground, Mildred Long.

As the 1902-03 academic year came to a close, the
dreams of Delta Zeta’s Founders had come true. They
had founded a sorority and initiated new members into
their sisterhood.

The next academic year proved to he a different
challenge. Julia Bishop and Luella Crugar were the only

The caption for this photo from
Grace Mason Lundy's 1934 The
Story of Delta Zeta was: “The
Founders — Original Chore Girls.”

© A CENTURY OF SISTERHOOD



* Delta Zetas returning, but soon they added five more to

their roster. Luella’s heavy workload put the burden of
running the fledgling Sorority in Julia’s
hands. Using her exceptional ability to

make friends, she escorted prospective
members around Oxford by horse and
buggy. As Treasurer, she managed the
accounts, often paying the bills from
her own pocket.

Delta Zeta continued to flourish
through 1904 and, by 1905, had enough

members to warrant renting a house, but competition was
on the horizon. Phi Tau, once known on campus as Q.T.,
was rushing the same girls in which the Delta Zetas were

interested. There were also thoughts about becoming part

of an established national sorority. For the first time in
its short life, there were no Founders on campus to advise
and assist. Like the sisters who had gone ahead of them,
members consulted Dr. Benton. Delta Zeta and Phi Tau
joined forces as Phi Tau, and petitioned Kappa Alpha
Theta to become one of its chapters. The petition was
denied and the school year ended in a state of uncertainty
for Delta Zeta members. Not for Alfa Lloyd, Mary Collins,
Bess Coulter, and Jessie Denman, however. They agreed
to “Plan your work, then work your plan!” All residents
of Oxford, they made a success of the strategy.

Delta Zeta Founders remained true to the original
goal of becoming a national sorority. Gathering in 1907
at the Algonquin Hotel in Dayton, Ohio, they set the
course to fulfill their dreams. A Constitution was prepared,
the ritual rewritten, and plans were made to recover Delta
Zeta property lost during the brief alliance with Phi Tau.
Alfa Lloyd chaired the Constitution committee and
helped revive the Alpha Chapter with assistance from
Mary Collins; Bess Coulter concentrated on extension.

By 1908, the Alpha Chapter was functioning
again. Bess, enrolled at Cornell University,

^ found enough free time from her graduate
\ studies to organize the Beta Chapter,

In 1903, the Alpha Chapter included Julia Bishop, Bess Coulter, Lillian Minton, Luella
Crugar, Noble Miller, Mabelle Minton, Alfa Lloyd, Mary Collins, and Anne Simmons.

elta Zeta Sorority was formally incorporated on October 24, 1902
(which was also Alfa Lloyd’s birthday) in Butler County of the State of
Ohio. The Articles of Incorporation were signed by the six Founders.II

The Founders host a houseparty on the water in 1903.

Founders Anne Simmons and Julia
Bishop in Quebec in 1907. m

©THE STORY OF DELTA ZETA SORORITY





and initiated five members on March 14, her
birthday. None of the Beta members could attend
the second convention, held in Oxford, but a
successful extension report was made. It wasn’t long
before one of the Beta charter members, Mabelle
Hobart, continued her studies at the University of
Minnesota, and the Gamma Chapter was installed.
Following the traditional organizational pattern for

fraternal groups, the delegates elected officers for
two years (Alfa Lloyd to be Grand President), and
they designated Oxford as the official place of busi-
ness, giving the Alpha Chapter full powers as the
governing body.Julia Bishop in 1903.

hen a series of misfortunes prevented all but one of the six Gamma members
from returning to school and continuing to expand the chapter, Bess Coulter

asked that the name be saved. It finally was reclaimed in May 1923.
w

Alfa Lloyd married, and as Mrs. Orison H. Hayes, Delta Zeta’s Grand
President became a resident of Indianapolis — a fortuitous move. On consecutive

days in May 1909, she installed the Delta Chapter at DePauw and Epsilon at

Indiana University. In February 1910, she installed the Zeta Chapter at the
University of Nebraska, giving Delta Zeta the required five active chapters
for admittance in the National Panhellenic Conference. Taking no chances,
however, the Sorority added Eta at Dr. Benton’s alma mater, Baker University,
Kansas, before submitting its application.

Delta Zeta weathered many storms during its first eight years, but the
Founders and early members’ perseverance was rewarded with admission and
installation in the National Panhellenic Conference in 1910. With this
acceptance, the Sorority was ready for new challenges and a period of
tremendous growth.

In the first eight years after its founding, Delta Zeta installed five chapters

in addition to the original Alpha Chapter at Miami University in 1902. The
others included Beta at Cornell University, 1908; Delta at DePauw University
in Indiana, 1909; Epsilon at Indiana University, 1909; Zeta at the University
of Nebraska, 1910; and Eta at Baker University in Kansas, 1910.

oTHE STORY OF D ELTA Z ETA SORORITY



Early covers of The LAMP
magazine (left), Ruth Gaddis; . ' Jeffries A, the first LAMP Editor
from 1910-1912 (center), and
Grand Council in 1912 (right).



CHAPTER

TWO

elta Zeta members took little time to savor their
victory in attaining National Panhellenic
Conference membership in 1910. Delegates repre-
senting all six chapters met in Indianapolis for
Delta Zeta’s third Convention, where the Alpha
Chapter yielded its control of the Sorority’s business

to the newly elected Grand Council, with Alfa Lloyd
Hayes again serving as Grand President. The continuity
of her leadership was important as the Sorority moved
into new activities and programs.

A magazine, The LAMP, was established; a songbook
approved; and Conventions were scheduled for every
two years. Following Grand President Alfa Lloyd Hayes’
belief that careful preparation for meetings was a
must, the Sorority approved annual exams promoting
membership development. The importance of developing
college chapters through entertaining and cultural
programs was stressed, as was member education about
the facts of Delta Zeta and the sorority system.

«
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I an active extension program. Among the high points of
the meeting was a presentation of the first Scholarship
Cup, honoring the highest scholastic standing, to the
lota Chapter at the University of Iowa.

Delta Zeta’s 13th chapter, Xi at the University of
Cincinnati, was installed with 13 members in 1916, a
year of several firsts for the Sorority. Many delegates to

the Convention in Lincoln, Nebraska, arrived by train,
j a “Convention Special” made up in Chicago, where
j women from points east joined the excursion. Another
[ was a demonstration initiation for an actual initiate,

two in fact — Claudia Wells A and Florence Burch Z.
Delegates also decided that the word “fraternity” would
be used in Delta Zeta’s name.

While establishing a magazine was considered the
most important business of the Convention, it is worth
noting that there was no consideration given to financing,

publishing and handling of the publication. Perhaps
the delegates thought that putting the editorship in the
capable hands of Ruth Gaddis A would be enough. She
proved them right, editing The LAMP from 1910 to 1912.

As the first editor of The LAMP, she faced the
challenge of extremely limited financial resources while
she worked tirelessly. Appealing to her uncle, a printer,
for help, she managed to create the first issue, which
appeared late in 1910. Featuring a message from the
Grand Council and chapter news, one item, an article
by Grand Patron Dr. Guy Potter Benton titled “Fraternities
and Sororities in State Universities,” offered insight into

the larger college and fraternity world. Within months,

The LAMP was able to inform all Delta Zetas about the
National Panhellenic Conference, attended in 1911 by
the Sorority’s first representatives, Alfa Lloyd Hayes
and Martha Railsback A.

The first Delta Zeta Songbook made its debut in

1912 at the fourth National Convention. October 24,

Alfa Lloyd Hayes’ birthday, was named the official
Founders Day, and 14 delegates discussed self-governance
of chapters, rushing rules, and plans for alumnae
chapters. Alumnae delegates were pleased to learn that
the college delegates were aware of Delta Zeta’s high
purpose and viewed membership as a means of personal
achievement and service.

The LAMP November 1912 issue featured a directory
listing 240 Delta Zetas in seven chapters — quite an
achievement in 10 short years. With the Sorority
securely established, Delta Zeta’s first President handed
the gavel to the first pledge, Elizabeth Coulter
Stephenson, as Grand President.

Growth continued, evidenced by the heavy workload
set for the Convention in 1914, held in Indianapolis,

when 50 delegates participated in discussions about a
new Constitution and standard ritual, accepted a pledge
service, developed a social service policy, and formalized

artha Louise Railsback A was

identified for Alfa Lloyd Hayes in 1908
as a leader and an ideal young woman for
membership in Delta Zeta by the president
of DePauw University. She possessed the
qualities of leadership and scholarship that
the young Sorority sought. She became a

charter member of the Delta Chapter in
1909,and by the 1910 Convention she was

elected Grand Corresponding Secretary.
She also served as Grand Vice President,
National Panhellenic Delegate, Chapter
Inspector, Chairman of Extension,and Grand
President, 1916 to 1919.DuringWorldWar I,
she worked for the Council of National
Defense, a wartime organization that
coordinated the work of state and local
defense councils and women’s organizations.
Following the war,she worked for the
YoungWomen’s Christian Association and
was sent to South Dakota.There she and
a friend owned and operated a hotel and
cottages before she returned to Indiana and
married Lawrence Tinsley in 1930.Martha
joined the Flame Eternal in 1965.

M

In 1916 Arema O’Brien Kirven 0 assumed
J editorship of The LAMP, which enjoyed

an improved financial condition. Her expertise was recognized by
the National Panhellenic Conference,which named her chairman
of the National Panhellenic Editors Conference. She resigned the
editorship in 1922 to take on the Sorority’s new social service
project — the mountain school,Vest, in the Kentucky hills. She
was Social Service Chairman and reported her progress in Vest
Pocket News, a newsletter she created to keep her Delta Zeta
sisters informed about their first social service projectThe 1924
Convention voted to build a girls’ dormitory near the schoolhouse,
which was named Kirven Hall in her honor. Her wisdom and values,
like those of many other Delta Zetas,had a timeless quality.In
1920, she wrote the following for Banta’s Greek Exchange,a Greek
publication, published by George Banta and Co., an early publisher

of The LAMP and many other fraternal
magazines:

“We should also make our
undergraduate members

realize that it is an
i opportunity to be a
I fraternity woman and
I opportunity means

service to their fellow
I women,their university

r and their country —
Americans for America

and fellowship with
the world.”

4*

Martha Railsback and Rene Sebring
Smith at Miami University in 1917. Arema O'Brien Kirven 0,

Social Service Chairman and LAMP Editor.

I
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A Chapter Consultant assists a chapter and its
members in reaching their maximum potential.
Chapter Consultants help chapters develop quality
programs, train officers,manage chapter business,
and recruit new members.Those who have traveled
for Delta Zeta believe the experience has prepared
them to meet the challenges of life and has laid the
foundation for a strong professional career.

E arly in its history,Delta Zeta instituted regular
chapter visits,hiring the first person to travel

for the Sorority in 1917.Titles for this position have
evolved from Field Secretary,Traveling Secretary,
Field Representative to today’s Chapter Consultant.
These women,who are recent college graduates,
are Delta Zeta’s goodwill ambassadors to college
chapters and university communities across
the country.

In 1916, a national officer visited all of the chapters.
Martha Louise Railsback, elected President that year,

made the longest trip. She traveled by car throughout the
western United States, an arduous journey for the time.

The first State Day was held in Indiana.
Flora Margaret Ruth E, a nurse, was the only Delta

Zeta Gold Star in World War I, a designation signifying
war-caused death. Mildred Van Dusen McKay B was the
first to go overseas. She was a hostess for the Canteen
Service in France.

They receive extensive training in every aspect
of Delta Zeta programming, policies, and
procedures as well as in effective communication
and motivation techniques.

“When are you going to visit ourchapter?” was the
question asked of National f ield Representatives
in 1950.

Among the Convention attendees at
the 1912 Convention at Winona
Lake, Indiana were Mabelle Minton,
Ada May Burke, and Alfa Lloyd.

Delta Zeta members volunteered as
hostesses at the American Y.W.C.A.
in France during World War 1.

Chapter Consultant Coordinator
and Past National President
Marvona Tavlin with Chapter
Consultants for the 1995-96
school year.

Nettie Wilts Shugart Z was
Grand Secretary from 1914-16,
Big Sister Committee Chairman
from 1916-20, and National
Big Sister from 1920-24. She
also introduced the “Legend of
the Loving Cup" to Delta Zeta’s
initiation ceremony in 1916,
hand painting porcelain loving
cups for each new chapter that
was installed.

Augusta “Gus” Piatt Kelleway All was
one of the first Traveling Secretaries
in 1936, and would later serve on
National Council in the 1950s.
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Extension continued, as did world events. The war
in Europe, begun in 1914, became World War I with the
United States’ entry in 1917. Life changed for everyone.
Many alumnae were directly involved through Red
Cross knitting units, purchasing Liberty Bonds and
War Saving Stamps, forming food conservation units,
and countless other ways. Americans learned that there
were things they could live without. “Meatless, wheat-
less, heatless” became the watchwords for the eight
chapters whose members lived in their own houses, as
they joined thousands of others whose efforts supported
those doing the actual fighting.

Delegates to the 1922 Convention took a dramatic
step, approving changes to the Constitution that marked
Delta Zeta as a leader among progressive sororities by
establishing a National Headquarters with an executive
secretary in charge. Realizing that the office would
require support and direction from the Sorority
President, they designated the location for the office as
the city of the President’s residence. Grace Mason E was
named first Executive Secretary, and duly elected
President Rene Sebring Smith opened the first Delta
Zeta National Headquarters in Muncie, Indiana.

A memorial service to honor members who had died
since the last Convention was first included at the 10th

Qene Sebring Smith A became known
I\jn Delta Zeta for her “passionate
interest in the happiness and advancement
of women” through her career and her
Sorority activities. She served Delta Zeta
for two terms as National Secretary and
three as Grand President ( 1919 to 1924),

and went on to become Delta Zeta’s
first chairman of the National Panhellenic
Conference, from 1929 to 1931 .

Professionally, Rene was a general
secretary for the Young Women’s
Christian Association in Long Beach,

California, where associated activities
included membership on the executive
committee of the Long Beach Council
of Social Agencies and president of the
executive committee of the Coordinating
Council, Juvenile Delinquents.

National Convention in 1924 in Evanston, Illinois.
This Convention also developed a procedure for granting
scholarship awards to individual students, adopted a
pledge service, and was the first to use an installation
ceremony for the National Council, formerly the Grand
Council. Ironically, Founder Julia Bishop Coleman,
who was elected President at this Convention, wrote

the ceremony.
With growth came the need to meet in smaller

groups, thus province Conventions were held for the
first time in 1925 — Alpha in Syracuse;
Gamma in Indianapolis; Delta in
Madison, Wisconsin; Zeta in
Los Angeles; and Eta in Portland,
Oregon. It was an even smaller group,
however, that made a trip which would
reconfirm the Sorority’s commitment

to philanthropy. After the National
Council meeting in 1925, National
President Julia Bishop Coleman,
Treasurer Myrtle Graeter Malott A,
and Historian Grace Mason traveled
by car to Kentucky for a firsthand look
at the school Delta Zeta supported.
Chauffeured by Dr. Jack Coleman,
Julia’s husband, the foursome found
the tour, led by Arema Kirven, to be

The Grand Council of Delta Zeta met at Arema
0'Brien’s home in Columbus, Ohio, in June of 1918.

Delta Zeta
PublicationsDelta Zeta business continued

during World War I, but not as usual.
The 1918 Convention was cancelled.
President Martha Railsback, whose
war-related work left no time

for Sorority business, resigned.
An officers’ meeting was held in
Columbus, Ohio, but not all could
attend. When Acting President Rene
Sebring Smith A opened the 1920
Convention in Denver, Colorado,
there were reports of progress, in spite
of the war. This, after all, was the year
that women were given the right to

vote and Prohibition began.

LAMP: Official organ of the Fraternity. Editor.
Vera Brown Jones, 1115 Church St., Evanston, Ill.
|1.50 per year. Forty cents per copy. Life subscrip-

tions, $25.00 in fiv of $5.00 or

DELTA ZETA SONGBOOK: Price $2.00.
THE CONSTITUTION: Price 50 cents.
THE RITUAL: Price 25 cents.
THE MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATE: Price $1.00.
THE DIRECTORY OF THE DELTA ZETA FRA-

TERNITY:
THE DELTA ZETA SYMPHONY: Price $1.00.
PREPARATORY COURSE OF STUDY FOR DELTA

ZETA FRESHMAN: Price 50 cents.
Make checks payable to Delta Zeta Fraternity and

Executive Secretary

Rene Sebring Smith A, Grand
President, 1919-1924.

GRACE E. MASON, Muncie. Ind.
4M Johnson Bldg.

An early advertisement from
a 1923 issue of The LAMP
details the publications
available from Delta Zeta.
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race Mason Lundy E introduced humor to LAMP
readers when she became editor in 1926. She included
a column called “Wholly Smoke,” signed by “The
Lampadary,” who was Rachel Mason Peden E, her
sister and Delta Zeta’s 1972 Woman of the Year.
Grace Lundy’s editorship ended in 1928, only to be

taken up again from 1933 to 1936. Known as a “walking
encyclopedia” about Delta Zeta
specifically and the fraternal
system in general, she wrote both
a definitive history of Delta Zeta
that first appeared in The LAMP
in 1924 and the first Founders Day
Ceremony in 1927. Updated
versions were published in 1934,
1952 (Golden Anniversary), and
1967. She also wrote the first
chapter manual and helped revise
and give meaning to the Delta
Zeta initiation ritual.

The Constitution Committee in 1926 included Julia
Bishop Coleman, Grace Mason Lundy, and Margaret
Huenefeld, who met at Julia's home in Loveland, Ohio
to complete a 68-page volume entitled The Constitution,
Bylaws and Standing Rules of Delta Zeta.

informative and helpful in making future plans for
the social service project.

The hills of Kentucky yielded, in due time, to the
hills of San Francisco and the much-anticipated 1926
Convention that lived up to its advance publicity. Many
delegates got a head start on the festivities as passengers
on the special convention train that departed Chicago

June 29 and arrived in San Francisco July 4, 1926. In her
1934 history, The Story of Delta Zeta, Grace Mason
Lundy wrote that Margaret Huenefeld E, and a “coterie

of workers,” produced a daily record of these events.
“These kindred spirits retired to a cramped nook each
night and in the wee small hours ground out with much
laughter and a few groans, a mimeographed sheet which
called itself, prophetically, The Lampkin.”

The delegates at the San Francisco Convention
made history, too. With more than 200 attending, it was

the largest Delta Zeta meeting ever. On arrival, they
were officially a fraternity, but by the time they left, the
tradition-minded delegates voted to use “sorority” once
again. They also elected another Founder, Anne Simmons
Friedline, as National President.

Reaching the first milestone in the organization’s

Grace Mason Lundy in 1928.

Grace Mason Lundy is credited with more firsts than any other member of Delta Zeta — first
Executive Secretary, first visiting delegate, author of the first chapter manual, and one of two first recipients
of the Order of the Laurel, Delta Zeta's highest award. In addition to her service as Historian and Editor,
she served as Registrar, First Vice President ( 1930-1933) and Second Vice President (1938-1940) before
becoming President, 1940 to 1946. In 1962, she became Director of Extension. From 1968 to 1970, Grace
and her daughter,; Cynthia Lundy McCarty E, served together on the National Council — Cynthia as Director-
Area West and Grace as Past National President. Grace embodied her statement that “.Delta Zeta is for Life.”

Her service and devotion to the Sorority continue to be appreciated by the “GML Girls,” senior
collegians honored annually for outstanding achievements on their campuses, excellent service to their
chapters, and who meet the expectation that they will continue that service and loyalty throughout their
alumnae lives. The names of GML Girls appear frequently in lists of prominent Delta Zetas, a tribute
to one of its brightest lamps. Anne Marie Jones Gavin AI was the first GML to be elected to National
Council in 1977 at the Diamond Jubilee Convention. In 1989, Marvona Easley Tavlin EA became the
first GML to be elected National President.

“Rosemary is for remembrance,” Grace Mason Lundy reminded everyone with whom she corresponded.
Lest they forget, she included a small sprig. This remembrance is part of the National Historical Museum
in the Grace Mason Lundy suite, appropriately decorated with rosemary. The suite is funded in loving
memory by her “GML Girls.”

In a tribute in the September 1946 issue o/The LAMP, Charlotte Wheeler Verplank E described
Grace as one “who can always see ‘The big in the little,’ the universe in a grain of sand....” Grace Mason
Lundy joined her sisters in the Flame Eternal in 1993 at age 100.
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he memorial sundial presented to Miami University to
mark Delta Zeta’s Silver Anniversary in 1927 was later
returned to National Headquarters for safekeeping in
1952 due to renovations on the Miami campus.

Enroute by Irain to Delta Zeta’s tenth
Convention, held in San Francisco in
1926. On the platform are Alberta
Shank AA, Viola Themann AA, Elise
Roberts T, and Grace Kohl AZ.

growth, its Silver Anniversary, Delta Zeta members were

proud of their achievements. They had 25 collegiate
chapters, and 20 alumnae chapters. The Sorority owned
20 houses, with six more under construction. To
commemorate their success, the Sorority presented
a memorial sundial to Miami University in the summer
of 1927, with Founder Julia Bishop Coleman among
the prominent individuals participating.

Silver Anniversary celebrations for the entire Sorority,
however, had to wait until the 11th National Convention
in 1928.

In the years between 1910, when Delta Zeta became
a member of the National Panhellenic Conference, and
the Sorority’s Silver Anniversary observance in 1928,
Delta Zeta installed many chapters. They included Theta,
Ohio State University, 1911; Iota, University of Iowa
(formerly State University of Iowa), 1913; Kappa,
University of Washington, 1914; Lambda, Kansas State
University (formerly Kansas State Agricultural College),
1915; Mu, University of California at Berkeley, 1915;

Delta Zeta’s presentation of the
Memorial Sun Dial to Miami
University in June of 1927.
Middle of page, left photo
shows !va Stock Smith A,
designer of the sun dial, and
National Vice President Lois
Higgins A. Middle right, the
audience winds its way up
the quadrangle to the presen-

JX tation. Bottom, Founder
Julia Bishop Coleman
presided at the dedication
of the sun dial.
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Nu, Knox College, Illinois, 1915; Xi, University of
Cincinnati, 1916; Omicron, University of Pittsburgh,
1916; Pi, Eureka College, Illinois, 1917; Rho, University
of Denver, 1917; Sigma, Louisiana State University,
1917; Tau, University of Wisconsin at Madison, 1918;

Upsilon, North Dakota University (formerly University
of North Dakota), 1919; Phi, Washington State
University (formerly State University of Washington),
1919; Chi, Oregon State University (formerly Oregon
Agricultural College), 1919; Psi, Franklin College,
Indiana, 1920; Omega, University of Oregon, 1920;

Alpha Alpha, Northwestern University (formerly
Northwestern State University) in Illinois, 1920; Alpha
Beta, University of Illinois, 1921; Alpha Gamma,
University of Alabama, 1922; Alpha Delta, George
Washington University in Washington, D.C., 1922;

Alpha Epsilon, Oklahoma State University (formerly
Oklahoma State College), 1922; Alpha Zeta, Adelphi
University (formerly Adelphi College) in New York,
1922; Gamma, University of Minnesota, 1923; Alpha
Eta, University of Michigan, 1923; Alpha Theta,
University of Kentucky, 1923; Alpha Iota, University
of Southern California, 1923; Alpha Kappa, Syracuse
University, 1924; Alpha Lambda, University of Colorado,
1924; Alpha Mu, St. Lawrence University in New York,
1924; Alpha Nu, Butler University (formerly Butler
College) in Indiana, 1924; Alpha Xi, Randolph-Macon
Women’s College in Virginia, 1924; Alpha Omicron,
Brenau University (formerly Brenau College) in Georgia,
1924; Alpha Pi, Samford University, Alabama, 1924;

Alpha Rho, Ohio Wesleyan University, 1924; Alpha
Sigma, Florida State University (formerly Florida State
College for Women), 1924; Alpha Tau, University of
Texas, 1924; Alpha Upsilon, University of Maine, 1924;

Alpha Phi, University of Kansas, 1925; Alpha Chi,
University of Califomia/Los Angeles, 1926; Alpha Psi,
Southern Methodist University in Texas, 1926; and
Alpha Omega, Millsaps College in Mississippi, 1926.

A T T E N - S H U N !
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The jewelry ad from a 1923 issue
o/The LAMP would become the
inspiration for a reproduction pin
( first column, second from top) as
a Centennial Commemorative item
in 2002.

Delta Zeta Playing Cards
Make Wonderful

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
BIRTHDAY PRESENTS
BRIDGE PRIZES
DANCE OR RUSH FAVORS

»
Rose or Green Backs—Each Stamped With

Delta Zeta Crest in Gold
Single Decks
Double (Bridge) Deck

$1.00

$2.00

Order Now . Specify Color Desired

HELP THE ENDOWMENT

An advertisement from the December
1928 issue of The LAMP.
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THREE

Delta Zeta’s Silver Anniversary celebration was held in
1928 at the 11th National Convention in Bigwin Inn,
Lake of Bays, Ontario, Canada. Special trains, a boat, and
a narrow-gauge railroad were needed to attend the first
Convention held outside the United States. Delegates
found the journey worthwhile, for the special guests if nothing

else. Four Founders — Julia Bishop Coleman, Mary Collins
Galbraith, Mabelle Minton Hagemann, and Anne Simmons
Friedline (who was President at the time) were there. The
Founders received silver candlesticks to honor the occasion.

Mary Collins Galbraith surprised her sisters by bringing a boy
and a girl from Vest, the Delta Zeta center in the mountains of
Kentucky. The children's stories about their lives and school
experiences, their background, history, and ambitions provided
insight for everyone as they realized that these children represented
hundreds who would never experience things like elevators, trains,
steamboats, or a sunrise over a flat Ohio cornfield. They also
were proof of the success of the Sorority's social service efforts.

One of Delta Zeta’s
early philanthropy projects
in 1931 was the school in
Vest, Kentucky, located in
the Appalachian Mountains.

Far left, children from Vest,
Kentucky, who benefited
from Delta Zeta's
philanthropic work.



iAnother feature of this Silver Anniversary celebration
was a song contest. No one remembers the winner, but
over time the second-place song, “Dream Girl of Delta
Zeta,” by Juanita Kelly N, took its place as the favorite.
A new song seemed to fit the trend as the delegates
elected a new President, Myrtle Graeter Malott A.That
meant a new location for National Headquarters: San
Antonio, where Myrtle lived. She was joined there by
the new Executive Secretary, Irene Boughton I.

After meeting the hoy and girl from Vest at the 1928
Convention, Delta Zetas responded with donations of
clothing and other useable items. Their generosity was
appreciated, according to Marian Taylor AA, a teacher
at Vest, hut she sent a caution about making the clothing
appropriate for the mountains. High heels didn’t work,
and neither did velvet dresses. Satin pumps could not be
“adapted to the Kentucky mud,” she said, and long coats
were of no use because they dragged in the mud.

argaret Huenefeld Pease 5 became
editor of The LAMP in 1928, one

of many jobs she would perform for the
Sorority. Her sisters were already aware of
her talents through the original programs she
had written and produced for Conventions.
As The LAMP Editor, her work was noticed
by the Department of Journalism at
Northwestern University, where the Sorority’s
magazine was selected as the outstanding
Greek publication and used in class. Her
Delta Zeta service included President of
the Cincinnati Alumnae Chapter, member
of the Constitution Committee, National
Panhellenic Conference Delegate, Chairman
of the Nominating Committee, and Director
and Secretary of the Delta Zeta Foundation.
She served as National President from
1934 to 1936. Her long service to the
Sorority is recognized at each Convention
through presentation of the Margaret
Huenefeld Pease Council Award, to honor
a small alumnae chapter that has excelled
in all areas of alumnae work.She joined
the Flame Eternal in 1981.

M

Cover of sheet music
for “Dream Girl of

Delta Zeta" from the
early 1930s.
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The 1930 pledge class of Beta Theta at Bucknel!
University in Pennsylvania.

Attendees of the 1930
Convention in Madison,

Wisconsin, included Dr. Helen
JohnstonI, Ruby Long K,

The Lambda Chapter's winning basketball team in
1929 at Kansas State Agricultural College.

Anne Simmons Friedline, and
Fannie Putcamp Smith Z.

America’s decade of prosperity came to an end with the
stock market crash in October 1929, causing changes for
everyone. The National Council tightened finances and
established policies to help collegiate chapters deal with
diminishing funds. They also selected Madison, Wisconsin,
as the site for the 1930 Convention, considering it to
be centrally located and less expensive.

Through major unemployment and decreasing college
enrollments, Delta Zeta held its own during the 1930s.

Past Presidents Alfa Lloyd Hayes,
Julia Bishop Coleman, AnneMargaret Huenefeld Pease S

served as National President from
1934 to 1936 and in many other
roles for Delta Zeta and the NPC.

Simmons Friedline, and Rene
Sebring Smith were honored guests
at the 1930 Convention.
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* With installations in 1931, the Sorority had 57 college
chapters, 21 alumnae chapters, and more than 7,000
members. Growth continued, and Sorority leaders opti-
mistically planned for biennial Conventions. As 1932
approached, it was evident that the meeting in Asheville,

Mabelle May Minton

Juniors of Kappa at the University of Washington
entertain the seniors at the Senior Breakfast in 1933.abelle May Minton’s

first college experience
was at Wheaton College
in Illinois, where her parents met as students, but she
transferred to Miami University in 1902 to be closer
to her family. When classes resumed for the 1903-04

academic year, Mabelle had to return home to assume the
care of seven younger siblings after her mother’s death. She
continued her education at Teachers College of Columbia
University, taught for a time, and then went into business
for herself as an actuary.

Especially interested in extension, she organized the Iota
(University of Iowa), Omicron (University of Pittsburgh),
and Xi (University of Cincinnati) chapters. After marrying
Henry Hagemann, she became his partner in an insurance
firm, continuing the business after his death in 1924-

I North Carolina, would be poorly attended because of the
Depression. It was cancelled, but other activities continued.
College chapters especially needed the advice and counsel
of their alumnae sisters to help them get through the
troubled economic times. The answer seemed to lie in

designating more provinces
that were smaller in size.

“Thirty-One Years and
a Century of Progress”
was the theme for the
13th Convention, held in
Chicago in 1933. Delta
Zeta was assuredly
progressing as an important
Sorority and member of
the National Panhellenic
Conference, but the
“Century of Progress”

referred to the World’s Fair exposition in Chicago. The
National Council decided that two events would be an
added incentive for attendance, and they were right.

Beta Theta Chapter members
from Bucknell University enjoy
a boat ride in 1930.

One of four Founders at the Silver Anniversary Convention in
1928, Mabelle's address, “Hail, My Daughters, ” is remembered
as an inspirational highlight. Her message became all the more
poignant when she died in 1929, the first of the six Founders to
enter the Flame Eternal.
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*nna (later Anne) Dial Simmons graduated from the University of
Cincinnati in 1902, then went to Miami University that fall for
additional studies. A natural leader, she was outgoing and made
friends, both men and women, easily. After one year at Miami,
she took a teaching position in Lockland, near Oxford, so that
she could remain close to the chapter. She also took classes and

received a master’s degree in 1904-
Anne married Justus Friedline in 1909 and moved to Colorado

Springs, Colorado. She served as Alumnae Vice President during Julia
Bishop Coleman’s presidency and was elected National President in
1926. She refused a second term in order to care for her ailing husband,
but following his death turned her energies toward the blossoming
Sorority she had helped
found , serving as
housemother for the
Iota Chapter in 1929-30.
She planned to take a
similar position closer to
her home in Colorado,
but died unexpectedly and
entered the Flame Eternal
in September 1932.

1
Rushing Tea at Gamma Chapter at the University of Minnesota
in 1931.

Motion picture star Gait Patrick
with Gary Cooper in 1933.

Anna Dial Simmons

Gail Patrick An as she appeared in the film Man of
Conquest (1939). She was Woman of the Year for 1962.© A CENTURY OF SISTERHOOD
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Gertrude Houk Fariss £2 assumed editorship
of The LAMP at the Asheville Convention

in 1936, beginning 30 years of continuous
service to the Sorority. After two terms as
Editor, she became National Secretary,
responsible for the Standards Program. She
served as Delta Zeta’s representative to the
National Panhellenic Conference from 1942
to 1948 and again from 1955 to I 960, when
she was NPC Chairman of the College
Panhellenic Committee. She was National
President from 1948 to 1952 and ended her
service on the National Council as a Past
President from 1962 to 1966.She was an
administrator in higher education, serving as
president of the Pacific Northwest Association
of Junior Colleges and on advisory committees
to the Oregon State Department of Education.
She was one of two Oregonians nominated
by President Dwight Eisenhower to serve on
the President’s Advisory Committee for the
1960 White House Conference on Children
and Youth. Oregon Governor Mark Hatfield
appointed her the first chairman of the
Governor’s Committee on the Status ofWomen.
Shortly before she entered the Flame Eternal
in 1988, Gertrude wrote about what being a
Delta Zeta meant in her life:

It was larger than any other Convention. One highlight f
was the initiation of Mary Permelia Coleman A, oldest
daughter of Founder Julia Bishop Coleman. Even
though time was allotted to take in the Century of
Progress exhibits, delegates focused on making progress

for Delta Zeta. The 14th Convention was set for
Asheville, North Carolina, in 1936. To ease the burden
for national officers who would otherwise have to serve

for three years, current officers served for one year more, |
1933-34, then the most recently appointed officers
would assume office in 1934 and serve for the biennium,
ending with the Convention in 1936.

The National Headquarters moved to Cincinnati,
Ohio, in 1934 to be near new President Margaret
Huenefeld Pease 5. The role of women in American
culture was moving in new directions, too. Ruth Evers
Brashear E, Chairman of the Vocational Guidance
Committee, wrote a series of articles for The LAMP
about career opportunities for women. While the
professional opportunities for women were changing,
a recommendation form for Delta Zeta membership
left np doubt that the Sorority was holding fast to the
values established some 30 years before. The form
included the following:

Delta Zeta chapters in the southern United States
welcomed their sisters when the 1936 Convention met

in Asheville, North Carolina. The first achievement
award, renamed the Founders Award in 1940, and
consisting of six silver candlesticks, was presented to

the Alpha Gamma Chapter (University of Alabama),

recognizing its accomplishments in membership,
financial standing, cooperation, college programs,

“For me, many, many years ago, my
sorority sowed seeds of confidence . . . in
rather barren soil, offered by a painfully
shy, unconfident, uncommunicative
young teenager . . . the nourishment that
Delta Zeta gave through many succeeding
years resulted in a much different
woman’s growing from that teenager —
and a much different life from the one she
could have lived without the care and
cultivation . ..generously given by Delta
Zeta throughout the decades.”

Future National Historian Florence Hood
Miner AB was Editor of the Convention
newsletter The Lampkin in 1936.

“A few salient points about Delta Zeta: its main

objects are loyalty, friendship, scholarship, char-
acter building, and service; it is a young progres-
sive sorority; it is on a sound financial basis; it

has a policy of establishing chapters in Grade A
institutions; it has an outstanding philanthropic
project, the Delta Zeta Community Center at

Vest; it has a well organized vocational guidance
and placement service; its loan fund is large and
has enabled hundreds of girls to complete their
college work and has assisted in the financing
of chapters houses; it recognizes and encourages
outstanding personal and chapter achievement,
and stresses at all times the attainment of real,
not superficial education.”

philanthropies, and standing on campus. Founder Julia
Bishop Coleman’s second daughter, Julia Jean A, was
the Convention initiate. It wasn’t long, however,
before Southern hospitality yielded to the call of the
West and another Convention in California.

Thousands of flowers, the glamour of movie studios,
Hollywood, Beverly Hills, and beaches were enjoyed
by delegates to the Delta Zeta Convention in Pasadena,

California, in 1938, but that didn’t take away from the
business at hand. The Standards Programs, initiated in

1936, received enthusiastic praise from educators,
alumnae, Panhellenic friends, and Delta Zeta chapters
for the level of maturity it engendered among collegiate

Gertrude Houk Fariss’ service as
National President and as a Panhellenic
leader was recognized in 1955 with
creation of an award in her name. Here
she is in 1956 presenting the award to
Priscilla Schneider TP for her chapter's
outstanding programming and citizenship.
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members. The Vocational Guidance Committee received I
accolades from the deans of women in institutions of
higher learning throughout the United States who
were using the vocational survey that appeared in
The LAMP. As they looked at the widening horizons
for women, the women of Delta Zeta also talked
about maintaining world peace, making it a major
part of the Standards Programs for the coming year.

By the end of the 1930s, college enrollment was
beginning to increase, and extension once again
became a top priority. At the same time, people who
saw only the social nature of a sorority or fraternity

T H E D E L T A Z E T A C R E E D
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o the world,

I promise temperance and insight and courage,

To crusade for justice,

To seek the truth and defend it always:

To those whom my life may touch in slight measure,

May I give graciously

Of what is mine; The National Council for 1936-38. Seated are First
Vice President Helen Meyer Craig M, President Irene
C. Houghton I, Founder Julia Bishop Coleman, and
Second Vice President Lucile Crowell Cooks A. Standing,
Treasurer Edna Wheatley H, Past National President
Margaret Huenefeld Pease E, LAMP Editor Gertrude
Houk Fariss Q, and Secretary Mildred French A.

To my friends,

Understanding and appreciation;

To those closer ones,

Love that is ever steadfast;

To my mind.
Growth;

University of Rhode Island, 1928; Beta Beta, University
of Mississippi, 1928; Beta Gamma, University of
Louisville, 1928; Beta Delta, University of South
Carolina, 1928; Beta Epsilon, University of Pennsylvania,
1928; Beta Zeta, University of Utah, 1928; Beta Eta,
Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania, 1930; Beta Theta,
Bucknell University in Pennsylvania, 1930; Beta Iota,
University of Arizona, 1930; Beta Kappa, Iowa State
University, 1931; Beta Lambda, University of Tennessee,
1933; Beta Mu, Florida Southern College, 1937; and
Beta Nu, University of Miami ( Florida ), 1939.

To myself,

Faith

That I may walk truly

In the light of the Flame.

— Dorothy M.Williams AZ

Velma Lockridge McKee A, President of the
Twin Cities Alumnae Chapter, emerges from
an airplane at the St. Paul Airport in 1937.

criticized Greek organizations. One answer seemed to be
establishment of stronger chapters. If the detractors had
been interested, they could have gained an understanding
about the purpose of a sorority by reading Delta Zeta’s Creed,
written hy Dorothy Mumford Williams AZ in 1939.

Expansion slowed during the 1930s, yet there were
several chapter installations completed before 1940.
New chapters during this time included Beta Alpha,

Dorothy Mumford Williams
AZ in 1928, author of the
Delta Zeta Creed in 1939 and
the 1936 Convention Pageant.

* Alpha Theta’s formal at the Student Union building
on the University of Kentucky in 1939.© A CENTURY OF SISTERHOOD



unique event in Delta Zeta’s
history took place in 1939
with the initiation of Crown
Princess Martha of Norway
and her lady-in-waiting.
While touring the north-

western United States, the Crown
Prince and Princess visited the
University of North Dakota,
where the Crown Prince was to
deliver the commencement
address. The Crown Princess
became interested in the role of
a sorority in the lives of college
women. Gudrun Hulteng Letich,
a charter member of the Upsilon Chapter and of Scandinavian
descent, presented the princess with her pin during an initiation
ceremony presided over by National President Myrtle Graeter Malott.

A
Left to right: National President Myrtle Graeter Malott;
Mae Sundeen Sebby 7, President of the Grand Forks Alumnae
Chapter; Gudrun Hulteng Letich, charter Upsilon Chapter
member; Crown Princess Margaret of Norway; Dr. Richard
Beck , Professor of Scandinavian Languages at North Dakota
University, and Florence Hoven Lydon Y and Lois Ferguson
Vallely 1, members of the Grand Forks Alumnae Chapter
after the Princess’ initiation ceremony.

Elizabeth Coulter Stephenson A forever holds a unique position in the Sorority. The
Founders claimed she should have been one of them, but instead, “Bess” became the first
pledge. An honors graduate of Oxford College for Women, she entered Miami University
to continue training as a teacher. While working on a masters degree at Cornell University,
she found time to search for suitable members and install
Delta Zeta's Beta Chapter.

The Crown Princess and Prince of Norway on the steps of the
Upsilon chapter house after her initiation in 1939. Princess
Martha displays the native Norwegian costume.

Myrtle Graeter Malott Hinkly
Myrtle Graeter Malott Hinkly was
Delta Zeta’s National President
from 1928- 1934 and 1938- 1940,
served in many other capacities on
National Council, and is a member
of the Order of the Laurel,Delta
Zeta’s highest honor.At the 1968
Convention, she led other past
national officers in a memorable
presentation of the initiation ritual.
Grace Mason Lundy said of her, “It
is not an exaggeration to claim for
Myrtle that in the case of Delta Zeta,
‘Greater love hath none.’” She
joined the Flame Eternal in 1987.

Upon her marriage in 1910 to Henry Stephenson, Bess moved
to Portland, Oregon. She followed Alfa Lloyd as Grand
President, serving from 1912 to 1916. Leaving the presidency,
she took on the task of writing Delta Zeta's first history.

Her work with Delta Zeta continued as chairman of the
Constitution Committee that reported to the 1922 Convention,
and in 1933 she participated in the Convention initiation
of Mary Coleman, Julia Bishop Coleman s oldest daughter.
She enteredthe Flame Eternal in 1939.

Past National President Elizabeth
Coulter Stephenson A.
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a areers for women” was a topic at the 1940
Convention as the Sorority experienced the
quaint atmosphere of horses and buggies on
Mackinac Island, Michigan. Tables at one luncheon
were decorated to show career possibilities —
the table for homemakers featured a Betty Crocker

cookbook. Another award was added, the Council
Award, the highest a chapter could receive, recognizing
consistently high achievement over a six-year period.

The Alpha Chapter
was the first recipient
of the silver tray.
National Headquarters
moved again, this time
to Indianapolis, and
for the first time The
LAMP was edited there.Lucile Crowell Cooks A, Aurel Fowler Ostendorf

AH, Anna Weinmann N, and Shirley King
Robertson AH after the Memorial Service at the
Grand Hotel for the 1940 Convention held at
Mackinac Island.

©



The first of four mergers by Delta Zeta with
other sororities occurred in 1941 with Beta Phi
Alpha, the first collegiate fraternity for women
to originate on the United States’ west coast.
Organized as Bide-a-Wee at the University of
California, Berkeley, in 1909, the founders of
Beta Phi were more concerned about finding
adequate housing for the growing number
of women on the campus than they were in
addressing women’s social needs.

By 1919, with the help of returning alumnae,
it became a Greek-letter organization and was
admitted to the National Panhellenic Conference
in 1923. At their convention in Lakeside, Ohio, in
1941, Beta Phi Alpha delegates voted to become
part of Delta Zeta. Members of Delta Zeta’s
National Council, who were present, awaited
their decision and initiated many new sisters.

The chapters acquired through the merger
with Beta Phi Alpha Sorority in 1941 included:
Beta Psi, College of Charleston, South Carolina;
Beta Omega, New York University; Beta Sigma,
Colorado State University (formerly Colorado
State College); Beta Tau, Nebraska Wesleyan
University; Beta Upsilon, Newcomb College of
Tulane University (formerly H. Sophie Newcomb
College), Louisiana; Beta Phi, Oglethorpe

rene Boughton I assumed the reigns
of editorship in 1940 when the

National Council determined that
The LAMP should be produced from
National Headquarters. As Executive
Secretary and a past National President
from 1936 to 1938, she had a thorough
knowledge of the Sorority and its official
publication. Editing during wartime, her
features described how Delta Zetas
helped in the war effort — whether as
members of the armed services, Red
Cross workers or through patriotic
activities at home. As Delta Zeta’s third
Executive Secretary, Irene brought
experience as Chapter President and
Province President to her new position.
She proudly served as National
Panhellenic Conference Chairman of
Central Office Executives from 1949
to 1951. She retired after 38 years and
several moves with the National
Headquarters. She joined the Flame
Eternal in 1988.

i

The Sigma Chapter's room was the center of activity
at Louisiana State University in 1941.

University, Georgia; and Beta Chi, Wittenberg
University (formerly Wittenberg College), Ohio.

Throughout 1941, Delta Zeta officers traveled
from coast to coast to initiate the collegiate and
alumnae members from the merger. They also
installed several new Delta Zeta chapters, including
Gamma Alpha at Baldwin-Wallace College
in Ohio, which was installed the week after the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor that brought
the United States into World War II. As they
had in World War I, the women of Delta Zeta
served their country in many capacities. On the
home front, they planted Victory Gardens, went

ore than 200 Delta Zetas served in uniform during the war in the
women’s branches of the Army (WACS — Women’s Army Corps),
Navy (WAVES — Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency
Service), Marine Corps, or in the United Services Organizations
(USO) as representatives of such agencies as the Red Cross, Young
Women’s Christian Association, or the Salvation Army. In many

cases they were breaking new ground, serving in capacities and places that
previously were reserved for men.

IExecutive Secretary Irene C.
Boughton in January of 1934.

CENTURY OF SISTERHOOD



The tradition of the service flag began in World War I when the mothers of young soldiers
hand-stitched white flags with a red border and a blue star representing each

loved one who had gone to war. If a family member died in the line of duty, a gold star was sewn over the blue
star.The term “service flag’’ was adopted by organizations to refer to their members on active duty during
wartime. Issues of The LAMP during World War II included a page,“Stars in Our Service Flag,’’ that featured the
names and branches of service for all Delta Zetas.The largest listing was 222 in the September 1945 publication.

Stars in t ^ -AA***,*************************************************************^* *Service Flag * ** ** ** ** *Sintering, Ruth E., E, on duly in Australia,
A. P. 0. 922, <:/o Postmaster, San Fran-
cisco

Todd, Alice A., 11 A, on duty in India,
A .P.O. HR3, C/O Poslmaster, New York
City

MARINES* *********************************************************************** ** liannerman, Genevieve, A A
Dickie, Alice, K
Elkins, Esther, A
Katona, Helen F,., 1’
Kiltredge, Janet, B 11
Mixa, Ruth. B K
Oakes, Dorothy. A A

* *** *** ** ** * ** Gannon, Bertha, B 0
Glassmann, Virginia, A A
Grime, Rosemary, 0
Grunwald, Marilyn Jane, A B
Henry, Frances, T
Hennessy, Florence, B 'I'
Horn, Gladys, T A
Howen, Dorothy, 1'

Hughes, Dorothy, M
Johanns, Olga, B 'P
Jones, Frances, B
Kerley, Ina C., X
Kvernstoen, Ivy, T
I.eik, Patricia, Iv
L.eon, Helen, B A
Lindsay, Wylma, B A
Lutz, Frances Eleanor, A A
Lynch, Lois, T
Massengill, Dixie, A T
Maxted, Shirley L., II
Mayer, Marjorie, B X
Miller, Albina, K
Minden, Mary Beth, X
Moore, Helen, A T
Nelson, Rosemary, B <P
O’Brien, Marguerite, A 1'
Parrott, Zoc McFadden, A X
Rogers, Iva Anderson, A A
Stoops, Mareene, A E
Unsworth, Barbara, B 0
Wach, Irene, A B
Waters, Charlotte, B A
Waters, Mildred, B A
Wilson, Helen. IT

WACs * * ** * * ** * ** Arterburn, Cleo Cardwell, A E
Bell, Iris, A 2
Brown, Emily Clara, 0
Brown, Engelyn, M
Brown, I.ois Perry, A 0
Brunk, Elizabeth H., O
Bunker, Ann, X
De Boer, Constance, A A
Durocher, Margaret , 1’
Earle, Betty, K
Ferguson, Mildred M., B B
Gibson. Ruth Warren, T
Harvey, Ruth. A X
Lee. Sarah E., A T
Logan, Thelma, A 0
Lord, Lurana S., M
Mancuso, Amelia, II
Moon, Christine, Ruston
Musselwhite, E. Rowena, B B
North, Mary Matteson, A P
Onkst, Margaret Mae, B A
Parker, Helen Rachel, A B
Pleuss, Anita, T
Sarcmal, Katharine, X
Schroeppel, Mary Ruth, II
Short, Edna, Westminster
Stowell, Ariadne, I? A
Sutherland, Kay, K
Tregoning, Eleanor M., B K
Wachholz, Magdalene, 0

* * ** DIETITIANS* ** ** * * ** Donaldson. Marian, X, on duty in England,
A. P. 0. 302, c/o Postmaster, New York
City

Thcis, Ethel Jane, A A, on duty in England,
A. P. 0. 519, c/o Postmaster. New York
City

Merrick, Maxine, B K

* * *** *ARMY NURSES OVERSEAS* ** * *** *** Morton, Edith M., A K, 1st Lieut., 10th
Evacuation Hospital, A. P. 0. 929, c/o
Postmaster, San Francisco

Smythe, Berla M., A T, on duty in Australia,

A. P. 0. 927, c/o Postmaster, San Fran-
cisco

Stolil, Dora. I ', A. P. 0. 700, c/o Postmaster.
New York City

* ** * *** *** ** *** ** *** *** ** ** RED CROSS*** *** * *McClellan. Norris, X
Pannell, Louise Douglas, A II

* *+* * *** * ** *** RED CROSS OVERSEAS** *YWCA-USO* * *Ackermann, Elizabeth, A P, in Hawaii,
A. P. 0. 952, c/o Postmaster, San Fran -
cisco

Finnegan, Mary Jo, T, on duty in Australia,
A. P, O, 1142, c/o Postmaster, San Fran
cisco

Hostetler, Leila S., on duly in Australia,
269 Mera Mar Avc., Long Beach, Calit.

Jones, Carolyn, A 1', on duty in Iceland

** * ** * Eagles, Virginia. A II** * *** * ** *** * *NURSES** * *** * **•k Anderson, Gladys, 1'

Fries*, Phyllis, Ensign. II

Graham, Mary Fouise, B .\
McDaniel, Frances, A II

* *** * *** * *** * ** * *-** * ** * ** * ** ** ** * ** * *** ** ** ** *************************** A******************************************* ** ** *•* WAVES ** ** Collins, Gwyneth, 1’
Cooper. Doris L.. B T
Decker, Lois, M
Dinsmore, Rulh, A
Dowdey, Zelma McKewen, A II
Ellwanger, Mary Ann, P
Falkner, Hazel Morgan, 4
Fargason, Mary Jane, X

Frostrup, Kathryn, 4

** SPARS ** *** Binkley, Jane Hayes, A A
Carter, Janie, B £
Colton, Bernice, A X
Martin, Mable, A B
Saremal, Hazel, X
Schmidt, Barbara. M
Swenson, Barbara, A

4Mb ^>tar itlember****•** ** * KATHRYN BARBARA LAWRENCE, Upsilon 12

Killed in trainer plane crash in Texas in August 1943 while on duty
with the Women’s Auxiliary Ferrying Command.

** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
**********************************************************************

Stars in Our Service Flag recognized Delta Zetas serving during
World War II . This list is from the September 1943 issue of The LAMP.
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elta Zeta’s service flag, indicating
members who served in the armed
forces, had many stars. The first
gold star, indicating loss of life, was
for Kathryn Lawrence Y, who was
killed in a plane crash while serving

with the Auxiliary Ferrying Command.

Vivian Shriver Weissblatt X, an Angel of
Bataan, survived three years as a prisoner
of war. She was decorated with the Purple
Heart, a Bronze Star, and a Presidential
Citation with Oakleaf Clusters.

Each issue of The LAMP during World War
II carried stories about members helping their
country in a uniformed service. They included
Norma Stovall Morgan A, editor of the WAC
Weekly; Dr. Mary Elizabeth Morris 0, the
first woman to work as a physician in an
induction center; Lois Perry Brown A0, who
taught Army tactics; and Catherine Jeter AB,

who folded parachutes. Some of those who
joined the Red Cross were Marion Donaldson
X, serving overseas as a dietitian; Ruth
Elizabeth Simering E, assistant field director
in Australia; and Mary Coleman A, an
overseas director. I he Delta feta blag, shown

here in 1952, was designed
by Ruth Simering E.
the flag is proudly carried
during the Panhellenic Parade
of Flags at the National
Panhellenic Conference.

.® * «=



(JJSL awt • jPU Marjorie l.ewin Overmire, DorothyJSTTT Osborn Riebe, ant.1Gertrude BeeMarsh, alumnae of the Mu Chapter(University of California!Berkeley),served as Grey Ladies in the AmericanRed Cross at the Oakland NavalHospital in California in 1945.
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without nylons, worked in war plants, got
married on short notice to men who were sent
off to active duty, and learned to live with
rationing of gas, sugar, meat, and canned goods.

Although the delegates to the 1942 Convention
in French Lick, Indiana, focused on their theme,
“War is transient, Education is permanent,” they
elected officers who realized that they would
serve until the end of the war. With many
college-age men serving in the armed services,
women became the majority on most college
campuses. In some places, sororities occupied
houses vacated by fraternities who could not
keep them open. Innovation was the byword as
sorority members tried to continue with activities
as usual. With few men on campus, members
of the Beta Pi Chapter at Albion College in
Michigan invited their fathers to their annual
dance. In spite of (and perhaps because of)
sacrifices by everyone, by war’s end in mid-1945,
chapters were financially sound and scholarship

f had increased. Like the rest of the country, Delta
| Zeta members were ready to pick up where they

had left off in 1941. While Americans recovered
from the war, they couldn’t go back to life as it
had been before. Three days after the Allied
invasion of Europe — D-Day, June 6, 1944 —
President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the

| “G. I. Bill of Rights,” an educational allowance
for returning soldiers and a guarantee that

I college enrollments would soar.
Looking ahead, two new awards were

| approved — the Grace Mason Lundy Award to
j a senior collegiate chapter member for loyalty,
j devotion, and service; and the Florence Hood

{ Miner Award to a junior collegiate chapter
J member for campus and community leadership.

While chapter installations accounted for
many new members, another merger brought
more. By the time Phi Omega Pi members
decided that their destiny lay with Delta Zeta,
the group already had experienced several
mergers and two name changes. Founded in 1910
at the University of Nebraska as the Achoth
(Hebrew for “sisters”) Sorority, it was for women
affiliated with the Order of the Eastern Star. The
sisterhood became a Greek organization in 1922
and in the next 11 years merged with several
sororities. The requirement of Eastern Star
membership was dropped in 1933 so that the
group could become a member of the National
Panhellenic Conference. Phi Omega Pi merged
with Delta Zeta in August 1946. Delta Zeta
acquired the Gamma Eta Chapter at Hunter
College in New York from the merger with
Phi Omega Pi.

Chapter installations continued, including
Gamma Tau at Bowling Green State University
in Ohio. In hindsight, it is possible to see that a
trend for the future was reported in The LAMP,

ranees “Fran” Elizabeth Westcott AA
was elected National President in

1946 and lived the Delta Zeta Creed for
65 years. She served as the Indianapolis
Alumnae Chapter President and was a
Province Director before being elected
National Treasurer in 1938. She was the
first President of the Delta Zeta
Foundation Board after the Foundation
was established in 1961. She also worked
on projects for the Delta Zeta Historical
Museum. Frances worked for the Crown
Paper Box Company for 42 years,
eventually becoming its treasurer, and
her businesslike approach to solving
problems was appreciated by her sisters.
She joined the Flame Eternal in 1989.

F

ragmg
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,,
Frances Elizabeth Westcott

Pictured at Mu Chapter's Summer Formal,
“Magnolia Magic” in 1945 are Chapter
President Shirley Bloch, Virginia Coutts,
Jeri Magoon, and a sea-going friend on the
University of California campus at Berkeley.
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Forward Into Peace” was the theme of
the 1946 Convention, the first in four
years. The war was over, but its trauma
continued for people throughout Europe.
Two Foreign Friendship service projects
were selected. A children’s home in

the Netherlands was adopted, and infant
layettes and clothing were sent to Norway
for distribution under sponsorship of HRH
Crown Princess Martha Y Members who
served in uniform during the war were
recognized with certificates.

Members of the Xi Chapter from the University of Cincinnati
visit WLW Radio in Cincinnati and their favorite singing star,
Norman Ruve// , in 1945.

DELTA

SERVICE^ J M

ai ii
c.

y
. }

Washington D.C. alumnae present the first layette of many packages
pledged to Foreign Friendship Service to Norwegian Ambassador
Wilhelm de Morgenstierne.ITIf.V .
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Royal Thanks
from Norway’s Crown Prlncoss
for Aid to Iler Country's
Children from Foreign

Friendships Service

National Executive Secretary
Irene Boughton ( left ) and
Past National President Frances
Westcott with Dr. George Lubbers
at the Queen Juliana Hospital
in Holland, where Delta7eta
alumnae donated layettes and
children's clothing to the nursery.

Oslo 81ott, September, 19^7.

Dear Madam,

As you will know, Mrs. H.M. Lundy of the DELTA ZETA
NATIONAL COUNCIL, Indianapolis, Indiana, last

suggested that the Delta Zeta Sorority should be

interested to send gifts of clothing to be distributed
I wrote back and informed Mrs. Lundy that

such gifts certainly would be received with the deepest

gratitude here, as the clothing situation was still

difficult.

CROWN PRINCESS MARTHA
whom Delta Zeta proudly

claims as a member
year

in Norway.

Such gift parcels have arrived in numbers and are
being gathered here for general distribution.

I take this opportunity to send you and the ladles
who together with you are responsible for the great

kindness shown to my country in this way, my most

heartfelt thanks on behalf of the Norwegian children,
who will now receive the lovely clothes, prepared with

such kindness and care by you all. /

\

Crown Princess of Norway,

Royal thanks came from Delta /eta's own Crown Princess Martha of Norway
in 1948 for Delta Zeta s efforts to aid her country s children through the Foreign
Friendships Service after World War 11.

The Beta Rho Chapter won
the Panhellenic Convocation
competition at Michigan State
College, using Delta Zeta :s
hearing aid project as its theme
in 1946.

A C E N T U R Y O F S I S T E R H O O D



minimum. Top priority for Delta Zeta in 1951,
however, was planning for the Golden Jubilee
celebration to be held in 1952. Bernice
Hutchison Gale M was elected as National
President. She brought vast experience to the
role, having served previously as National
Pledge Training Director, National Membership
Vice President, National Membership and
Extension Vice President, and NPC Delegate.
Following the theme, “Golden Gateway — to

be what we are; to become what we are capable
of becoming . . . is the great end of life,” the
gala was held at the Roosevelt Hotel in New
Orleans. With the famous picture of the six
Founders prominently displayed, an initiation
took place for the three living Founders —
Alfa Lloyd Hayes, Julia Bishop Coleman, and
Mary Collins Galbraith. They were the only
uninitiated Delta Zetas, having created the
ceremony used to initiate others. The three
became the first members of the Order of the
Golden Rose and received pins featuring a
diamond in the heart of a rose. Future 50-year
members would receive the same golden rose
with a pearl in the center.

*
Esther Glewwe Stassen, 1941 Gamma Chapter

(University of Minnesota) initiate and wife of

Minnesota Governor Harold Stassen, became

Honorary Chairman of the Foreign Friendships

philanthropies. Mary Coleman A assisted her.

as the number of deaths was down while the
number of marriages and births were up, heralding
the beginning of the Baby Boom generation.

Longfellow’s “But to act that each tomorrow

find us farther than today ...” was the theme for
the Convention in Swampscott, Massachusetts,
in 1948, where Achoth Alumnae Awards, inherited
through the merger with Phi Omega Pi, were
presented for the first time. The Awards recognize
specially selected alumnae who have demonstrated,
by long and faithful service, their continued loyalty
to Delta Zeta, particularly in their local communities.
Membership voting systems were reviewed and
replaced with a grading system.

Another award made its debut in 1950, as
Dr. Mary Hill Fulstone M, a practicing physician
in Nevada, was honored as the first Woman of
the Year. The idea for this award came from the
1950 Convention that followed the theme,
“Patterns for Performance.” Alumnae chapters
nominate candidates on the basis of personality,
service, and national influence. Presentation was
made part of the Founders Day celebrations.

Educator Mildred Freburg Berry I was 1951’s
Woman of the Year. In 1951, the National
Panhellenic Conference, with Delta Zeta’s Past
National President and Executive Secretary Irene
Boughton in attendance, resolved to continue to
emphasize simplified rushing rules and keep expenses
for rush, social affairs, and campus activities at a

Alpha Chapter members at Miami
University in Ohio escort Governor
Harold E. Stassen of Minnesota to
a mock Republican convention on
campus in 1948. Governor Stassen’s
wife, Esther Glewwe Stassen, was
a member of the Gamma Chapter
(University of Minnesota).

In 1946, members of the Beta Kappa
Chapter were featured in Iowa State
College's magazine The Green Gander.In 1950, Dr. Mary Hill Fulstone M (left), a practicing

physician in Nevada, was honored as the first Woman
of the Year.
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ilikfttlfifwkl IfBIBl 1 nna ^een Davis was the only Founder to enter Miami
I University right out of high school. She was elected the

\\\f iWtfOHfl||l II first Secretary of Delta Zeta and was part of the Sorority’s
r.yterc^creami4| /1reorganization in 1907. Anna helped organize the Cincinnati

| 1-1Alumnae Chapter, in which she held office. Although she
<*» Mwas the only Founder who did not hold office on the Grand
Council, she was much loved by her sisters, who honored her

V m at 1936 Convention. In 1949, she became the third Founder
/ m to enter the Flame Eternal.

.

•A. —'

•

In 1951, Beta Kappa member Beha Lou Ross
Ball was featured in Cosmopolitan magazine as
“The New Farmer's Daughter.”

Terre Dougherty BA sings the “Cover Girl
Song” for veterans at the “Delta Zeta Zanies"
show presented by the Chapter at Davis Park
Veterans Hospital in Rhode Island in 1951.
Kneeling are Shirley Steere, Elizabeth
McCarthy, Winifred Barber, and Muriel Huling.

Anna Keen Davis

A CENTURY OF SISTERHOOD



The final event of the
Jubilee year was on Founders
Day when a commemorative
plaque was given to Miami
University. Accepting the
plaque for the university, act-
ing President C. W. Krueger
noted that Delta Zeta was the
only sorority at Miami whose
members could say that at one
time they were the only sorori-
ty on the campus. Concluding
his remarks, he said:

“Delta Zeta can well be
proud of the vision and faith which the founding members possessed in
young womanhood and the advantages which would accrue to young
ladies banded together under a common set of principles, philosophies
and fraternal bonds.”

While the mergers with Beta Phi Alpha in 1941 and Phi Omega Pi in
1946 accounted for most of the Sorority’s extension during World War II
and the post-war years, Delta Zeta also installed the following chapters:
Beta Xi, Auburn University in Alabama, 1940; Beta Pi, Albion College
in Michigan, 1940; Beta Rho, Michigan State University, 1941; Gamma
Alpha, Baldwin-Wallace College, Ohio, 1941; Gamma Beta, University
of Connecticut, 1943; Epsilon Xi, University of Central Arkansas
(formerly Arkansas State Teachers College); Gamma Gamma, Missouri
Valley College, 1945; Gamma Delta, Pennsylvania State University,
1946; Gamma Epsilon, Drake University, Iowa, 1946; Gamma Zeta,
Southwestern University in Texas, 1946; Gamma Theta, Carroll College,
Wisconsin, 1947; Gamma Iota, University of Memphis (formerly
Memphis State University), 1948; Gamma Kappa, Kent State
University, Ohio, 1948; Gamma Lambda, San Jose State University,
California, 1948; Gamma Mu, Illinois Institute of Technology, 1948;
Gamma Nu, Eastern Illinois University, 1949; Gamma Xi, New Mexico
State University, 1949; Gamma Omicron, San Diego State University,
1950; Gamma Pi, Western Michigan University, 1950; Gamma Rho,
Northern Illinois University, 1950; Gamma Tau, Bowling Green State
University, Ohio, 1950; Gamma Upsilon, Oklahoma City University,
1951; and Gamma Phi, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, 1952.

H

Founders Mary Collins Galbraith, Alfa Lloyd
Hayes, and Julia Bishop Coleman received
The Order of the Golden Rose for 50-year
members in 1952.

Dorothy Walter Scott E and her seeing eye dog, Lana. Dorothy was Delta Zeta's
Woman of the Year for 1952, and was a tireless crusader for the blind.
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(top photo) The “Delta Zeta Dream
Girl” rush party held at Ft.Wayne,
Indiana, in the summer of 1954
featured these dream girls: Barbara
Bain Bn, Carlene Marker TTI,
Nancy Wagner E,Nancy Lammiman
E, Diane Schaefer AA, and
Sharon Farlow BX.

(bottom photo) National Council
met in San Francisco in 1955.
Here are Past President Bernice
Hutchison Gale M, Director of
College Programs Jean Cody Sullivan
Ar,Treasurer Augusta Piatt Kelleway
AH,NPC Delegate Gertrude Houk
Fariss Q,President Evelyn Adams
Costello N,Executive Secretary
Irene C.Boughton I,Director of
Alumnae Betsy Bradley Leach AI,
Secretary Violet Sharratt Whitfield
T,and Director of Membership
Louise Wadley Bianchi AT.
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orority members, along with the nation, heaved a
sigh of relief when the two-year “police action” in
Korea ended in 1953. As service men and women
returned, however, it meant more students entering

| college, as these veterans also qualified for the
“G.I. Bill of Rights” passed in 1944. Membership

in Greek-letter organizations increased, too. Meeting in
San Francisco that year, the National Council created
a new position, Collegiate Chapter Administrator,
to work with chapters — now totaling 75 and growing.
Marguerite Wherry Havens BK was hired, and she
worked from her home in Des Moines, Iowa. Mildred
Wade Lenning AA was the Woman of the Year,
recognized for her outstanding community service
work and her dedication to Delta Zeta.

©



Some 300 Delta Zetas traveled to St. Louis for the
22nd Convention in 1954. Among other business, they
agreed to adopt speech and hearing as the national
philanthropic project, establishing Gallaudet College for
the Deaf as a primary recipient. Located in Washington,
D.C., it is known today as Gallaudet University, and is the
only school in the world offering undergraduate programs
for hearing-impaired students. To no one’s surprise, the
chapter roll increased, a trend that continued throughout
the 1950s. Writer and poet Gail Brook Burket AB was
1954’s Woman of the Year. Gertrude Houk Fariss’ Q

service as National President and as a Panhellenic leader
was recognized in 1955 with the creation of an award in
her name. It became a traveling trophy presented jointly
to a collegiate and an alumnae chapter recognizing
outstanding programming and activity. 1955's Woman
of the Year was Marion W. Worthing T, Chief
of the Commodity Staff in the State Department in
Washington, D.C.

Signaling a change in American transportation,
Sorority members discovered in 1956 that it would cost
less to travel by air to the Convention in Miami, Florida,
than to take the train. Airfare from Chicago to Miami was
$110.66. A train ticket was 26 cents more, but passengers
had to sit up throughout the journey. Accommodations
with a lower berth were an additional $16.68. No matter
what their mode of travel, delegates celebrated Delta Zeta’s
growth with Convention initiates representing Delta
Zeta’s oldest and newest chapters — Mella Cooks (Lucile
Crowell Cooks’ daughter) from Alpha, and Marjorie
Bauer from Delta Mu. Delta Mu wasn’t the newest for
long, however, as Delta Zeta merged with and welcomed
members of Delta Sigma Epsilon later that summer.
Although Delta Sigma Epsilon had 46 chapters, both
sororities were represented on 12 campuses, making the
net gain 34. Delta Zeta became one of the largest mem-
bers of the National Panhellenic Conference. In addi-
tion, the merger brought with it another philanthropic
project — a hospital in Carville, Louisiana.

Gamma UpsHon members
Marion Clark and Carolyn Pace

carry the Delta Zeta Greek
letters into the Green Room of

the Faculty Center at Oklahoma
City University to prepare fo>

their spring dinner dance in 1955.

Bernice Hutchison Gale M became
National President in 1952.

Thalia Smith, Barbara Cheney, Helen Carnes,
and Merril Smith of the Alpha Psi Chapter were
high stepping majorettes with the Mustang Band
of Southern Methodist University in 1955.

National President Gertrude
Houk Fariss ( far right) and the
Portland Alumnae Chapter give
a hearing aid to a young boy
in 1952.

|
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Early posters for Delta Zeta’s philanthropic work in speech and hearing.

Lucille Hunt Pendetl AE
stands proudly in front
of Delta Zeta’s newest
philanthropic partner,
Gallaudet College, in
1954. Lucille was a
librarian and teacher
at Gallaudet.

Today, as always, Delta Zeta members actively give of their
time and talents to help others on their campuses and in their
communities in the area of speech and hearing and other
philanthropic projects.
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Chosen As The Official

Delta Zeta Blazerallaudet University is unique among
all American institutions of higher
education in that even today the

diplomas for all of its graduates have the
signature of Abraham Lincoln.The roots of
the school go back to 1856 when Amos
Kendall,Washington, D.C.philanthropist
and former postmaster general under
President Andrew Jackson, donated land
and a house to found a school for the
speech, hearing, and visually impaired.The
institution received the right “to grant and
confirm such degrees in the liberal arts

and sciences as are usually conferred in
Colleges” by order of President Lincoln;
thus his signature is on their diplomas.
Gallaudet is the only university in the
world where all programs and services are
specifically designed to accommodate
hearing-impaired students.Gallaudet offers
educational programs to these students at

all learning levels — from infancy to the
doctoral level.Through the Education of
the Deaf Act, signed by then President
Ronald Reagan, Gallaudet was accorded
university status in 1986.

G
ROBERT ROLLINS

Now, Delta Zetas everywhere have their own official Blazer—a beau-
tiful bond of pride—with the elegant DZ coat-of-arm* woven right
into the pocket.
This indispensable addition to a college wardrobe, available only
through Robert Rollins, fits sorority life as well as It fits your flgur«
perfectly! It speaks volumes about how proud you are of your chapter,
gives you a wonderful sense of belonging to DZ. Your Robert Rollins
Blazer is so handsomely tailored it can go anywhere, do anything—
campus or town, sorority meeting or weekend date, classroom or
stadium, rushing, pledging—It varies Its outlook to suit the occasion.
Best of all, it only looks expensive. You'll want your whole chapter to
have the distinction and prestige of a Delta Zeta Blazer by Robert
Rollins.

Fashioned of the finest fabrics in officially approved colors
to suit your favorite color strategy: White wool tweed,
White flannel, White "doeskin" flannel; Menswear flannel
in Mint Green, Forest Green, Coral Pink. PIPINGS: White,
Bright Green, Dark Green or Plain Edge.

Send for exact prices, and order blank.
ALUMNA GROUPS

You'll want the distinctive Robert Rol-
lins Delta Zeta Blazer, too—it's fash-
ioned for the lives you lead!

ROBERT ROLLINS BLAZERS, INC.
Dept. TL, 832 Broadway

New York 3, N.Y.

In 1957, the Delta Zeta Blazer was the fashionable way to show your Delta Zeta pride.

Dr.I.King Jordan,president of Gallaudet,
whose wife Linda Kephart Jordan BA
became a Delta Zeta Convention
initiate in 1989, said that support from
the Sorority’s scholarship fund “has made
it possible for scores of deaf women to

obtain Gallaudet degrees ... [Delta Zetas
support] has played a vital role in the
international success enjoyed by our

performing arts programs.”

Gallaudet University today. Photos courtesy of Gallaudet University Public Relations Office.© A CENTURY OF SISTERHOOD
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Delta Sigma Epsilon had been founded at Miami University
in 1914 by a group of women committed to scholarship and high
ideals. Devoted to students in education, it had chapters on four
campuses within 17 months; four years later a fifth was installed,
enough for acceptance by the national organization, the Association
of Pedagogical Sororities. In 1947, Delta Sigma Epsilon became
a member of the National Panhellenic Conference.

With the merger in 1956, Delta Zeta Sorority acquired the
following chapters: Epsilon Zeta, Drexel University (formerly
Drexel Institute of Technology), Pennsylvania; Delta Tau, Temple
University, Pennsylvania; Epsilon Tau, Longwood College,
Virginia; Epsilon Theta, Clarion University (formerly Clarion
State Teachers College), Pennsylvania; Epsilon Iota, Fairmont
State College, West Virginia; Delta Upsilon, Marshall
University, West Virginia; Epsilon Delta, Concord College,
West Virginia; Epsilon Phi, University of Detroit, Michigan; Epsilon
Sigma, Wayne State University, Michigan; Epsilon Kappa,
University of Wisconsin/Whitewater (formerly Wisconsin State
College/Whitewater); Epsilon Omicron, Western Illinois
University (formerly Western Illinois State College); Epsilon
Omega, University of Wisconsin/Eau Claire (formerly Wisconsin
State College/Eau Claire); Delta Sigma, Truman State University
(formerly Northeastern Missouri State Teachers College);
Epsilon Rho, Northwestern Missouri State University (formerly
Northwestern Missouri State Teachers College); Delta Psi,
University of California/Santa Barbara; Delta Omicron,
Northwestern Oklahoma State University (formerly Northwestern
State College); Delta Phi, Northeastern State University
(formerly Northeastern State College), Oklahoma; Epsilon Upsilon,
University of Central Oklahoma (formerly Central State College);
Epsilon Lambda, Southwestern Oklahoma State University
(formerly Southwestern State College); Epsilon Beta, Northwestern
State University of Louisiana (formerly Northwestern State
College); Epsilon Mu, University of Southern Mississippi
(formerly Mississippi Southern College); Delta Xi, University of
Northern Colorado (formerly Colorado State University); Delta
Pi, Emporia State University (formerly Emporia Kansas State
College); Delta Rho, New Mexico Highlands University; Delta
Chi, California State University/Chico; Delta Omega, Fort Hays

In 1957, Alpha Chi Chapter members rehearsed with future President and then motion
picture actor Ronald Reagan for U.C.L.A.'s Spring Sing at the Hollywood Bowl.

The Delta Xi Chapter's turtle “Fabian” trudged to victory in the chapter-sponsored
All-Greek Day Turtle Race in 1957 at Colorado State University (now the University
of Northern Colorado).

1
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i State University (formerly Fort Hays Kansas State College);
Epsilon Alpha, Western State College of Colorado;

Epsilon Gamma, Central Missouri State University;

Epsilon Epsilon, Fresno State University (formerly California
State University/Fresno); Epsilon Eta, Harris-Stowe State
College in Missouri (formerly Harris Teachers College);
Epsilon Nu, Southwest Missouri State University; Epsilon
Xi, University of Central Arkansas (formerly Arkansas
State Teachers College); Epsilon Pi, Henderson State
University in Arkansas; Epsilon Psi, St. Louis University.

Mary Dranga Campbell E, a woman devoted to social
service, was recognized as 1956's Woman of the Year for
her tireless efforts in helping the blind.

Delta Zetas were involved in two important openings

in 1957, one at Gallaudet College and the second at their
own National Headquarters. Alumnae in the District of
Columbia were on hand when the library at Gallaudet
College opened, complete with $10,000 worth of furnishings
provided by a donation from the Sorority. Lucille Hunt
Pendell AE, head librarian at Gallaudet, coordinated the
effort that included donations of books from individual
Delta Zeta members. The formal opening of Delta Zeta’s
new National Headquarters in Indianapolis occurred
in May. Located in a renovated home, it provided a

residence for the executive secretary and offices for the
growing staff. 1957's Woman of the Year was Dr. Helen

Johnston I, Past National Officer and president of the
American Medical Women's Association.

More than 500 delegates and visitors, a record, made
it to the 24th Convention in Chicago in 1958. Taking
their theme from Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Progress is the
Activity of Today and the Assurance of Tomorrow,” the
attendees heard a thought-provoking address by Francis
Van Derbur, a member of Kappa Sigma Fraternity and
then president of the Interfratemity Council, on the
responsibility of fraternities and sororities in defending
individual and group liberties. Among the lighter moments

was a depiction of Miami University in 1902 by mystery

stars Julia Bishop Coleman, Grace Mason Lundy, and

1Mulia Bishop Coleman’s contributions to
Delta Zeta, from the earliest moments and
continuing throughout her life, are unique
among the Founders. She was the only one
to marry a college sweetheart who
witnessed the events leading to the

Sorority’s founding; she is the only one to have
daughters who both became Convention initiates;
and she was the only one to return to school in
that critical year, 1903. She was part of the plan to
found a sorority with the intent that it become a
national organization from the first moment, and
her enthusiasm, talent for expression, and organi-
zational skills served that goal. A lifelong diarist,
she provided many of the stories about Delta
Zeta’s first year that have been handed down for a
century. A reproduction of Julia’s diary was given
as a Convention favor in 1985.

Julia graduated from Miami University in
1904, serving her class as Vice President and poet. She served a term as National
President from 1924 to 1926. She entered the Flame Eternal in 1959.

«*»

Julia Bishop Coleman (seated) with her
husband, Dr. John M. Coleman. Standing
are her daughters, Mary Coleman A,

left (1933 Convention initiate), and Jean
Coleman Lisle A (1936 Convention initiate).

For the National Council meeting in 1959, dealing
with the Sorority’s growth was a major concern. The
members restructured the provinces, creating a team
within each to work closely with the 128 collegiate
chapters and 175 alumnae chapters.

% thv
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Founders Day was celebrated at Miami
University in 1959 with a presentation from Delta
Zeta of chimes for the Sesquicentennial Chapel
on the campus. Lucile Crowell Cooks A, a member
of the Miami Board of Trustees, received the gift
from past National President Evelyn Adams
Costello N. Among those attending were Dr. John
Coleman, husband of Founder Julia Bishop
Coleman, and Lillian Minton Krebs A, sister of
Founder Mabelle Minton Hagemann, as well as
four other Past National Presidents
Boughton, Frances Westcott, Margaret Huenefeld
Pease, and Grace Mason Lundy.

Founders Day was celebrated at
Miami University in 1959 with a
presentation from Delta Zeta of
chimes for the Sesquicentennial
Chapel on the campus.

Irene

i
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4 excitement of the 25th national meeting when the
Convention initiate was announced — Oscar-winning

movie fashion designer Edith Head M. Her good friend,

Gail Patrick Jackson API, former motion picture actress

and executive producer of the popular Perry Mason
television series, accompanied her. Gail remained close
to her Delta Zeta sisters throughout a successful career.
Edith Head was named Woman of the Year by Delta
Zeta in 1968, and had been previously honored as the
Los Angeles Times Woman of the Year.

Others saw the glow from Delta Zeta’s lamp through
the achievements of its members in 1960. Internationally
known aviatrix Arlene Palsgraff Davis TA was named
Woman of the Year and she established a scholarship for
women planning a career in aviation; Oregon’s Maurine
Brown Neuberger Q became the third woman elected to

serve in the United States Senate.
While Delta Zeta’s horizons appeared bright in 1961,

pockets of political unrest were smoldering nationally.
Demonstrations on the Berkeley campus of the University

Georgia Chandler Homung E, Big Sister to Grace when she , , ,
or California, in the northern part of the state, were an

was a pledge. In 1958, Dr. Eunice Carmichael Roberts , . r. . , „ .
early warning of things to come. Partner south, Delta

AB, the first female assistant dean at Indiana University, , . . . . r , i . , ,
Zeta s newest Convention initiate, Edith Head, provided

was Woman of the Year. Dr. Bess Goodykoontz I, Director , , . . , . .
the fashion commentary tor more than 1,UUU guests at

of International Education Relations for the U.S. Office , _. _ , , . . .
the blame fantasy, a fund-raising style show sponsored

of Education, was 1959's Woman of the Year. . , . _ . .. .
by the Southern California Lamplighters, a group of

A record-breaking 838 attended the 1960 Convention , _ ,
Delta Zeta alumnae.

in Pasadena, California. Grace Mason Lundy introduced . . .. . . . . , , .
Alfa Lloyd Hayes would have been thrilled to hear

the Caryatides Awards for six chapters excelling in pledge , , , .
the reports from the 1962 Convention, from the six

programs. Winning chapters each receive a statuette. . . . ,
Founders, Delta Zeta had grown to a membership of

The glamour of nearby Hollywood became part of the . . nmore than 42,000 in 134 collegiate chapters, 210
alumnae chapters, and 75 Mothers Clubs — all in just

60 years. Before her death, Alfa was able to join sisters

Mary Collins Galbraith and then National President
| Helen Woodruff Nolop V in signing the incorporation

papers to establish a tax-exempt foundation for the
Sorority. The Delta Zeta Foundation, over time, would
become an important part of the organization.

Friendship, scholarship, and the need for affordable
| housing brought about the formation of another group

uth Simering E was fascinated with
caryatides, the sculptured female

figures serving as ornamental support in
place of columns in Greek architecture.
A famous example is the Porch of the
Maidens, where six of the statues are part
of the Erechtheum Temple built in 405
B.C. in Athens. She researched the subject
and felt that the figures symbolized Delta
Zeta’s six Founders and the beauty and
strength of young womanhood. Ruth
donated the first six statues that were
presented at the 1960 Convention. She
also was responsible for a new flag that
was presented at the Golden Anniversary
Convention in 1952. It featured a more
accurate representation of Sorority ideals.
A psychiatric social worker, Ruth served
in Australia with the Red Cross during
World War II. After she retired, she
studied the history and activities of
fraternity work. She joined the Flame
Eternal in 1983.

R

Edith Head M received eight Oscars during her stellar
career as costume designer to the stars.
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Ruth Simering E served during
World War II in Australia and
New Guinea with a Red Cross
hospital unit. Here she is in
Australia in 1944 with a pair of
Koala bears named “Mischief’
and“Junior”

Caryatides from the Porch of the Maidens at the
Acropolis in Greece. ©T H E S T O R Y O F D E L T A Z E T A S O R O R I T Y



at the University of California, Berkeley, in 1909, which
later became a national sorority. Choosing the name

Mekatina, a Native American word meaning “among the
hills,” the group became an official university organization

on January 1, 1914. Seven years later Mekatina members
were pledged to Theta Upsilon, a sorority poised to be a
national organization. An associate member of the National
Panhellenic Conference, Lambda Omega, merged with Theta
Upsilon in 1933. Theta Upsilon merged with Delta Zeta in
1962, adding nine chapters into the organization: Theta
Alpha, Simpson College, Iowa; Theta Beta, Birmingham
Southern College, Alabama; Theta Gamma, University of
New Hampshire; Theta Delta, Westminster College,
Pennsylvania; Theta Epsilon, Louisiana Tech University
(formerly Louisiana Polytechnic Institute); Theta Zeta,
University of Akron, Ohio; Theta Eta, Creighton
University, Nebraska; Theta Theta, DePaul University,
Illinois; and Theta Iota, Western Carolina University
(formerly Western Carolina College), North Carolina.

In 1963, noted anthropologist Mary Ellen Hohiesel
Goodman AX was the Woman of the Year. Educator Helen
Neal Radke K was 1964's Woman of the Year, and in 1965,
Virginia Cotton Stoltz BT, past president of the American
Medical Association Auxiliary, received the honor.

For members of Delta Zeta, the deaths in the 1960s of
the two remaining Founders were greatly mourned. They
had both lived long, productive lives. Unexpected deaths
of prominent national figures by assassination, however,
gave the decade a degree of sadness and anxiety that was
difficult to overcome. Sorority business continued with the
1964 Convention in Cincinnati. The delegates and visitors

had an opportunity to visit the Alpha Chapter’s suite on
the Miami University campus in nearby Oxford. News of
the successful Flame Fantasy in California spread, and
chapters around the country copied the idea, raising

money for philanthropy projects. Between the 1964 and
1966 Conventions, two Leadership Training sessions were
held, one for the East and one for the West.

Delta Zeta’s first offshore Convention was in the Bahamas
in 1966. The delegates voted to combine the Constitution

“Delta Zeta's 1960 Woman
of the Year is High Flying
Arlene Davis,” proclaimed
The LAMP. Arlene, a
member of the Gamma Alpha
Chapter, was an internationally
known aviator, beginning her
career in 1931.

Maurine Brown Neuberger 12 was
elected as an Oregon senator in 1960.
She is shown with her husband,
Richard, who served as senator for
six years, on the steps of the Capitol
in Washington, D.C. Maurine
worked with President John F.
Kennedy on his Committee on Natural
Resources and Conservation.
Maurine was Delta Zeta's Woman
of the Year for 1961.

i
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orority housing varies widely from one campus to another and depends largely on
tradition. Most sororities at a given school have the same type of facility — from
a room in a dormitory to a large chapter house and several possibilities in between.
While the type of sorority housing is generally determined hy the administration
of the college or university, it is common for National Panhellenic Conference

members to have a written agreement binding all groups to pursue the same type of
facility. If every sorority on a campus has a suite, for instance — as do all sororities at
Miami University, home of Delta Zeta’s Alpha Chapter — then all sororities operate
without a housing advantage or disadvantage.

College administrations and local zoning regulations often determine where
sorority and fraternity housing can be placed and under what conditions. Some
campuses have established Greek villages where each participant owns its own house.
Private investors who rent to interested groups provide another option.

Since 1991, whenever new construction, renovation, or remodeling is done to
bring a facility into compliance with current building codes, Delta Zeta’s national
organization has been involved through the National Housing Corporation. Legal,
contractual, architectural, and financial concerns are brought together to ensure that
all of the life safety issues are resolved and that any risks to the entire membership
are minimized.

Throughout its history, Delta Zeta has established a commitment to a standard
of excellence for all chapter housing. It must stand out in design and function for the
benefit of all who live there. The Spring 1991 issue of The LAMP summed up the
mainstay of campus housing for Delta Zeta members: “No castles ( just beautiful, new
campus homes for Delta Zetas); no cathedrals ( just older places of warmth and
comfort ); no cottages — just special spaces for fun and friendship.”

elen Woodruff Nolop T was a pivotal
figure in the history of the Delta

Zeta Foundation. As National President at
the time of the Foundation’s incorporation
in 1961, she,along with Founders Alfa
Lloyd Hayes and Mary Collins Galbraith,
signed it into existence. Her work for the
Delta Zeta Foundation stands as an impor-
tant milestone in the Sorority’s history.
She was first elected to the National
Council in 1946 and established standard
auditing procedures for college chapters,
making Delta Zeta the first sorority to
have such an auditing system in place. She
joined the Flame Eternal in January of
2000 at the age of 96.

H
t
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Ifa Lloyd already had a degree from the Oxford College for Women
when she enrolled at Miami University in 1902,but her desire to be the

best in one of the few professions open to women — teaching — led her to

pursue a degree in pedagogy. A born leader and a resident of Oxford, Ohio,it
was natural that she associated with women of similar ideals and goals. She
was elected Delta Zeta’s first President, serving from 1902 to 1912, and her
birthday, October 24,was set as Founders Day.

A
Helen Woodruff Nolop V
served as Delta Zeta's
National President from
1958-62, and was instrumental
in the establishment of the
Delta Zeta Foundation in 1961.

She served as the Sorority’s first National Panhellenic Conference representative
and was Sorority Historian from 1912 to 1916. She presided at installations and initiations of early
chapters,setting the tone for future generations,and she helped found the first alumnae chapter in
Indianapolis. By special permission, her wedding to Orison Hayes in 1908 took place in an auditorium
on the Miami University campus that had been built by her father. Her attendants were Delta Zeta
sisters attired in rose and green. Alfa Lloyd Hayes became part of the Flame Eternal in February of 1962.
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ary Jane Collins had some experience as a teacher when
Miami University began accepting women in 1902. Alert
to new opportunities, she enrolled and became friends
with other young women destined to make history for the
university. Following her year as a student at Miami

University, she taught in Oxford and helped guide new initiates
in the Sorority. In 1911, she accepted a position in Columbus,
Ohio, and was responsible for the establishment of the Theta
Chapter at The Ohio State University. Her granddaughter,
Carolyn Galbraith Thompson, was later an initiate of the Theta
Chapter. An adventuresome person, she worked and studied in
Wyoming and Michigan before marrying George Galbraith in 1919.

IIiolet Sharratt Whitfield T served as
National Secretary from 1954 to 1962,V

a time when that office was responsible
for extension.She served as National
President from 1962 to 1966.When her
service on National Council began in
1952, there were 74 chapters. By 1966,

Delta Zeta had grown to 165 chapters and

five colonies. During her tenure, she wrote

a detailed Installation Manual.She became
part of Delta Zeta’s Flame Eternal in 1994.

She served on the Grand Council as Parliamentarian from 1912
to 1914, and is remembered for bringing a young boy and girl
to the Silver Anniversary Convention at Bigwin Inn in Canada

in 1928. The children
were students at the
school in Kentucky
that Delta Zeta
supported as its social
service project. She
became part of the
Flame Eternal in 1963
at age 84.

Violet Sharratt Whitfield T
served as National President
from 1962 to 1966.

JULIA BISHOP AND MARY COLLINS, 1903
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Betty Heusch Agler Eand Code of Regulations into one document, regrouping 4 and 1967, 18 new Delta Zeta chapters were installed,

the 22 provinces into four areas — East, Midwest, West Woman of the Year was lecturer and author Margaret
and South — each with a director on the National
Council. A new recognition was announced, the Order of
the Laurel, to honor members for exceptional merit over
many years. The first recipients were Grace Mason
Lundy, Delta Zeta’s first Executive Secretary, and Irene
Boughton, who held that position for 38 years. Each had
served as National President for the Sorority.
Miriam Mason Swain E, noted author of children's
books, was Woman of the Year.

Changes in society gradually had an impact on the
Sorority. The American divorce rate rose, and women
who once would have given organizations the benefit of
their executive abilities now had to develop careers that
would provide support for themselves and their chil-
dren. Consequently, fewer volunteers were available to

assume leadership roles within the Sorority. This came
at a time when college administrators exhibited renewed
interest in Greek-letter organizations, seeing them as a
stabilizing influence, a guarantee that extension would
continue. Even with fewer volunteers to assist, in 1966

Betty Heusch Agler 3
became National President in
1966, and served until 1970.
President of her college
chapter at the University of
Cincinnati, her national service
with Delta Zeta began in
1940 as Province Director, a
position she held until 1958.

Staeger Woods <J>.
In all, Delta Zeta installed many chapters from 1952

to 1967, including Gamma Chi, Ball State University,
Indiana, 1953; Gamma Psi, Central Michigan
University, 1953; Gamma Omega, Southern Illinois
University, 1953; Delta Alpha, California State
University/Long Beach, 1954; Delta Beta, University

| of Tampa, Florida, 1954; Delta Gamma, Transylvania
University in Kentucky, 1954; Delta Delta, Georgia
State University, 1955; Delta Epsilon, Queen
College/City University of New York, 1955; Gamma
Sigma, Eastern Michigan University, 1955; Delta Eta,
East Tennessee State University, 1956; Delta Theta,
University of Houston, 1956; Delta Iota, Tufts University
in Massachusetts, 1956; Delta Kappa, Southwestern

| Louisiana University, 1956; Delta Lambda, Lamar
University in Texas, 1957; Delta Mu, Morningside
College in Iowa, 1957; Delta Nu, Parsons College in
Massachusetts, 1957; Zeta Alpha, Bradley University in
Illinois, 1957; Zeta Beta, University of Wisconsin/Stout,
1957; Epsilon Chi, University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee,
1958; Zeta Gamma, McNeese State University in
Louisiana, 1958; Zeta Delta, Wagner College in New
York, 1958; Zeta Epsilon, California University of
Pennsylvania, 1958; Zeta Zeta, West Texas A&M
University (formerly West Texas State University ),
1958; Zeta Eta, Southeastern Oklahoma State
University, 1958; Zeta Theta, Sam Houston State
University in Texas, 1959; Zeta Iota, Humboldt State
University in California, 1959; Zeta Kappa, Ohio
Northern University, 1959; Zeta Lambda, East Carolina
University, North Carolina, 1960; Zeta Mu, Portland
State University in Oregon, 1961; Zeta Nu, Ferris State
University in Michigan (formerly Ferris State College),
1961; Zeta Xi, Lenoir-Rhyne College, North Carolina,
1961; Zeta Omicron, University of Wisconsin/La
Crosse, 1961; Zeta Pi, University of Georgia, 1961; Zeta
| Rho, William Jewell College, Missouri, 1961; Zeta Tau,

Betty was primarily responsible for Delta
Zeta’s extension during her tenure as National
President No doubt she drew upon her previous
experience as National Vice President of
Membership as she worked to bring new and
viable chapters to Delta Zeta.

Her professional experience included working
for the American Red Cross on the Disaster
Staff. The “spirit of service,” as Grace Mason
Lundy noted soon after Betty’s election as
President, was always foremost in the work
she embraced both within and outside of Delta
Zeta. When she became National Council’s
Director of Philanthropies in 1958, she was
also appointed as Director of the Ohio Speech
and Hearing Center.

Betty served in the vital role of Executive Secretary
from 1969 to 1981, responsible for the operation
of National Headquarters and the staff.

Florence Hohnbaum Harvey B0
Florence ‘Floss’ Hohnbaum
Harvey B0 was elected
Delta Zeta’s National
President in 1973, a position
in which she served until
1977.Parliamentarian and
Vice President of her college
chapter, she became a charter
member of the Northern

New Jersey Alumnae Chapter after graduating
from Bucknell University in New York. Floss
was also the delegate to the Northern New
Jersey Panhellenic. Her national service to Delta
Zeta included National Judiciary Chairman from
1967-70, and she also served on the Constitution,
Finance, and Convention Committees.

Actively involved in her community, Floss was
a member of the Eastern Star and her local
hospital auxiliary,as well as a member of the
Bucknell Alumni Association. As President
during Delta Zeta’s 75th anniversary, she
led the Sorority in a fitting Diamond Jubilee
celebration at the 33rd Convention in
Columbus, Ohio.

The Delta Omega Chapter at Fort Hays
Kansas State College showed off the go-cart
they won in a local contest. Here are Vi Vi
Sterling and Connie Quillin, standing, and
Carole Stephens, seated, in 1963.
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University of Charleston in South Carolina, 1962; Zeta
Upsilon, Winona State University in Minnesota, 1962;

Zeta Phi, Slippery Rock University in Pennsylvania,
1963; Zeta Sigma, Kearney State College in Nebraska,

1963; Zeta Chi, University of Wisconsin/Stevens Point,
1963; Zeta Psi, Stephen F. Austin State University,
Texas, 1963; Zeta Omega, Northern Michigan University,

1963; Theta Kappa, University of New Orleans, 1963;

Theta Lambda, St. Norbert College in Wisconsin, 1963;

Theta Xi, Glenville State College in West Virginia,
1963; Theta Nu, Minnesota State University/Moorhead
(formerly Moorhead State University), 1963; Theta Chi,
Lock Haven University (formerly Lock Haven State
College) in Pennsylvania, 1963; Iota Alpha, Southwest
Texas State University, 1964; Theta Psi, Ashland
University, Ohio, 1965; Theta Omega, Barton College
(formerly Atlantic Christian College), North Carolina,
1965; Iota Delta, Edinboro University of Pennsylvania,

1965; Theta Sigma, College of Steubenville in Ohio,
1965; Theta Tau, University of Findlay in Ohio, 1965;

Iota Beta, Dickinson College in Pennsylvania, 1966; Iota
Gamma, Alliance College in Pennsylvania, 1966; Iota
Epsilon, University of Wisconsin/Oshkosh, 1966; Iota
Zeta, St. John’s University in Pennsylvania, 1966; Iota
Theta, Mansfield University, Pennsylvania, 1966; Iota
Tau, West Liberty State College in West Virginia, 1966;

Theta Phi, Old Dominion University in Virginia, 1966;

Theta Mu, St. Cloud State University, Minnesota, 1966;

Theta Omicron, University of Texas/Pan American, 1966;

Theta Rho, California State University, California State
University/Los Angeles, 1966; Theta Pi, Minot State
College (formerly Dakota Northwestern University) in

North Dakota, 1967; Iota Iota, Middle Tennessee State
University, 1967; Iota Kappa, Rider University (formerly

Rider College) in New Jersey, 1967; Iota Lambda,

University of South Florida, 1967; Iota Mu, Monmouth
University (formerly Monmouth College) in New Jersey,

1967; Iota Pi, West Virginia Institute of Technology, 1967;

Iota Sigma, Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science,
1967; and Iota Psi, University of Texas/Arlington, 1967.
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Let's put ( lie
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DELTA ZETA“Convention is the warmth of poolside
meetings ” was the caption for this photo
from the 1966 Convention at Grand
Bahama Island.

Is needed by

Promotion to encourage members to send in references
for potential new members in 1966. Susan Simmons
0K (University of New Orleans) is pictured.

i
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A PICTURE STORY OF DELTA ZETA RUSH

RUSH IS...

Rushing, pledging, recruiting, new members . . . no matter how the terminology has
changed over the years, Delta Zeta’s membership remains the lifeblood of the Sorority.

5. entertaining 8. a lovely ceremony

1. planning

6. getting acquainted

9. saying . . . we made it!
3. getting ready

2. working together

7. conversation

®T H E S T O R Y O F D E L T A Z E T A S O R O R I T Y





CHAPTER

SIX

embership continued to grow in 1968, through
extension and initiations in existing chapters.
The Convention in St. Louis that year brought
another famous name into the Sorority, as Lillian
Labash Musial ZE was the Convention initiate.
Her initiation was performed by all Past National

Presidents. The appearance of her husband, Stan Musial,
legendary baseball player for the St. Louis Cardinals,
was an added bonus. Delta Zetas made news, too,
which was a reflection of changes in American culture
and society. Ivy Baker Priest AX, who had served as
Treasurer of the United States in the Eisenhower
administration in the 1950s, was elected California
State Treasurer. She was the first woman in the state
elected to a constitutional office. When Edith Head
was named Woman of the Year, the story made the
Associated Press wire.

I
inset photo lejt ) Bdith Head M

receives the Woman of the Year
medallion from Betsy Bradley
Leach A1 as Gail Patrick
Jackson An looks on in 1968.
( inset photo right ) Marie Fehmer
AT served as a secretary to
President Lyndon B.Johnson THE STORY OF DELTA ZETA SORORITY

in 1968.
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lorence Hood Miner AB began a
12-year stint as Editor of The LAMP
in 1969 and continued updating the

publication. Always aware of change, she
noted that between 1938 and 1969 the
cost of printing The LAMP had increased
more than 20 times.She had edited The
LAMP from 1936 to 1940 as well. A Past
National Officer, she wrote a history of the
Sorority at the time of the 80th anniversary
of its founding, and today she serves as
the Sorority’s National Historian.

F

Jeanne Bokina ZB worked with the Red Cross
during the Vietnam War Here she is at the Phan
Ran Air Base in South Vietnam in 1968.Ivy Baker Priest, National Treasurer

under President Dwight D. Eisenhower,;

and her daughters Nancy Priest Valenzuela
and Pat Priest Jensen, all AX chapter
members. Pat portrayed “Marilyn ” on
the popular TV show, The Munsters.

An early advocate of making the Delta
Zeta name well known, Florence established
an endowment to provide funding for
program development to strengthen various
communications efforts within the Sorority’s
college chapters. She believes that public
relations efforts are important in helping the
Sorority fulfill its mission to support Greek
life and expand its philanthropic work. Alabama ROTC

sponsors in 1969
were Alpha Gamma
collegians Debbie
Chivington, Army,
and Claudia
Robinson, Air Force.

She is a prominent figure at Delta Zeta
Conventions, known for her fireside chats
with the delegates. She also easily wins
the Pups and Hounds contest, which
recognizes the number of Conventions a
member has attended. She holds the record
for attending the most Conventions.
Florence is affectionately known as “the
Living Legend.” She is one of a handful of
members who still remembers the Delta
Zeta whistle. In her history,“Delta Zeta
Sorority — 1902- 1982,” she noted that it
was “Del-ta Ze-ta,with two short tones

followed by two long ones.”

Lillian Labash Musial ZE (second from
left), wife of legendary baseball player
Stan Musial, was the Convention initiate
at St. Louis in 1968. With her are Mary
Lou Ragel Vineyard AA, Betty Heusch
Ag/er E, and Betsy Bradley Leach AI.

The lota Chapter
moved into their

Chapter house at the
University of Iowa

campus in 1970.

Irene Boughton’s retirement as Executive Secretary

caused organizational changes. Betty Heusch Agler E,
National President, was hired as her replacement, and
National Headquarters was moved from Indianapolis

to Columbus, Ohio, in 1969. During Betty’s presidency,

from 1966-1970, the Sorority focused significantly

on extension.

Florence Hood Miner in 2000
with Past National President
Norma Minch Andrisek and
National Director of Membership
Services Karen Kind Veitch I A.

A CENTURY OF SISTERHOOD
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i The Breakers in Palm Beach, Florida, was the scene
for the Convention in 1973, the 1972 Convention having
been called off because of an airline pilots’ strike. The
National Convention elected Florence Hohnbaum
Harvey B© as Delta Zeta’s next National President. The
delegates agreed to modernize business operations, and

The 1970s began with campus demonstrations
against the war in Vietnam, causing some campuses to
close temporarily when four students were killed at Kent
State University. Even so, college enrollments went up,
a contrast with World War II when many students left
school to join the fight. Along with others in their
generation, college students in the 1970s distrusted large J to send The LAMP to all alumnae. Rush (as recruitment

was known then) was becoming less structured, and
continuous open bidding more common. A slide
presentation was developed to present a clearer picture
for prospective members of what becoming a Delta Zeta
would entail. A special guest at the Convention was Dr.
Edward Merrill, president of Gallaudet University. With
the help of four-and-a-half-year-old Miss Deaf America,
he demonstrated how the hearing impaired are taught.

Honors continued for Delta Zeta women in 1974-
Edith Head received her eighth Oscar for costumes in
“The Sting,” and Marcia Wallace, a past president of
Delta Nu, delighted audiences as the receptionist on

I

he National Council elected Lisbeth
Innis Francis ¥ as National President

in 1971 to serve the unexpired term
of Elizabeth Baker Devereaux 0, who
resigned. Lisbeth Francis had been elected
National Vice President in 1970. She
also served nationally as Membership Vice
President from 1968 to 1970.She was
active with the Montgomery, Alabama,
Alumnae Chapter, serving as Treasurer,
Vice President and President. Lisbeth
also was a College Chapter Director
and a Province Collegiate Director for
Alabama and Georgia.

T
institutions (government, businesses, even families).
Demonstrating against an organization was preferred
over joining it and bringing about change from within.
This attitude would have an impact on all Greek
organizations, including Delta Zeta.

Delta Zeta’s 30th Convention, meeting in Phoenix
in 1970, established study committees to review
finances, membership, and awards and scholarships.
Further north, Founders Day was observed in Minneapolis
as the General Mills executive vice president and
director of the Betty Crocker Kitchens, Mercedes
Bates X, was honored as Woman of the Year.

Hazel Bentley Eubanks ZT1, leader in the National
Girls Club movement, was 197l’s Woman of the Year.

The National Council elected
Lisbeth Innis Francis “F as
National President in 1971.

Mercedes Bates X, Delta Zeta s 1970
Woman of Year and director of the
Betty Crocker kitchens. Here she is in
1960 on the Today show with Dave
Garroway, demonstrating food-testing
techniques in her role as McCall’s
food editor.

THE STORY OF DELTA ZETA SORORITY



I was creation of the Founders Memorial Fund. Margaret
Edsel Fitch AE was 1975's Woman of the year, recognized

1 as a leader in home economics.
Delta Zetas returned to Columbus, Ohio, for the

Diamond Jubilee celebration. Buses took the delegates
to the Miami University campus in Oxford for a day of
festivities. They toured the campus, including the Alpha
Chapter suite and the chapel where Delta Zeta had
presented the bells and a portrait of Lucile Crowell
Cooks A to University President Phillip Shriver. Six
scholarships were presented to honor the six Founders,
with funds coming from the Founders Memorial Fund.

Before the Convention ended, the delegates elected
Norma Minch Andrisek TA as National President. In
her acceptance speech she said, “We now take the first
steps toward our Centennial.” Urging Sorority members
to remember the path Delta Zeta had followed for 75
years, she added, “Delta Zeta must be a living, growing

the Bob Newhart television series. Janet McBumey
Armstrong X, curator of animal health at the Kansas
City Zoo and tireless conservationist, was honored as

1974's Woman of the Year. Anne Meierhofer AB retired
as Dean at Illinois Wesleyan University in 1975, and
the school named its career-planning center, which she
had developed, for her. Looking forward to the Diamond

Jubilee in 1977 didn’t limit attendance at the 1975
Columbus Convention. It was the largest to date.
Among the preparations for the 75th birthday celebration

L ucile Crowell Cooks A was named
Woman of the Year in 1973 after her

election as chairman of the Board of
Trustees at Miami University, the first
woman to hold such a position at a state
university in Ohio.She was a leader
among 20th-century women.When she
was appointed to President Lyndon B.

Johnson’s Committee on the Status of
Women, Miami University awarded her an
honorary Doctorate of Public Service. She
assisted in the fulfillment of Delta Zeta’s
dream to return National Headquarters to

the place of its founding in Oxford, Ohio.
She was the driving force in establishing
the National Historical Museum and
served as its first President. She joined the
Flame Eternal in 1996 at the age of 90.

hile Americans focused on the
200th birthday of the United
States in 1976, members
of Greek organizations had
a bicentennial of their own,
the founding of Phi Beta

Kappa at William and Mary in
Williamsburg, Virginia. Originally a
social organization, Phi Beta Kappa
became the first honorary society
after the Revolutionary War ended.
The pre-war version is recognized
as the model for subsequent Greek
social organizations, and members
of the Interfraternity Council and
the National Panhellenic Conference
helped mark the occasion. Delta
Zeta’s Gwen Moss McKeeman AO,
NPC Chairman at the time,
participated in the event that
included presentation of Bicentennial
awards to outstanding Greeks. Edith
Head M was among the recipients.
In 1976, Carolyn Lee Wills AA was
Woman of the Year, honored for
her service to Delta Zeta and as a
successful businesswoman.

I
K>unders Day in 1977 was celebrated
with presentation of the Woman of the
Year award to Dr. Carolyn Leach Huntoon
EB, chief of the Space Metabolism and
Biochemistry Branch of NASA, the National
Aeronautics & Space Administration.

Lucile Crowell Cooks A, Chairman
of the Board of Trustees of Miami
University at a meeting in the 1970s.

Lucile Crowell Cooks receives the plaque
from Miami University honoring her
service to Miami’s board of trustees in
1983. Shown are former chairman of
the board William Beckett, Miami
University President Paul G. Pearson,
Lucile Cooks (board member 1952-77),
Miami president emeritus John D.
Millett, and Past National President
Norma Minch Andrisek.

1
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i thing. It must be purposeful. It must be meaningful. It
must be fun. It must bring joy.”

A handful of chapters were installed in 1978 and
1979, and the Sorority was happy to reactivate chapters
that had been closed. Those attending the 34th National
Convention in 1979 in Florida were challenged to progress

with the times in a talk about modem fraternities by
Bud Mangels, Past International President of Phi Gamma
Delta. The National Council responded in 1980 by
enacting an anti-hazing policy, an action applauded by
university administrators around the country. The
national Leadership Conferences were held in three
locations at this time.

Artist Eleanor Hansen Nichols T was 1979's Woman
of the Year. In 1980, the honor went to child psychiatrist
Dr. Martha Wilson MacDonald O.

Two items on the agenda for the 1981 Convention
would have a far-reaching impact on the Sorority. One was

a proposed national insurance plan for chapter liability,
which the Council later approved.The second was to

buy a 100-year-old Victorian house in Oxford, Ohio. For
many years, Delta Zeta leaders dreamed of returning the
Sorority’s Headquarters to the place of its founding —
Miami University. Past National President Myrtle Graeter
Hinkly mentioned it during her first presidency, 1928 to

1934- In Grace Mason Lundy’s 1934 The Story of Delta Zeta,
she wrote: “The dream of ‘going’ to Oxford is still before
us and we look forward to the time when we shall go home
to the place of our birth.” The dream was a step closer to

reality when the Convention approved the purchase of
the house within walking distance of the campus. Dr.
Phillip Shriver, president of Miami University, recom-
mended that Delta Zeta consider the property as a future
site for the National Historical Museum and Headquarters.
The Heritage Cup award was later established and is

presented to the collegiate and/or alumnae chapter
contributing significantly and most effectively to the
National Historical Museum and Headquarters. Scholar
Alice Hanson Jones K was 1981's Woman of the Year.

ach of the Founders of Delta Zeta was a leader, and they
looked for leaders in the women they initiated, thus
providing the cornerstone of the Sorority. From the
beginning, collegiate members have been imbued with
the idea that the future of Delta Zeta rests with their
ability to bring new leaders into the membership.

Helping those leaders achieve was
referred to in the Original Articles of
Incorporation as one of the purposes
...“to incite all to the attainment
of a memorable fame.”

Early in Delta Zeta’s history, the
National Council recognized, however,
that support and training are necessary
for leaders to excel. Each Convention
includes workshops and training
sessions aimed at giving members the
tools they need to be leaders in their
college and alumnae chapters.

Executive Vice President Emeritus
George W. Spasyk of Lambda Chi Alpha
presents the fraternity’s Order of
Interfraternity Service Award to Gwen
Moss McKeeman in 1991.

In 1982, Gwen Moss McKeeman AO brought a wealth of journalistic
and Delta Zeta experience to the job of editing The LAMP. Her “From
the Lampwriter” column, filled with interesting news and perspectives,
was a much-read and well-loved addition to the magazine. She was a
past delegate and chairman of the National Panhellenic Conference, and
had held National Council offices. She became a Delta Zeta through
the merger with Delta Sigma Epsilon in 1956. Her accomplishments
had already been noticed with presentation of the Achoth Award at the
time she became editor. During her editorship, the College Fraternity
Editors Association recognized The LAMP with an award in 1994,
and Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity honored her for “noteworthy
contributions in fields of public and community relations between
fraternities and the communities of which they are an integral part.”
Kappa Delta Sorority also honored her with its Order of the Diamond
for outstanding contributions to the Greek world. 1 ®T HE S TORY O F D ELTA ZETA S ORORITY
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here were two Delta Zetas honored
as “Woman of the Year” in 1982.

Dorothy Mumford Williams AZ,author of

the Delta Zeta Creed that is known and
held as the life pattern for every Delta

Zeta, was honored posthumously. As a

collegian at Adelphi, Dorothy was literary
editor of the yearbook,and a member of
Mortar Board and of Phi Beta Kappa.
During her lifetime, she received national
acclaim for her work. She joined the
Flame Eternal in 1976.

T

Ethel Mae Bishop Gullette T, a gifted
pianist and community activist,was initiated
into Beta Phi Alpha at the University of

Minnesota before Delta Zeta’s merger
with that sorority.She graduated from the

Juilliard School of Music,New York City,
and was an accompanist there for 14
years. She was a member of Delta Zeta’s
Order of the Golden Rose, signifying
50 years of membership, and at the time

she became Woman of the Year, she had
been a member of Mu Phi Epsilon, the
international music fraternity, for 55 years.
She joined the Flame Eternal in 2001.

!
Past National President Evelyn Adams Costello N was honored
with the presentation of her portrait to the National Historical
Museum and Headquarters in 1982.

he Michigan State Beta Rho House Corporation honored

Past National President Evelyn Adams Costello N with a

presentation of her portrait to the National Historical Museum.

Michigan alumnae also contributed funds to dedicate a room

in her honor in the museum. She served as National President from

1954 to 1958 and was largely responsible for Gallaudet University

becoming one of Delta Zeta’s philanthropic projects. She was also

instrumental in the union between Delta Zeta and Delta Sigma

Epsilon,making Delta Zeta one of the largest National Panhellenic

Conference sororities. She was Delta Zeta’s delegate to NPC and

prepared the first manual for City Panhellenic groups. She joined

the Flame Eternal in 1997.

T
Ethel Mae Gullette V with her
daughter Ethel ( far left) and her
granddaughter Charlene in 1994.

National President Evelyn
Adams Costello in 1954.

A CENTURY OF SISTERHOOD
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As they set the plans in motion for the return to
Oxford, Delta Zeta leaders inaugurated in 1982 a
campaign to raise funds to restore the historic residence
that would become the home of Delta Zeta’s National
Historical Museum and Headquarters. In addition to
raising money, the National Council studied new office
procedures in preparation for the move. Jean McClurg
Southworth 0 became Acting Executive Secretary
following Betty Agler’s retirement the previous year.

Getting ready for the move from Columbus to Oxford
required hiring new staff along with the expected
packing chores. National Headquarters Administrator,
Cynthia Winslow A, was hired. She, in turn, had to
replace other staff members who remained in Columbus.
Along with this, Sorority business had to be conducted.
The second phase of computerizing the records was
completed; a pilot program to train Province Alumnae
Committees to work with college chapters was held;

and chapters were notified that participation in a master
insurance program was a must.

At 81 and going strong, Delta Zeta returned home
to Oxford, Ohio, to take up permanent residence in a
Victorian mansion built in 1884- Colorful autumn
leaves welcomed Sorority members and friends who
participated in the festivities on October 22 and 23,
1983. National President Carolyn Barnes Gullatt 0E
presided at the dedication. One of the speakers was
Dr. Phillip Shriver, president emeritus of Miami
University and an early advocate of Delta Zeta’s move.
Since three of the fraternities founded at Miami were
headquartered in Oxford, Dr. Shriver believed that
the first sorority founded there should find her home
in Oxford as well.

Located at 202 East Church Street, the solid brick
home serves several functions. As National Headquarters
for Delta Zeta, it has office space for all employees under
one roof. As the Historical Museum, it gives secure and
ample room for the treasures that tell the history of the
Sorority. A third function provides meeting and sleeping
rooms, offering comfortable facilities for the National
Council, committees, and small conferences.

i

Vee Shakarian Toner O, 1969
Delta Zeta Woman of the Year.

ee Shakarian Toner O, internationally
recognized Olympic swim coach and

Delta Zeta Woman of the Year in 1969,

became the first woman elected to the
Pennsylvania Sports Hall of Fame in 1982,
joining Jim Thorpe, Arnold Palmer, and
Pop Warner, among other sports figures.
In the early 1930s, she became a licensed
pilot and toured the air-racing circuit, and
was later the first woman to serve on
the Executive Committee of the Western
Pennsylvania Tennis Association.She also
umpired international tennis tournaments.

V

Artist Violet Henson
Anderson BA captured

the National Historical
Museum and

Headquarters in her
painting dated 1993.

T
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The entrance to the
Delta Zeta National
Historical Museum
and Headquarters.

The parlor room in the National Historical Museum
and Headquarters showcases the Founders’ picture above
the fireplace.

E
Y Y Y Y Y "

1The mission of the Delta
Zeta Foundation is to
advance the Sorority’s leadership,
scholarship, philanthropic and
educational programs through the development
of financial and human resources.

IE
Display cases in the Museum depict Delta Zeta's symbols, colors, the Caryatides, and the Creed.
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The Victorian house that
became Delta Zeta's
National Historical
Museum and Headquarters
was built in 1884 from
bricks and woodwork
salvagedfrom Oxford's
First Presbyterian Church,
which occupied the site from
1835 to 1883. The builder,
Frank McCord, built the
house for himself and his
sister Elizabeth. At times
they rented rooms to Miami
students. Then Mr. and Mrs.
W.O. Cullen bought the house
at auction for$6,700 and
spent the first years of their
30-year residency busy with
renovations.

The Delta Zeta National Historical Museum and Headquarters in Oxford, Ohio.

Examples of stained glass
windows at the Museum.

Jean Coleman Lisle A, daughter of Founder Julia
Bishop Coleman, models “Mama’s pretty pint dress ”
at the 1985 National Convention. ®T HE STORY OF D ELTA ZETA S ORORITY
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*One of the museum’s cherished possessions
is the original Delta Zeta charter signed by
the Founders, presented by the Alpha Chapter
at the museum’s dedication. Another is
“Mama’s pretty pink dress,” a gift from Jean
Coleman Lisle A, daughter of Founder Julia
Bishop Coleman. These, and other mementos
that bring the Sorority’s history to life, are
displayed throughout in rooms decorated in
period style. Julia Bishop Coleman’s pier glass
mirror, Alfa Lloyd Hayes’ china cabinet, and
other exquisite treasures have been creatively
used in the home’s decor. Individuals and
provinces donated furnishings for the house.
Plaques acknowledge their gifts.

ust as the Delta Zeta story is incomplete, so is the National
Historical Museum. As Betsy Bradley Leach AI wrote in the
1993-94 issue of The LAMP, “Tomorrow became Today.
Today becomes Yesterday, and Yesterday will be history.”
Betsy, whose passion was preserving Delta Zeta’s yesterdays
for the future, was appointed to the National Historical

Museum Board of Trustees and became curator in 1985. As
Chairman of the Curatorial Committee, Betsy and the Committee,
which included Frances Westcott AA, Grace Pritchard Gorham
AO, and Lucile Crowell Cooks A, set the precedent for archiving
and displaying Delta Zeta treasures.

In 1994, the Betsy Bradley Leach Curatorial Chair was established
to honor her many contributions to the Sorority. During her
tenure on National Council, she is credited with establishing the
Woman of the Year Award, and for writing the first manuals for
alumnae chapters, Province Alumnae Directors and Province
Collegiate Directors. Calling museum work addictive, she
compared it to “reading an engrossing mystery.” She not only
looked for the interesting items that could be displayed, but she
explained the finer points of museum operation and asked
Sorority members to support the project. Betty Johnson Gurr
Tomblinson A, who became curator in 1994, is working toward
Betsy’s dream of securing national accreditation for the museum.

Betsy Bradley Leach AI was appointed to the National
Historical Museum Board of Trustees and became
Curator in 1985. She is shown here with actress Gina
Rowlands in 1976.

Originally a separate entity with its own Board of Trustees, The National
Historical Museum was merged with the Delta Zeta Foundation in 1993
in order to maintain the Museum's status as a non-profit organization
under new Internal Revenue Service rules. Lucile Crowell Cooks was
named President Emeritus of the National Historical Museum.

1
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4 Patterson University in New Jersey (formerly William
Patterson College), 1973; Lambda Pi, Georgia College
and State University (formerly Georgia College), 1974;

Lambda Theta, Michigan Technological University,

1975; Lambda Xi, Texas A & M University, 1975;

Lambda Omicron, Angelo State University in Texas,
1975; Lambda Psi, Columbus State University (formerly
Columbus College) in Georgia, 1975; Lambda Beta,
University of Southern Indiana, 1976; Lambda Alpha,
Arkansas Technical University, 1977; Lambda Gamma,

Jacksonville State University in Alabama, 1977;

Lambda Delta, University of Virginia, 1977; Lambda
Iota, University of Rochester in New York, 1977;

Lambda Kappa, University of Alabama/Huntsville,
1977; Lambda Lambda, The College of New Jersey
(formerly Trenton State College), 1977; Lambda Nu,
Auburn University/Montgomery, 1977; Lambda Sigma,
Winthrop University in South Carolina (formerly
Winthrop College), 1977; Xi Kappa, Rowan University

J in New Jersey (formerly Rowan College and Glasboro
State College), 1978; Xi Theta, University of North
Carolina/Wilmington, 1979; Xi Alpha, University of
Massachusetts, 1981; Xi Chi, Robert Morris University
(formerly Robert Morris College) in Pennsylvania,
1981; Xi Beta, Eastern Kentucky University, 1982; Xi
Delta, Radford University in Virginia, 1983; Xi Epsilon,
Louisiana Tech University, 1983; and Xi Lambda,
University of San Francisco, 1983.

The first woman to serve on the Louisiana State
University Board of Directors, Ruth Lloyd Miller X was
1983's Woman of the Year. Chapter installations continued
at a brisk pace from 1968 through 1983, when the
Sorority returned its National Headquarters to Oxford.
The installations included Iota Nu, Georgia Southern
University (formerly Georgia Southern College), 1968;

Iota Xi, University of Missouri/St. Louis, 1968; Iota
Upsilon, California State University/Fullerton, 1968;

Iota Phi, University of Nevada/Las Vegas, 1968; Iota
Chi, Northland College in Wisconsin, 1968; Iota
Omega, Jacksonville University in Florida, 1968; Kappa
Alpha, Nicholls State University in Louisiana, 1968;

Kappa Zeta, University of North Texas (formerly North
Texas State University), 1968; Kappa Xi, Duquesne
University in Pennsylvania, 1969; Iota Omicron,
Niagara University in New York, 1969; Iota Rho, West
Chester University in Pennsylvania, 1969; Kappa Tau,
Morehead State University in Kentucky, 1970; Kappa
Chi, Youngstown State University in Ohio, 1970; Kappa
Theta, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, 1971; Kappa Lambda, Livingston College in
Alabama, 1971; Kappa Nu, Missouri Western State
College, 1971; Kappa Phi, University of North
Carolina/Charlotte, 1971; Kappa Beta, Northern Kentucky
University, 1972; Kappa Epsilon, Plymouth State
College in New Hampshire, 1972; Kappa Iota, Wright
State University in Ohio, 1972; Kappa Omicron, Elon
College in North Carolina, 1972; Kappa Rho, Kutztown
University in Pennsylvania, 1972; Kappa Psi, Shippensburg
University of Pennsylvania, 1972; Kappa Pi, Keene
State College in New Hampshire, 1972; Kappa Upsilon,
Quinnipiac College in Connecticut, 1972; Kappa
Omega, Limestone College in South Carolina, 1972;

Lambda Epsilon, University of Pittsburgh/Johnstown,
1972; Lambda Zeta, University of Maine/Portland
Gorham, 1972; Lambda Rho, Illinois State University,
1973; Kappa Mu, Shepherd College in West Virginia,
1973; Lambda Phi, Appalachian State University
in North Carolina, 1973; Lambda Omega, William

:
lizabeth Baker Devereaux 0
named Woman of the Year in 1984,

the first Past National President so
honored. A social worker, she was a
member of the Marshall School of
Medicine faculty and of the Academy
of Certified Social Workers,as well as
a registered and licensed Occupational
Therapist, a Fellow of the American
Occupational Therapy Association and of
the World Federation of Occupational
Therapists. She served Delta Zeta on
many levels, from collegiate delegate at

National Convention to the National
Council and President of the National
Historical Museum. Of her Sorority
experiences, she wrote:

“This provided the opportunity to do
things f didn’t know l could do! And it was
an exhilarating experience when I realized
that f could do these things, and do them
reasonably well and get results.And of
course, all these skills were transferable
to my professional work, and I have not

stopped using them, but continue to

build on and refine them.”

Elizabeth Baker Devereaux
0, elected as National
President in 1971 and
named Woman of the Year
in 1984.

©THE STORY OF DELTA ZETA SORORITY





CHAPTER

SEVEN

he mid-1980s brought numerous challenges in
American higher education. The average age
for college students went up, as did tuition costs,
while enrollment declined and women’s careers
continued to make it harder to find dedicated
volunteers with the time to serve in Sorority

offices. National inflation caused higher interest rates,
making it more difficult to build or purchase campus
chapter houses. Some college administrators added
another concern among sororities and fraternities as
they pondered whether single-sex organizations were
discriminatory. While many sororities engaged in
competition for extension, Delta Zeta chose to
concentrate on regaining lost chapters and saving
chapters in precarious positions.

‘arty Convention in Gunstock, New York in 19S7, Kappa Epsilon members at Plymouth
Hampshire met George Bush, then Vice President of the United States.

Iways popular as Homecoming Queens on campus. Laurel Pogoda TO,
kiMeigned over Homecoming al Indiana of Pennsylvania in 198S.

O F D ELTA Z ETA

ru Barnes reigned as Homecoming Queen at Eureka College.



T he LAMP of Delta Zeta celebrated its
75th birthday in 1985 with a review of

the women who had served as editors, the
innovations each brought to the magazine,
and a study of the various covers used.

iThis was also a period when new technologies were
being employed by business, industry, and organizations
throughout the country. The records systems needed to
handle membership lists numbering in the thousands were
becoming affordable, easier to operate, and a must if a
group wanted to be competitive. The foresight of Delta
Zeta leaders in installing an in-house computer system
at the National Headquarters put the Sorority on the
leading edge of this technology curve. It also brought
many Greek colleagues to Oxford for demonstrations.

Between 1985 and 1987, membership numbers started
to increase in pledging and initiations. The Order of
the Diamond, established in 1985 to recognize 75-year
membership, was presented for the first time in 1986
to Myrtle Graeter Hinkly A and Elsa Thoma Baer A.
The Order of the Pearl, for sixty-five years of member-
ship, also was established. At the 1985 Convention,
National Treasurer Anne Marie Jones Gavin AI
announced that Elizabeth Coulter Stephenson had been
awarded the Order of the Laurel posthumously.

Two nationally known stars of stage, screen, and
television were initiated because of the Sorority’s
contributions to aid speech and hearing programs.

©
In 1985. Beverly Baldwin Burnsed Spencer AX
was named Delta Zeta's Woman of the Year.
At the time, Beverly had been a member of the
Florida House of Representatives for nine years,

was the first woman legislator from Polk County,

and was chairman of the Commerce Committee,

the first woman to chair that committee.
She served on a total of 19 House committees,
and was actively involved with the National
Conference of State Legislatures. An educator
by profession, Beverly later returned to
Florida State University as Vice President of
University Relations/Public Affairs.

Television and stage star Florence
Henderson AX was initiated into the
Alpha Chi Chapter ( University
of CalifornialLos Angeles) in 1986.

“I’m one of nearly 20 million Americans who have
a hearing loss. Mine was corrected surgically. What
about the millions who haven’t been helped?” Florence
Henderson asked in a public service announcement.
The announcement was produced for the Better Hearing
Institute and funded by the Delta Zeta Foundation
through a gift from Arlene Newman Marshall A©.
Florence became an alumna initiate in May 1986 at
the Alpha Chi Chapter House at the University of
California at Los Angeles.

In the same month Nanette Fabray, who also overcame
a hearing loss, was initiated into the Xi Omicron Chapter
of Loyola-Marymount University while visiting the
Gallaudet University campus. Working tirelessly to help
win support for programs and organizations to help
those with hearing problems, Nanette became involved
with Gallaudet in 1970, when the school presented
her with an honorary degree. In 1979, she and her son
Jamie MacDougall established the MacDougall Creative
Writing Awards at Gallaudet.

Sandra “Kay ” Yow ZA, head
coach of the women's basketball
team at East Carolina University,
was coach of the Gold Medal
Olympic United States Womeni
Basketball Team in 1988, and Delta
Zeta’s Woman of the Year for 1981.

Nanette Fabray, Hollywood and
Broadway actress and member of
the Xi Omicron Chapter ( Loyola-
Marymount University).

T
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ary Margaret Calhoun Fore A41 began her life as a Delta
Zeta in a leadership role — Pledge Class President. Before
graduation from Southern Methodist University, she
served as Chapter President and Panhellenic President.
She was an organizer and President of two alumnae
chapters and she was awarded the Achoth Award in 1968.

She served as National President from 1985 to 1987, and during
her tenure announced the selection
of Myrtle Graeter Hinkly, her
mentor, as recipient of the Order
of the Laurel. Married to a
Methodist minister, she also was
president of the United Methodist
Ministers’ Wives. She joined
the Flame Eternal in 1988.

i The mid-to-late 1980s saw a nationwide trend —•

more interest in Greek affiliation and more women
participating in rush. The total number of initiates and
pledges in college chapters in 1985 was 6,416. By 1987,
it had risen to 8,406, and in 1989 it was 9,846, an
increase of more than 50 percent in four years. Even
these numbers couldn’t take away the sting of negative
activities. Problems with hazing and alcohol abuse, once
almost gone, were again the nemeses of every Greek
organization. Sadly, no amount of good works could
make up for had press. The Sorority could, however,
recognize good deeds, which it did with establishment
of the Crest Award in 1985. It is presented to outstanding
collegiate chapters that have consistently excelled in
all areas of college programming. A great deal of hard
work by the National Council helped to maintain
membership numbers, which had risen by the end of
the 1989-1991 biennium.

In 1986, Muriel Bultman Francis AT, art collector
and patron of the arts, was named posthumously as
Woman of the Year.

*

Carolyn Barnes Gullatt 0E has served Delta Zeta with her exceptional dedication since
her undergraduate days at Louisiana Tech University. Carolyn was Delta Zeta’s National
President from 1981- 1985,and was also Delta Zeta’s Panhellenic Delegate. Previous to
that, she served as College Chapter Director for the Alpha Tau Chapter at the University
ofTexas and as a Texas Province Director.In 1975, she was elected to National Council
as a National Director. Her tenure was marked by progress and growth as she extended
Delta Zeta to new campuses, to alumnae,and to the larger Greek community.

Past National President Carolyn Gullatt was surprised when the Sorority in 1987
established a symposium in her name, honoring her years as an officer and delegate to the National Panhellenic
Conference.Held during National Convention, the Carolyn B. Gullatt Symposium is a forum for discussion about issues
significant to fraternities and sororities. Joan Dondrea Lowry TA with Dr. Howard

House of the House Ear Institute. Joan was a
member of the Institute's Board of Directors.joan Dondrea Lowry TA became President of the Delta Zeta Foundation in 1987, serving in that position until 1995.

Previously she served the Sorority as a Foundation Trustee,National Philanthropy Chairman,and National Standards Chairman,
among other roles. She received the Sertoma International Service to Mankind Award for her work on the boards of many
community organizations, including a term on the Better Hearing Institute’s Board of Directors. Professionally,Joan hosted
local radio and television shows and was a news anchor. In 1995, she was named Delta Zeta’s Woman of the Year. ®T H E S T O R Y O F D E L T A Z E T A S O R O R I T Y
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iOklahoma Supreme Court Justice Yvonne Kauger EA

was 1988's Woman of the Year. In 1989, Betty Greenwell
Kassulke Br, warden of the Kentucky State Prison,

received the honor.
While membership numbers gave Sorority leaders

something to cheer about, demographic profiles for the
United States weren’t as favorable. The number of

arly in its history, members of Delta Zeta recognized the worth
of service outside the organization. The Sorority’s first initiate,
Elizabeth Coulter Stephenson A, wrote in 1918:

“I believe that Delta Zeta will find a work worthy of her
united effort, perhaps something different than has ever
been done before. I believe we should all be searching out
this thing . . . because we want to play the game of life
right and give back to college, fraternity, state, home and
country more than we have received. Organized effort, all
working together, is what helps the world along faster.”

The first social service chairman had been appointed in 1914,
and the first national project was adopted in 1922. It was Vest, a
community school in Kentucky that the Sorority supported until
1939 when the State of Kentucky took it over. Delta Zetas served
in and out of uniform during World War II, and in the late 1940s
actively supported overseas relief. The Sorority’s association with
Gallaudet University began in 1955 and continues today with the
Delta Zeta Scholarship Fund and a Fine Arts Endowment Fund.

The 1987-89 National Council. On the stairs,
National Directors Patricia Canady Rosser IN,
Lynnda Wolf Hoefler TK, Merry Westbrook Adamcit
A0, and Susan Mease All. Standing, National
Secretary Sandra McAlister Nesbitt BE, National
Treasurer Anne Marie Jones Gavin AI, National
President Norma Minch Andrisek TA, and National
Vice President of Membership Marvona Easley
Tavlin EA. Seated, National Vice President of
Alumnae Affairs Deanna Alleman Pendleton AT
and National Vice President of Collegiate Affairs
Phyllis Snape Favorite E. Not pictured: National
Director of Extension Carolyn Barnes Gullatt 0E.

The merger in 1956 with Delta Sigma Epsilon
added another project — a hospital in Louisiana
that treated people with Hansen’s disease, better
known as leprosy. When the disease was cured,

the program was phased out. A merger with Theta
Upsilon included help for Native Americans
through the Navajo Assistance League until the
government assumed the activity.

18-year'olds would decrease by 25 percent by 1994; and
student populations were changing, becoming more

influenced by ethnically diverse, female, and older students.
There would be fewer students able to afford Greek affiliation,

as time and money became a bigger issue for college students.

The House Ear Institute in Los Angeles became
the second major philanthropy in 1982. Among
other things, Delta Zeta funds built and furnished
a parents' conference room for the institute.

l
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The message was not lost on Delta Zeta leaders. In the
long term they began to reevaluate the Sorority’s
structure, looking at every program, every policy, and
every activity. Clearly this was a vast undertaking for an
organization described by Marvona Easley Tavlin EA,

National President from 1989 to 1993, as “ . . . a collage
of individuals at different points in their lives.”

i
Marvona Easley Tavlin EA
Marvona Easley Tavlin EA was initiated into the Epsilon Lambda
Chapter at Southwestern Oklahoma State University, and then
later transferred to Oklahoma City University where she
affiliated with Gamma Upsilon and served as Chapter President.
With two degrees in music and education,Marvona spent part of
her professional life as a vocal music and elementary education
teacher. Elected Delta Zeta’s National President in 1989 and
serving until 1993, she brought a wide range of Delta Zeta

experience to the role. She had
been College Chapter Director
for the Beta Tau Chapter at

Nebraska Wesleyan University for
eight years. Elected to National
Council in 1983, she served one
term as Vice President of
Collegiate Affairs, then two terms

as Vice President of Membership.
Today Marvona continues her
service to Delta Zeta as Chapter
Consultant Coordinator, planning
and overseeing the interviewing,
hiring, and training process for
Chapter Consultants who travel
to the Sorority’s college chapters
around the country. She is also

Chairman of Delta Zeta’s Publications Committee.Her
“Greek” family includes husband Mike, who is a member of
Kappa Sigma, and son Matthew,a member of Phi Kappa Tau.

t the time of the Centennial Convention
in 2002,Cynthia Winslow Menges A will

complete two decades of directing a staff that
is adept in balancing its activities with those
of volunteers.“Our primary purpose is service,"
Cindy said,explaining that the job of the staff
in Oxford is to support the work of the
volunteers.“We are an organization of people.
The people on the staff help our elected and
appointed officers utilize their strengths.”
Cindy’s title, originally National Headquarters
Administrator,was changed to Executive
Director in 1991.

A

Delta Zeta’s 40-year relationship with
Gallaudet University was celebrated in
conjunction with the 40th anniversary of
the Gallaudet Dance Company in October
1995.The troupe was founded by the late
Peter Wisher, who believed — and proved
— that,although unable to hear, deaf people
can learn to express themselves through
various forms of dance. Funds for the
Gallaudet dance studio were provided by
a directed bequest of former Delta Zeta
Foundation Trustee Ruth Gump Thomas EB.
The gift of more than $100,000 enabled a
complete renovation of the studio and an
additional performing area.

National President
Marvona Easley
Tavlin in 1991.

Sandra McAlister Nesbitt Bzi
Sandra McAlister Nesbitt BE became Delta Zeta’s 27th
President at the National Convention held at Indianapolis,Indiana
in 1993. Sandi was initiated into the Beta Xi Chapter while

attending Alabama Polytechnic
Institute (now Auburn University),
where she met her husband,
Milton, whom she referred to as
a “true Delta Zeta husband”
due to his tireless support of
her many responsibilities in the
Sorority. Serving as College
Chapter Director for Beta Xi
for seven years, Sandi was then
appointed as Province Collegiate
Director. Elected to the National

Council in 1985 as Director of Pledge Education, she next

served a term as National Secretary, then served two terms as

Vice President of Membership. She proudly represented Delta
Zeta Sorority at the National Panhellenic Conference as

Delegate and also served as NPC Chairman of the Housing
Committee. Professionally,Sandi worked as an elementary
school teacher, a public information officer for the State of
Alabama Department of Transportation,and later as assistant
press secretary to Alabama Governor Fob James,Jr. As Past
National President, Sandi’s advice and experience are valued by
the current National Council.

Marvona perceived that the “collage” needed some

new supports, or structuring, and appointed a committee

to study all areas of the Sorority and report hack to the
National Convention. Their work included a survey of all
of the presidents and delegates of the National Panhellenic
Conference membership and Delta Zeta collegians and
alumnae in leadership positions. The results of the study
became the REACH initiative, introduced in 1996.

Before the evaluation could be completed, however,
interim measures had to be implemented. During rush,

the tangibles and intangibles of sorority membership —
friendship, sisterhood, leadership, and opportunity —
were emphasized. Womens changing roles in society caused
alumnae to reconsider their activities. The idea of getting

together with sisters was still important, but the time

needed to be filled with programs relevant to their daily lives.

Cynthia Winslow Menges A
marked her twentieth year as
Executive Director of Delta
Zeta Sorority in 2002.

f ©THE STORY OF DELTA ZETA SORORITY



or all Delta Zetas in the past 30 years, the name Andrisek is synonymous with
leadership. Whether it is the example shown by Norma Minch Andrisek TA
during her three terms as National President, or through the supporting role her
late husband, Dr. John Richard Andrisek, supplied to the Sorority through his
profession as an educator, Andrisek and leadership are intertwined. Through
an endowment established in Dr. Andrisek’s memory, the two have been

permanently joined, creating a legacy for Delta Zeta leaders today and in the future.
“The Andrisek Educational Fund: Providing a Lifetime of Learning,” is the formal

title of the endowment, created by the National Council in 1988. It provides for
educational programs and materials that benefit collegians and alumnae, which build
the cornerstone of lifetime learning that collegians carry into their postgraduate lives
as alumnae, professionals, mothers, and women of the world community.

Dr. Andrisek, superintendent of schools for Berea Schools in Ohio, was an
innovator, frequently emulated by fellow educators in Ohio and around the country.
He served as a consultant to school districts throughout the United States and taught
graduate courses at Cleveland State University. Dr. Andrisek was an enthusiastic
supporter of Delta Zeta, often serving as a facilitator at Delta Zeta conferences.
He died in 1987.

The biennial Norma Minch Andrisek Leadership Conferences bring Delta Zeta
collegiate officers together for an intense weekend of keynote speakers, breakout
sessions, and roundtable discussions. The conferences began as an opportunity for

collegiate officers to interact
with National Council and
Chairmen in an informal
setting. Today, the program
strengthens their leadership
skills and gives them the
information necessary to
deal with the problems they
may face as Greek leaders.

SUMMER 2001

yleupmug uijM
’ilanfcK iiLLGMU

A Summer of Learning and Leadetship

Collegiate officers attended the biennia! Norma Minch Andrisek Leadership
Conferences at Purdue University in the summer of 2001.

Norma Minch Andrisek and her
husband, Dr. John Richard
Andrisek, at the 1977 Convention
where Mrs. Andrisek was elected
National President.

CENTURY OF SISTERHOOD



i Convention. The delegates to the 41st Convention
were brought by bus from Indianapolis, the Convention
site, and treated to a tour of the Miami University campus

and the National Historical Museum and Headquarters.
They also were treated to a surprise ceremony in which
the Cullen House adjacent to National Headquarters

While the opportunities for expansion decreased,
they didn’t disappear completely. A few campuses
without Greek systems showed an interest, and local
sororities actively sought national affiliation. One
installation, however, was at a university with a long
relationship with Delta Zeta.

“It’s about time Delta Zeta came home to its home,
its spiritual home — here at Gallaudet University,”
said the university’s president, Dr. I. King Jordan, setting

the tone for the installation of Omicron Sigma on
April 25, 1993. It fulfilled a dream for both the Sorority
and the university. In October 1992, with the installation
of Omicron Nu at the University of Windsor in

Windsor-Ontario, Canada, Delta Zeta took its first
steps toward establishing chapters outside the
continental United States.

In 1990, director of early childhood education Dana
McMillan AX was Woman of the Year. University
of Nevada System Regent Shelley Levine Berkley I<1>

received the honor in 1991.
After 10 years back home in Oxford, Ohio, the

Headquarters functioned like a medium-size business,
with a state-of-the-art computer system including the
latest software and all the other technological wizardry
that would have been beyond the imagination of the
six Founders. Technology also provided the ways and
means for Delta Zetas to maintain contact with
members, with chapters, and with National Headquarters.
As membership numbers increased during the last
decade of Delta Zeta’s first century, the Sorority utilized
the most up-to-date communications tools, including
the addition of a national website, to help each sister

continue and strengthen her Sorority ties. In 1992,
Edna Mae Bumam Nauman AX, an internationally
published composer and piano instructor, was named
Woman of the Year. Sue Hastings Bohle AA, who
formed a large and influential public relations firm,
became Woman of the Year in 1993.

Delta Zeta members walked in the footsteps of the
Founders during a day in Oxford as part of the 1993

The dedication of the Lucile Crowell Cooks Conference Center in Oxford, Ohio in 1993.

was officially named the Lucile Crowell Cooks
Conference Center, a surprise for the honoree as well.

During the course of three decades, many of the
radicals of the 1960s became the presidents, deans, and
faculty members on campuses throughout the country

in the 1990s. For the most part, these men and women
had not been Greek as students, and had no appreciation

of the lifetime contributions sorority and fraternity
membership makes to individuals, nor did they have an
understanding of the service that Greek organizations

bring to their communities. Along with these attitudes,
Delta Zeta leaders saw changes in the demographics of
college students, making them similar to those in 1902,
for what were the Founders if not non-traditional
students? They were among the first women to enroll at

Miami University; they were older than the traditionalI - ®THE STORY OF DELTA ZETA SORORI
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students of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s; and they were wiser, as seen repeatedly
through the bonds of loyalty, friendship, and sisterhood that they established. Surely
the way to the future could be discovered from the past.

In the early 1990s, many college and university administrators demanded shorter
pledge periods. Responding to this change, Delta Zeta developed a New Member
Education Program in 1993, using 12 chapters around the country to test its viability.
After a year, some adjustments were made, and the program was introduced to all
chapters at the Leadership Conferences in 1994-

Jeanne Hirsch Blaylock ZP, television news anchor and Emmy award-winning

journalist, was named Woman of the Year for 1994. Carol Wilding Hebei Br, real

estate broker, businesswoman, and philanthropist, received the Woman of the Year
honor in 1996.

By the fall of 1995, the addition to the National Historical Museum and
Headquarters was complete and ready for dedication. Rain, wind gusts up to 60
miles per hour, and the threat of snow could not chill the warm glow among those
who gathered for the dedication. Past National President Norma Minch Andrisek’s
remarks that day appeared in the Spring 1996 issue of The LAMP. She said:

“In 1983, at the time of the dedication of the Delta Zeta National
Historical Museum and Headquarters, I spoke about a very significant part of

our home, the beautiful stained glass windows . . . that seem to say clearly
what Delta Zeta was and what it could be. The LAMP, the Rose, the Crest
in rose-colored glass reflected values, tradition and heritage. These symbols
still define us and call on us to cherish the ideals they represent . . .

“As you walk through Delta Zeta’s home today, you move from old
to new. Up the brick walk, through the front door, there is a sense of
timelessness and a real pleasure at taking in all that represents both Delta
Zeta’s past and present. There’s Alfa’s pin and Julia’s chair. There’s the
Founders’ picture — all the people and things that represent Delta Zeta from
1902 to the present . . . as we move on, we walk into the new, approaching
the future, too, and carrying with us all that has been.

“And so on this dedication day, let us rededicate ourselves to that which
defines us. Let us look again to that which our windows present: the Seal of
the university that nourished us, the Crest of the Sorority that has enriched
us, the Lamp that lights our way, the Rose we cherish, and now the clear
glass windows [of the new addition] through which we see a bright future . . .”
Between the mid-1980s and the mid-1990s, Delta Zeta focused on assisting

those chapters that were having problems and reinstalling some that had been lost.
Extension continued along with this emphasis, and new chapter installations
included Xi Eta, Northwood University (formerly Northwood Institute), Michigan,

{
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At the dedication of the new wing of the Delta Zeta National Historical Museum
and Headquarters in 1995, Past National President Norma Minch Andriseh,
National President Sandra McAlister Nesbitt, and Delta Zeta Foundation President
Joan Dondrea Lowry cut the ribbon. f
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Omicron Gamma Chapter at Ohio University in 1990.

1984; Xi Iota, Muhlenberg College in Pennsylvania, 1984; Xi Nu, Tarleton
State University in Texas, 1985; Xi Omicron, Loyola-Marymount University,
California, 1986; Xi Rho, Clarkson University in New York, 1986; Xi Phi,
University of Missouri/Kansas City, 1987; Xi Sigma, University of North
Carolina/Chapel Hill, 1988; Xi Tau, Millersville University of Pennsylvania,
1988; Xi Xi, North Georgia State College and State University, 1989;

Xi Pi, Lehigh University in Pennsylvania, 1989; Xi Upsilon, Northeastern
University in Massachusetts, 1989; Xi Psi, Grand Valley State University in
Michigan, 1989; Xi Omega, Purdue University in Indiana, 1989; Omicron
Alpha, St. Mary’s University in Texas, 1989; Omicron Beta, Stockton State
College in New Jersey, 1990; Omicron Gamma, Ohio University, 1990;

Omicron Delta, Bryant College in Rhode Island, 1991; Omicron Epsilon,
Arkansas State University, 1991; Omicron Zeta, Randolph-Macon College
in Virginia, 1991; Omicron Theta, State University of New York
(S.U.N.Y.)/Oswego, 1991; Omicron Iota, Mount Union College in Ohio,
1991; Omicron Kappa, State University of New York (S.U.N.Y.)/Albany,
1991; Omicron Lambda, North Carolina State University, 1992; Omicron
Mu, University of South Carolina/Spartanburg, 1992; Omicron Nu,
University of Windsor/Ontario, Canada, 1992; Omicron Omicron,
Lindenwood College in Missouri, 1992; Omicron Xi, Mars Hill College,
North Carolina, 1993; Omicron Pi, Frostburg State University in Maryland,

1993; Omicron Sigma, Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C., 1993;

Omicron Phi, Alfred University in New York, 1994; and Omicron Tau,
Brock University in Ontario, Canada, 1996.

Omicron Delta at Bryant College in Rhode Island in 1991.

©THE STORY OF DELTA ZETA SORORITY
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andra McAlister Nesbitt BE was elected National
President in 1993. When the 1995 Convention
had to be postponed to 1996 (when Mrs. Nesbitt
was elected to a second term), the Council saw
the opportunity to achieve a biennial pattern that
would ensure a Convention in 2002 to celebrate

Delta Zeta’s Centennial Anniversary.
The report of the Structure Committee was

presented and approved at the Convention in 1996.
Begun during Marvona Easley Tavlin’s term, this
report was completed during Mrs. Nesbitt’s first term
as National President. Its implementation became
the focus for her administration, which continued
until 1998.

Above, Jill Viane EO meets First Lady Barbara Bush.

Left, Catherine Meranda Goodwin 0 (center) won the 1991 Alice
Huenefeld CCD Award. With her are past winners, Betty Schneider
Fenton L, Barbara Tweed Holland Y, Denise Williams McCullars BE,

and Louise Parker Bingham AO.
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$ campuses around the country. Unfortunately, fraternities
in particular became the focus of this dilemma. With
higher visibility on campuses because of their membership
in Greek organizations and often prominent houses on
campus, and still facing the stereotypes perpetuated in
the 1970s and 1980s about Greek life in movies such as
Animal House, Greek members found that universities
and colleges were taking a harder look at the fraternal
world. The very survival of the Greek system was

| questioned as schools closed chapters around the country
because of behavior inconsistent with the very values
that Greek life espouses.

Fraternities joined together to promote alcohol-free
housing for members. Many national fraternities
declared that only alcohol-free functions would be
sponsored in fraternity facilities starting in the fall of
2000. Delta Zeta Sorority’s National Council was among
the first in the Greek world to pass a resolution which
supported alcohol-free housing. Delta Zeta members
were commended by university officials for taking a stand
against alcohol by refusing to participate in events

where alcohol was being used.
Many Greek organizations rallied to the call to

return to and embody the values upon which their
organizations were founded, resulting in values-based
initiatives instituted in both fraternities and sororities.
Learning leadership skills, commitment to academic
achievement, working together to create a support system,
and understanding the true meaning of sisterhood and
brotherhood were the standards actively promoted
among Greek members.

Another issue affecting college-age adults which
resurfaced in the 1990s was that of hazing practices, which
were soundly denounced throughout the Greek community.
Highly effective risk management programs were
re-evaluated and implemented to send the message that
hazing, defined as actions which inflict or cause mental
or physical harm to an individual, would not be tolerated.
Greek and student life departments on all campuses set

j, up “hazing hotlines” where this type of harassment

Setting the stage for its presentation, the Committee
acknowledged that 1996 was vastly different than the
world of 1902, but they prepared a way for the new to
“build on what has been given us.”

Named REACH, for Raising Expectations And
Creating Horizons, the new initiative addressed issues
and acknowledged that the collegiate experience was
the base for alumnae of the future. Through REACH,
Sorority leaders aimed to make local leaders more
responsible, keep traditional values, and adapt to the
needs of women today.

The effects of REACH were not long in being felt.
In 1997, more than 700 collegians participated in the
Norma Minch Andrisek Leadership Conferences that
focused on leadership and the values that have been the
backbone of the Sorority since its founding. Even
though more and more information was dispatched to
collegians electronically, Sorority leaders recognized the
need for people to interact. Swapping stories, sharing
concerns, asking questions, and getting feedback and
reinforcement all were more valuable in face-to-face
situations; in other words, the kind of invaluable
communication that takes place when leaders get together.

On the alumnae side, positive results were soon
evident. There were 11 new alumnae chapters by the time
of the 1998 Convention as a variety of communications
efforts were made, connecting more alumnae. One
was particularly important. All alumnae now received
The LAMP; only those who subscribed had received
it in recent years. Later, another change required
all collegiate chapters to have an Alumnae Relations
Chairman to serve as contact with local alumnae,
to publish a newsletter, and to arrange activities
involving alumnae.

Dr. Phyllis Schoonover Blondefield A2, the first
female president at Kirksville College of Osteopathic
Medicine, was named 1997’s Woman of the Year.

During the 1990s, Delta Zeta Sorority faced the same
challenges many Greek organizations did. Alcohol and
substance abuse was becoming a bigger problem on college

J ean Haley Harper Y, the Delta Zeta
Woman of the Year in 1998 and one

of the first three female pilots hired

by United Airlines in 1978, credited her

Sorority sisters for the emotional support

she needed to pursue a career in aviation.
She was the first Grace Mason Lundy
winner to be named Woman of the Year.
“Being the only woman in a male-dominated
field, I was not treated as a professional

in class situations,” she said. At the Delta

Zeta house on the University of North
Dakota campus, she was “accepted for
who I was; supported and not laughed at.”
Delta Zeta sisters were better than

friends, she said, and continued to be a
positive influence in her life. In a career
that required frequent moves,Jean found

instant friends in each new city through
the Sorority. “Working mostly with men,

it was important to me to have female
friends.” She also loved “having a sister

relationship with thousands of women
I haven’t met.”

CE NTURY O F S ISTERHOOD



he physicians and scientists of the
House Ear Institute, established in 1946,

are dedicated to the advancement of
otologic research.They have explored the
auditory system from the ear canal through
the inner ear to the brain itself, and are
now investigating on the cell and molecular
level, looking for cures for some of the
unexplained causes of deafness. Among
their many “firsts,” the Institute invented
a Federal Drug Administration-approved
investigatory auditory brainstem implant
device; conceived and created an
FDA-approved cochlear implant system;
established an international system for
assessing facial nerve function; used a
microscope in neurotologic surgery; and
created an observer tube and adapted a
television camera for use with a surgical
microscope.The Institute is located in
Los Angeles, California.

Janet White Doak AX, who retired
in 2001 as the development director
for the Institute, said that the Sorority
provided more than $300,000 in support,
including $85,000 for a specially designed
conference room for children and their
parents. Of the $85,000, Edwena Shaver
donated $35,000. Alumnae chapters in
Southern California annually raise funds
for the Institute through the Flame Fantasy
style show.

The Delta Zeta Foundation was
incorporated in Minnesota and granted
tax-exempt status in 1962. From
its beginning with modest assets,
the Foundation has grown through
the generous support of members,

chapters, and provinces. In 1990 alone, the
Foundation donated more than $300,000
in grants, gifts, scholarships, and awards.
The first Board of Directors for the

Foundation, appointed
in 1961, included officers
Frances Elizabeth
Westcott AA, President;
Gail Patrick Jackson
API, Vice President;
and Maxine Mason
Bergstrom T, Secretary-
Treasurer; plus members

Myrtle Graeter Malott and Arlene Palsgraff Davis TA.
Special gifts, such as The Harper Endowed Lecture Fund and The Florence

Hood Miner Communications Development Fund, have been given to ensure
continuance of specific activities. The Harper Endowed Lecture Fund, established
by Carol Sharpe Harper BT, provides distinguished speakers and lecturers for
Sorority conferences and conventions. The Miner Communications Development
Fund, created by Florence Hood Miner AB, provides the funding to strengthen
communications efforts within college chapters. The Educational Fund enables
the Foundation to provide materials for the Norma Minch Andrisek
Leadership Conferences.

Gifts made to the Foundation also have helped support the Delta Zeta
National Historical Museum and Headquarters. The Loyalty Fund campaign
continues to grow annually.

FOUNDATION
ANNUAL REPORT
Wi

T i m MISSION nr THE DELTA ZETA FOUNDATION
K TO ADVANCE THE SoRORITY’s EDUCATIONAL

AND PHILANTHROPIC PURPOSES THROUGH

TUI DEVnorMENT Of FINANCIAL AND HUMAN RESOURCES IN

M/miRT of THE SORORITY'S LEADERSno*, SCHOLARSHIP,

PHILANTHROPIC AND EDUCATIONAL PRCKSAMs.

In 2002, Delta Zeta Foundation President Ruth Weider
Patterson said, “Delta Zeta members, empowered by
the education and leadership opportunities they have
gained, will meet the challenges all Americans face and
give of themselves at a time when their talents and skills
are needed throughout the nation and the world. The
Delta Zeta Foundation, because of the generosity of its
family and friends, is proud to be a part of these efforts."Carol Sharpe Harper BT

Hearing-impaired children at the House Ear
Institute's “Sharing is Caring” Family Camp.

HOUSE INSTITUTE
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Brigadier General Barbara Campbell
Fast EF, United States Army, was

recognized in 2000 as Delta Zeta’s Woman
of the Year. As the National Security
Agency Associate Deputy Director of
Operations, Military Support, she holds a key
position in preserving the security of
American troops,and, ultimately, all Americans.
In 2000,only nine women held the rank
of brigadier general in the U.S. Army.

f that the fraternal experience did indeed enhance
post-graduate citizenship. The research indicated that
members of Greek organizations have a higher retention
rate as college students, tend to make larger gifts when
donating to various causes, and are more likely to
volunteer and be active in civic affairs during adulthood.
It was also found that alcohol-free housing and
education on the risks of alcohol and substance abuse
were reducing the use of alcohol among Greeks on
college campuses. Larger percentages of Greek men
and women lived in alcohol-free housing than did
their non-Greek counterparts.

At the National Convention in 1998, Karly Klemp
Burns ZA was elected National President. She has
served on National Council since 1992 in positions
which included National Director and National Vice
President of Collegiate Affairs. Today Karly has the
distinctive honor of leading Delta Zeta Sorority as
National President during the Centennial Year in 2002.

As the 1990s came to a close and the Sorority began
to utilize the REACH initiative, new Alumnae Chapters
were formed, and one new collegiate chapter was installed. It
was Omicron Chi, Santa Clara University, California, 1997.

Sheila Howell Partin A0, entrepreneur and
philanthropist, was named 1999’s Woman of the Year.

To facilitate many of the plans established through
REACH, a new partnership was forged between the
Delta Zeta Foundation and the Sorority to create more

| opportunities for leadership development and training.
As alumnae, Delta Zeta members have realized how
much they learned during their collegiate experience,
most of it life skills not taught in a classroom. The
Foundation supports the Sorority by providing funds
for educational activities and materials.

On September 11, 2001, the world was turned upside
down for people everywhere by terrorist attacks that
leveled the World Trade Center in New York City, tore
out a large section of the Pentagon outside Washington,
D. C., and sent a civilian jetliner crashing into the
| ground in western Pennsylvania. Delta Zeta’s National

could be reported and dealt with immediately.
Delta Zeta developed collegiate programming which

addressed the needs of members who faced these very
real challenges. The objective of collegiate programming
is to enhance each member’s collegiate experience
through education and skill development, allowing
Delta Zeta women to enrich the campus and community.

New programs are developed each year in the areas
of Academics, History, and Risk Management for
implementation in the collegiate chapter. To enhance
each member’s college experience through skill
development, programs address areas such as wellness,
career, self-improvement, values, leadership, community
service, and risk management. Special emphasis is
placed on the areas of leadership and community service.

As a result of participation in these programs,

An article in the 2001 winter issue of
The LAMP,“Leadership is Her Legacy,”
included her observations about her
success, much of which she credits to
Delta Zeta. She explained that military life
has many parallels to Greek life that may
not at first be obvious.“There is a bond
— the military becomes your family, just
as Delta Zeta does.You can be of service
to the nation and work for the whole of
the team. Whatever the mission, people
are the strength of the team.” A respected
leader herself, she said,“Leadership is
inspiring others to follow you, to help you
realize a common goal . . .Your legacy is
those who follow you.”

The Northern Virginia Alumnae Chapter
hosted the 2000 Woman of the Year
ceremony. Barbara was initiated into
the Epsilon Gamma Chapter at Central
Missouri State University in 1972. In 1973,
she transferred to the University of
Missouri/Columbia, where she graduated
in 1975. She was commissioned into the
Army in 1976 as a military intelligence
officer. She did post-graduate work at the
University of Missouri and received her
MSBA from Boston University in 1980.

During the 1996- 1998 biennium, a new
staff position,Director of Communications,
was created. Nancy Brewer became the
first staff member to have the title, which
includes editorship of The LAMP. During
its eighty-eight-year history, talented
alumnae voluntarily edited the magazine
from their homes.

I

»

collegiate members contribute toward the building of
stronger, more cohesive chapters and become productive
and contributing citizens of the world community.

In the late 1990s, the National Interfratemity
Conference ( NIC) and the National Panhellenic
Conference (NPC) released the first results of the joint
NPC/NIC Research Initiative. The findings showed

Brigadier General Barbara
Campbell Fast Er was Delta
Zeta’s Woman of the Year
for 2000. I

A CENTURY OF SISTERHOOD



1“How To” on finding the
right members was created
in Delta Zeta’s National
Recruitment Conference,
making its debut in 2001.

During an intensive weekend
training session, collegians
learned about recruiting using
a hands-on approach covering
every part of the process, including
conversation. Feedback after the
first Recruitment Conference was
positive, and this ground-breaking
event in the Greek world continues
for Delta Zeta.

Delta Zeta responded immediately to the tragic terrorist attacks A quilt made to remember the victims was sent to
the White House by the Gamma Sigma Chapter
at Eastern Michigan University, and a second
quilt made by the Kappa Epsilon Chapter at
Plymouth State College to honor the heroes
and victims was sent to the mayor of New York
City. Some members from Gamma Omega at
Southern Illinois University, Iota Rho at West Chester
University, and Xi Xi at North Georgia College and
State University went to New York City to help in the
rescue efforts.One of them, Christy Bueschel TO, recalled
the experience in the winter 2002 issue of The LAMP:
“It was a war zone. We’re still trying to deal with what
we saw there. You can’t comprehend it all.”

Just as sisters had done during previous times of war
and national emergency, collegiate and alumnae members
of Delta Zeta continued to “work the plans” ( to borrow
a phrase from Founder Alfa Lloyd Hayes) that they had
set for themselves. Nancy Patricia Gibbs K, an attorney

f in the Seattle office of Preston, Gates, and Ellis LLP,

of September II , 2001.

President Karly Klemp Bums ZA responded to the
tragedy in the fall 2001 issue of The LAMP, saying,
“We are reminded of the words of our Creed:
‘To crusade for justice, to seek the truth and defend it
always.’ . . . We know that our sisters will meet the call for
help valiantly and generously, as we have done throughout
our history when our country has faced a crisis.”

Even before they read these words from their national
leader, Delta Zetas responded. Members of collegiate
chapters throughout the country personally donated blood,
raised money to help the families of the victims, and
assisted at blood drives sponsored by the Red Cross.
Collegians, like their alumnae counterparts, participated
in memorial services, candlelight vigils, and prayer services.
They held food and clothing drives for the victims, and
some collected teddy bears for children who lost parents
in the attacks.

In 2001, National President
Karly Klemp Burns ZA
rehearsed for the filming of the
Centennial Celebration video.

t

I

I
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T one of the 100 largest law firms in the country, was

honored as the 2001 Woman of the Year, and Delta
Zetas across the United States continued with their
plans to honor their Sorority’s Founders during
Centennial events.

Before Founders Day 2001, a letter from National
President Karly Klemp Bums was sent with a video to

alumnae and collegiate chapters encouraging them to

be a part of this momentous occasion. Each collegiate
chapter was asked to give something to their college or
university to mark the event. The gift might be as small
as a book for the campus library; the important point

was to participate in some way. Alumnae chapters also
were asked to look for a way to honor Delta Zeta in

their communities.
One aspect of the Sorority that must be seen to

be appreciated is the National Historical Museum. It
provides a picture not only of Delta Zeta’s heritage, but
one of American life during the last century as well. Its
decor reflects the period when it was built, and displays
a photographic record of the Sorority. More than 400
visitors tour the museum each year. It is expected that
that number will increase dramatically during Delta
Zeta’s Centennial Year.

The Delta Zeta Historical Museum and Headquarters
will be a focal point of the Centennial Convention.
National President Karly Klemp Bums ZA will preside
over the Convention 2002 activities. A summary of the
Centennial Convention and Founders Day 2002 will
follow this book as addenda.

Officially, the Centennial celebration that began
with Founders Day 2001 will end one year later. In
2002 both the Delta Zeta National Convention and
Centennial events for Founders Day are to be held in

Oxford. For those who have not yet visited it, tours of
the National Historical Museum will be a high priority.
As a proud member of the National Panhellenic
Conference, Delta Zeta also is honored to celebrate
her Centennial in the same year as the National
Panhellenic Conference.

lighting paths offr
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Alfa Lloyd's home on High Street in Oxford as it appears today.

Everyone attending the Convention will have an
opportunity to see the Founders Walk that is part of the
National Historical Museum, and they will recall the story
about the Founders who “paraded the Street Fair with our
colors tied to red, white and blue canes,” according to Julia
Bishop’s diary. When Delta Zetas marched down Oxford’s
main street in 1902, they carried canes displaying the new
Sorority’s colors. When Delta Zetas walk in Oxford in 2002,
they will carry flags representing each chapter for the
first-ever “Parade of Chapters.”

What a way to reaffirm individual and Sorority

commitment to the future! Especially in a time when some
people consider Greek organizations ready for the fate that
befell the dinosaurs, Delta Zeta’s statement confirms what
sorority leaders have said all along. A sorority is made of
people who are able to change, adapt to their environment,
and develop plans to alter their course as needed. It seems
safe to say that as long as the sorority maintains its
relevance for women at any given moment, it will not only
survive, but will thrive. A sorority produces leaders on
campuses and in the world community — world citizens
who understand the importance of giving to others andi - ©THE STORY OF DELTA ZETA SORORIT

.



T the value that education provides.
As it has in the past, Delta Zeta will adapt to

women’s changing roles in society, their work schedules,
and their needs, for collegians and alumnae. It
will develop plans to address the issues facing future
generations of Delta Zetas; it will continue to help
college women of any age develop skills that will be
useful throughout their lives, skills not taught in college
classrooms. It will stay true to its Creed and to its ritual,
and continue to promote the values of loyalty, sisterhood,
scholarship and service established by six young women
with a vision 100 years ago.

National President Karly Klemp Bums said, “We
must adapt to today’s demands, while maintaining our
integrity. With the strength of our sisterhood, and the
heritage of these sisters as our legacy, we are proud to

be members of Delta Zeta Sorority.
“As Delta Zetas, we are fortunate to be at this place

in time. We are privileged to be a part of the Sorority’s
Centennial. We honor the Founders who were inspired
by a vision to create a sisterhood based on values that
we will always cherish.

“Together, we will take our sisterhood into the new
millennium with pride, ready for the new world awaiting

us. Delta Zeta will continue lighting paths of friendship
for many generations to come.”

Just as Delta Zeta Sorority began with the vision of
six young women in 1902, it is that vision which will
take the organization into the next century and beyond.
No one could have predicted the path that Delta Zeta
would take from those early school days in 1902 to its

success and growth today. The story of Delta Zeta will
continue to unfold as new women become part of her
sisterhood and as new challenges present themselves.
Delta Zeta will meet those challenges, record new
successes, and continue to grow as one of the largest
and most influential organizations in the Greek world.

The painting commissioned by Mr. and Mrs. William Pitcher in honor of their daughter, Cindy, a member
of the Lambda Xi Chapter at Texas A & M University. The painting hangs in the chapter house.
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ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION
i

Additional sources of information and comprehensive lists can be found in:

•Past issues of The LAMP of Delta Zeta
•Archival information from the Delta Zeta Historical Museum and National Headquarters
•The Story of Delta Zeta , by Grace Mason Lundy (1934)
•Delta Zeta Sorority , 1902 - 1982 , by Florence Hood Miner (1982)

©THE STORY OF DELTA ZETA SORORITY
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ADDENDUM TO
A Century of Sisterhood: The Story of Delta Zeta

ACentury of Sisterhood closed in anticipation of Delta Zeta’s Centennial
just ahead. This addendum details the exciting Centennial Year that
followed. The story tells not only of the national events that took
place during that momentous year, but describes the excitement that
every member of Delta Zeta felt as she participated in the Centennial
celebration in her community and on her campus.

This is the chapter to conclude Delta Zeta’s 100-year history, entitled,
“The Centennial Year.”
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Welcome to Oxford!
Centennial Convention

i]uly 19 - 24, 2002



CHAPTER

NINE

0n October 24, 2002, Delta Zeta Sorority would
be 100 years old. National Council and members
of the Sorority knew that Delta Zeta deserved
special recognition on the event of this centennial.
But how to best approach this momentous
occasion?

Creating the master plan became the charge of
the Centennial Committee. Appointed in early 1999
by National President Karly K. Burns, the Centennial
Committee was chaired by Past National President
Norma Minch Andrisek,
who called the first
meeting to order on|#|p|
October 30, 1999.

HR
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As Chairman, Norma Andrisek brought her special
knowledge of Delta Zeta history, combined with her
experience, to the Committee. She asked the
Committee in their first meeting, “What does being
100 years old mean to the future of Delta Zeta ?” She
continued, “The Delta Zeta Centennial is a one-time

i In that first meeting, the Committee determined that
the Centennial must represent pride in and for Delta
Zeta ( not only for members, but to those outside the
Sorority), carry a sense of history over time that would

| educate members about benchmarks, and provide a

commitment to the future of the organization.The Centennial Committee
The members of Delta Zeta's Centennial Committee
brought talent and experience from many areas
of Delta Zeta. The Committee members were:
Past National President Norma Minch Andrisek.
Chairman; National President Karly K. Burns,
Steering Committee-Ex Officio; Past National
President Sandra McAlister Nesbitt; Executive
Director Cynthia Winslow Menges; Past National
President Marvona Easley Tavlin; Convention
Chairman Kimberly Harris Bath; Director of
Communications and Editor of The LAMP, Nancy
Brewer, Centennial Public Relations Chairman;

Past National Officer and Delta Zeta Foundation
Trustee Anne Marie Jones Gavin, Foundation
Centennial Chairman; Delta Zeta Foundation
President Ruth Weider Patterson; Foundation
Past President Marjorie Klingensmith Lovewell;
Past National Officer Deanna Alleman Pendleton,

Alumnae Centennial Chairman; and National
Director of Membership Services Karen Kind
Veitch, Collegiate Centennial Chairman.

With these goals in mind, plans began to take shape
for every aspect of the Centennial celebration.

The Committee decreed that the Centennial Year
| would be celebrated from October 25, 2001 to

October 24, 2002, and that projects would be designed
| to coordinate with that year’s events, culminating in

Centennial Founders Day celebrations and ceremonies

around the country. The Centennial Convention
would be held in Oxford, Ohio, on the Miami

J University campus and feature tours of the National
Historical Museum and Headquarters.

The Centennial Committee . Seated , Past National President
Marvona Easley Tavlin EA , Immediate Past National President
Karly K. Bums ZA, Past National President and Centennial
Committee Chairman Norma Minch Andrisek TA, Executive
Director Cynthia Winslow Menges A , and Past National President
Sandra McAlister Nesbitt BE. Standing , Delta Zeta Foundation
President Ruth Weider Patterson BX , Foundation Past President
Marjorie Klingensmith Lovewell T, National Vice President of
College Chapter Operations Karen Kind Veitch FA , Director of
Communications and LAMP Editor Nancy E . Brewer,
Foundation Trustee , Constitution and Bylaws Chairman and Past
National Officer Anne Marie Jones Gavin AI, and Convention
Chairman Kimberly Harris Bath AN.

Steering Committee meetings were held at
the Delta Zeta National Historical Museum and
Headquarters during intensive weekend sessions.
It was especially appropriate that the planning
process for Delta Zeta's 100,h birthday take place
in Oxford. Ohio, in the very building which housed
the artifacts and archives of the Sorority's history,

only a block from the Miami University campus
where six young coeds came together in 1902.

TV;., jj; The Lambda
Theta Chapter
displays its
banner in

- p R " Hr
r -xC. Ai

front of the
chapterhouse .HUII%

A QThe Committee employed brainstorming sessions,

strategic planning, committee chairmen/member
assignments, and research to bring its plans to
fruition. The synergy of the Committee was
immediately evident from the first meeting forward.
Intensive discussion was punctuated with earnest
comments and forthright suggestions. As the
Committee members worked closely together,
they developed a bond that grew deeper with
each meeting. Each member understood the
important responsibility she carried and was
passionate about doing the best job possible.
It was evident, too, that the Committee members
thoroughly enjoyed both the work at hand and
the opportunity to work with each other during
the entire planning process.

opportunity to confirm, in a very special way, our

commitment to our Sorority and all that it stands
for. In 2002, we will remember and honor those
remarkable young women whose vision and
determination made possible what we enjoy today,
and all the others who, during these 100 years, have
embraced and built upon what the Founders began.
For the Delta Zeta Centennial is not only a tribute to

those six Founders, but to the thousands of women

who have shared a vow to excellence, faith, and
sisterhood.”

founded 1975

In January 2001, a complete outline of Centennial
| activities and materials were sent to collegiate

and alumnae chapters, wrapped in a beautiful
| commemorative folder. College chapters each

named a Centennial Chairman, preferably a junior

| year member who would serve the chapter through
the Centennial Year. Alumnae chapters and chapter
associations named a Centennial contact as well.

i
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The alumnae projects, coordinated by Committee members Past National Officer Deanna
Alleman Pendleton AT and Past National Officer Anne Marie Jones Gavin, were also underway. It was
conceived that an entire day at the Centennial Convention be devoted to alumnae. Reunions would be
encouraged and all Delta Zetas in attendance would be guests of the Sorority.

Director of Communications Nancy Brewer implemented communications plans via the Sorority’s
various media. A strategic communications plan was the blueprint for publicity and information about the
Centennial Year. A Centennial section of the Delta Zeta national website contained announcements and
provided a place for alumnae to post reunion information. The national magazine The LAMP featured
promotions and registration information for the Centennial Convention, scheduled for July of 2002.

The LAMP also carried alumnae reunion announcements and Alumnae Day promotions.
Centennial Press kits were tailored to collegiate and alumnae chapters, and distributed on CD-Rom for
ease of use. History vignettes appeared in The LAMP, with excerpts from works by Delta Zeta Historians
Grace Mason Lundy and Florence Hood Miner.

National Director of Membership Services Karen Kind J
Veitch coordinated the collegiate projects. In honor of
the Centennial, each chapter would present a gift to its

respective college or university on or near Founders
Day in 2002. Gifts could range from donating a book
to the campus library to establishing a scholarship.

The Committee also wished to make a gift to Miami
University, home of Delta Zeta’s founding in Oxford,

Ohio. Working closely with university architects,
Delta Zeta decided to make a special donation that
would honor the founding of the four fraternities ( Beta
Theta Pi Fraternity, Phi Delta Theta Fraternity, Sigma

Chi Fraternity, and Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity) and
Delta Zeta, the first sorority founded at Miami. This
beautiful gift would be unveiled on Founders Day in

Oxford in 2002.

i

Delta Zeta’s Legacy To Miami University

Delta Zeta’s gift to Miami University on the occasion of
the Diamond Anniversary in 1977 was a portrait of Lucile
Crowell Cooks A, the first woman to serve as President
of the university’s Board of Trustees. Dr. Philip R. Shriver,
Miami President, accepted on behalf of the university.
Originally, the portrait was placed in the Alpha Chapter
suite in Richard Hall. In 1996, Alpha Chapter presented
the portrait in honor of the dedication of the Cooks
Conference Center, where the portrait now hangs, r

At each 25-year interval of Delta Zeta's history, the
Sorority has presented a tangible gift to Miami
University. In 1927, a memorial sundial designed by
ivy Stock Smith A was presented to Miami University
and accepted by President R. M. Hughes. When the
campus was undergoing renovations in 1952, the
sundial was returned to Delta Zeta , and today tops
the fountain in the Centennial Gardens at the National
Historical Museum and Headquarters.

The chimes which now ring in Miami's all-faith
Sesquicentennial Chapel was Delta Zeta's
gift to the university in honor of Miami’s jM
150“' birthday. Dedicated in October.
1959 to the memory of Delta Zeta's
Founders, Evelyn Adams Costello N,
Past National President, presented the chimes.

! In 1943, in honor of Delta Zeta's 40"'
anniversary, a portrait of Dean
Elizabeth Hamilton, the first Dean
of Women at Miami University, was
presented to the university as a gift
in appreciation of the Delta Zeta

! Founders. The portrait hangs
prominently in the north end of Hamilton Hall on
Miami's campus.

Vmam
The college chapters were also busy during the year

preparing a banner that would represent their chapter
in the Parade of Flags planned for the Centennial
Convention. The Centennial Committee provided
specifications for the pattern, fabric standards, and
basic guidelines in creating the banners, yet the
chapters were encouraged to be creative in the overall
presentation. School colors, the name of the
institution, and the Greek letter chapter name would
also distinguish each of the 163 banners. The national
organization provided sturdy wooden flag poles and
brass bases. As the first banners arrived at National
Headquarters, the excitement began to mount in

anticipation of the grand parade.

In 1985. the Founders Memorial Circle, located outside
the Marcum Conference Center, commemorated , with a
plaque, Delta Zeta’s six Founders. Six benches and lovely
landscaping surround the Circle. Delta Zeta presented the
gift to Miami University President Dr. Paul G. Pearson.

In 1952, Delta Zeta’s Golden Anniversary, a memorial
plaque was presented to Miami University. The plaque,

honoring the Founders, was hung in Harrison Hall and a
scholarship was also given in their honor. Harrison Hall
was the birthplace, in 1839 and 1906 respectively, of
Beta Theta Pi and Phi Kappa Tau Fraternities.
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The Committee decided that Delta Zeta’s 100 years should he commemorated with a special history book.

Research and writing began almost two years in advance of the Centennial. Director of Communications and
LAMP Editor Nancy Brewer worked with a freelance writer to do research and writing for the book. A Centennial
Editorial Subcommittee was designated to review the drafts and approve photos for the book.

Past history books and issues of The LAMP, as well as many archival materials culled from the National
Historical Museum’s collection were the sources for much of the research. Over 100 photos were selected and
transferred to electronic files. The Committee decided upon a beautifully hardbound burgundy cover inlaid with
Delta Zeta’s Crest and embossed with gold lettering to make the book a unique piece. In addition to the narrative

and photos, sidebars introduced additional interesting historical facts to the reader. With a preliminary marketing
campaign, the Committee planned to unveil the book at the Centennial Convention in 2002.

Chronicling Delta Zeta History

In 1934 Grace Mason Lundy (1893- 1993),
Past National President and Past National
Historian, wrote The Story of Delta Zeta.
This comprehensive history of the Sorority
had been long in the making. At the
Convention of 1912, Founder Alfa Lloyd
Hayes was appointed to begin collecting
historical material for a future archive.
In 1916, Elizabeth Coulter Stephenson A
continued this work, but World War I would
interfere with the dream of publishing a
history. Founder Julia Bishop Coleman was
appointed as Historian in 1920. She
organized and outlined Sorority events

during her tenure.

The last detail to be decided upon was the title of the book. To acknowledge Past National President and
Past National Historian Grace Mason Lundy’s volume published in 1934, it was decided that the hook would be
published as A Century of Sisterhood : The Story of Delta Zeta Sorority 1902-2002.

- /?((•«)'( / - (Jlt / ntf JUiy
When Grace Mason became Historian and
Executive Secretary in 1922, she worked to
publish the first history of Delta Zeta in the
December 1923 issue of The LAMP.
She introduced the piece with the words,

In 2002 and 2003( Delta Zeta Sorority was recog-
nized with awards from professional organizations
for media created during the Centennial Year.
The Centennial Press Kits, communications packages
containing tools and information about Centennial
Year events, were used by collegiate and alumnae
chapters around the country to publicize various
Centennial celebrations and chapter gifts to schools
and communities. In 2002, the kits won two
awards: The PRism Award in the Special Events and
Observances Category from the Public Relations
Society of America (PRSA), and The Silver Quill
Award of Excellence for Writing: Special Projects
Category from the International Association of
Business Communicators (IABC).

In 2003, Delta Zeta was again recognized with
awards for the Centennial Press Kits and other
Centennial publications, including the Centennial
history book entitled A Century of Sisterhood: The
Story of Delta Zeta Sorority 1902-2002, and
commemorative issues of The LAMP magazine
which detailed the Sorority's Centennial Year
celebration. The Award of Distinction was received
from The Communicator Awards for these projects,
which exceeded industry standards

i
—

JBKSS& I
in communicating a message or idea. The Award
of Merit in the Special Events and Observances
Category from the Public Relations Society of
America (PRSA) was received for not only the above
publications, but for "The Centennial Revue," a
video which provided a 100-year historical revue
of the Sorority, and the "Centennial Convention
2002" video which summarized the Centennial
Convention held in Oxford, Ohio in 2002. Director
of Communications Nancy Brewer and Graphic
Designer Carol Magee accepted the awards on
behalf of Delta Zeta.

"Go, little book, whose pages hold
The garnered years in loving trust.”

In 1982, as Delta Zeta was poised to return
home to Oxford, Ohio by moving the
National Headquarters and establishing the
National Historical Museum there, National
Historian Florence Hood Miner wrote
Delta Zeta Sorority 1902-1982, capturing the
Sorority's growth during the past 80 years.

:

In honor of the Centennial, Delta Zeta
Sorority’s remarkable journey over the past
100 years was then chronicled in A Century
of Sisterhood: The Story of Delta Zeta:

1902-2002, by Nancy Brewer, Editor of
The LAMP, and Rochelle Mackey, a free-
lance writer.

Director of Communications Nancy Brewer ( right ) receives
the PRSA’s PRism Award from Dayton Chapter PRSA
President -Elect Beth Ling.I
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There were many Centennial projects underway simultaneously. With each Centennial
Committee member assigned to a specific area, using volunteers and the resources at Delta Zeta
National Headquarters, each project had a favorable progress report with every meeting of the
Committee. One of those projects was that of creating Centennial commemoratives, special
pieces of merchandise that could be purchased as keepsakes of this important time in Delta Zeta’s
history. n 1993, Violet Henson Anderson BA

donated a painting to Delta Zeta of the
red brick Victorian house that was the Sorority
and Foundation’s home in Oxford, Ohio.
The Centennial Committee wanted to
commission another portrait of the National
Historical Museum and Headquarters as it
looked in 2002, including the 1995 addition
to the building.

i
Several unique pieces were crafted just for the Centennial.

One was an embroidered cotton throw which showed the Delta Zeta
Crest, the six Founders, the National Historical Museum and Head-
quarters, and the Miami University seal in beautiful threads of cream,
gold, green, and pink. The design was computer generated using
Delta Zeta art as the starting point, ahd then stitched into the fabric
of the throw to create the realistic Delta Zeta images.

Other collectibles included a Centennial tee shirt sporting the
distinctive Centennial logo, a beautifully engraved Waterford crystal
rose bowl with the words “AZ Centennial” on it, a glass Christmas
ornament with the Delta Zeta Crest and lettered with the words,
“Delta Zeta Centennial 2002,” and note cards depicting the windows of Delta Zeta’s home, the
beautiful stained glass windows in the National Historical Museum and Headquarters.

In doing some research, Norma Minch Andrisek found an advertisement
„ a 1^18 issue °f The LAMP featuring a distinctive pin created by the

i Sorority’s official jeweler, Burr, Patterson, and Auld. The Committee

Past National Officer Deanna Alleman Pendleton
was familiar with a renowned artist in Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, where Mrs. Pendleton lived.
She contacted Greg Burns, an artist whose
work is admired and collected throughout the
United States and abroad. Mr. Burns works in
ink and water-color, and his works vary in range
from historical buildings and homes to Victorian
interiors and landscapes. He
a muscle and joint disease which affects the
use of his arms and legs, and draws with the
pen in his hand, then adds watercolor by
holding the brush in his teeth.

born with

Mr. Burns was commissioned to do the portrait
one year before the Centennial Convention.
When the final work was unveiled to the
Centennial Committee, they were in awe of the
detail and beauty of the painting. It captured
the essence of Delta Zeta’s home.

members agreed that the oval pin with the “AZ” Greek letters across the
front would be especially beautiful as a reproduction piece. Burr, Patterson,

and Auld discovered that they still possessed the original die from which the piece was cast.
This news was excitedly relayed to the Committee, and the pin was reproduced in 10K yellow
gold, goldklad, and sterling silver, jeweled with tiny pearls.

Foundation President Marjorie Klingensmith Lovewell worked
with National Director of Alumnae Development Susan Hein
Feuerherm EK in gathering recipes for a special memento, The Delta
Zeta Centennial Cookbook 1902-2002: A hundred years of history , friendship ,
and food. The ring-bound book contained tasty recipes and reminiscences
from the Founders to the current National Council members. The book
was provided to alumnae who attended Alumnae Day at Convention as a
special gift from National Council.

This original painting of the National Historical
Museum and Headquarters was beautifully
framed and hung beside the 1993 painting
housed at the Museum and Headquarters.
Limited edition prints were also produced
and sold during the Centennial Convention
in 2002.

Delta Zeta f
Ceratnnui Cookbook 1902-2002

|
m7 1

7C
A hundred years of

history, friendship & food
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D uring 2001 and the early half of 2002,
additional work was being done at the
National Historical Museum and Head-
quarters. New carpeting, wallpaper, and
paint prepared the building for the tours
which would take place during the

Centennial Convention in July of 2002. Land-
scaping outside the historic red brick building was
executed to perfection. A larger project, however,
claimed the lawn area between the National
Historical Museum and Headquarters and the
Cooks Conference Center—the Centennial Gardens.
Early on in the Centennial communications process, college chapters
were encouraged to make contributions to the Centennial Chapter
Garden, a beautiful formal garden area to be constructed behind the
National Historical Museum and Headquarters. With donations of
$150 or more, the chapter’s Greek name is placed on a brick in the
Centennial Walk. A donation of $5,000 or more places an engraved
brass plaque with the chapter’s Greek name on the Centennial Wall.
Individual donors could make the same contributions and be recognized
in the same way.

Constructing a Legacy: the Centennial Garden

The restructuring of the old
garden area at the National
Historical Museum and Head-
quarters began with earth-
movers and landscape
architects working to achieve
the design that the
Centennial Committee and
National Council had decided
upon for the Centennial
Garden. Painstakingly, bricks
were laid, trellises were
constructed, and flowering
bushes, trees, and plants were placed with care.
Each day the plan for the Garden took shape.
When the Garden was finished, an inviting white
gate with a Roman lamp carved in the wood invited
visitors to stroll inside. Across a bricked pathway
into the Centennial Garden, the names of donors
who gave to the Centennial Campaign are carved in
the bricks. Further down the path, six streams of
water, representing the six Founders of Delta Zeta,
cascade into a delicate fountain, capped with the
Delta Zeta sundial which was created in 1927 in
honor of the Sorority’s 25th anniversary. Brass
plaques on the Centennial Wall gleam with the
names of special donors. A beautiful trellis stretches
across the rear of the Garden, below which an
inviting bench allows visitors to look over the
exquisite landscaping and flowers in bloom.

The Delta Zeta Foundation continues to welcome
donations to add engraved bricks and plaques to the
pathway and Wall of Donors. The Centennial Garden
and the Delta Zeta Foundation will preserve the past
while laying the path for the future. The Delta Zeta Foundation’s Centennial Campaign began in January

2002. A gift to the Centennial Campaign, whether from a member or
friend of Delta Zeta, made the donor a part of Delta Zeta’s historic 100th

year. With a donation of $150 or more, each
donor became a member of a special giving
level. Many alumnae, collegians, and friends
wanted to give, knowing that their gifts to
the Centennial Campaign would preserve
the history of the past and the future of
Delta Zeta.

The Garden would be unveiled at the Centennial Convention, but would
continue to attract many visitors long after the Convention had taken place.
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As mid-July neared, last-minute preparations for the Centennial Convention kept the National Historical
Museum and Headquarters buzzing with activity. National Council members and Delta Zeta Foundation
Trustees arrived early to warm summer weather in Oxford, Ohio. The weather outlook was good for the week
of Convention, with only a slight chance of rain. This was the first time that a Delta Zeta national convention

had been hosted at a venue other than a hotel. The anticipation thickened the air as Miami University readied
itself to host the first sorority founded on its campus 100 years ago. Later, Miami would report that the Delta
Zeta Centennial Convention was the largest event that the university had ever hosted. Local newspapers and
television stations carried stories about the Convention.

P roclamation from the Honorable
Kenneth Bogard, Mayor of Oxford

* Alumnae Day, July 20, 2002

“Whereas, the Delta Zeta Sorority was
founded on October 24, 1902, at Miami
University in Oxford, Ohio, and will celebrate
their One Hundredth Anniversary this year;
and

4

“Whereas, the Delta Zeta Creed to crusade for
justice, to seek the truth and defend it always
is especially significant as their Centennial
comes at one of the most challenging times
that our country has ever faced; and

LOCALIminiiilVws !

Miami keeps busy during summer
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“Whereas, the Sorority has over 180,000
alumnae and collegiate members in the
United States and Canada; and

BP “Whereas, Delta Zeta Foundation, a nonprofit
organization, makes possible gifts and
support for scholarships, leadership,
philanthropy and education; and

“Whereas, the spirit of giving and generosity
of helping others are integral to the Delta
Zeta Sorority; and

"Whereas, the Sorority will hold their Forty-

Fifth National Convention in Oxford, Ohio
from July 19 to July 24, 2002; now

“Therefore. I. Ken Bogard, Mayor of the City
of Oxford, do hereby proclaim the week of
July 19, 2002 through July 24, 2002 to be
Delta Zeta Week.”

m KTk. M

On July 19, 2002, the Delta Zeta Convention
officially began. The reception and buffet to welcome
the Convention attendees began at the National
Historical Museum and Headquarters under a soft
summer twilight sky. National President Karly K. Burns started the

Alumnae Day festivities of the Centennial
Convention on Saturday, July 20 by welcoming the
attendees. “Since our founding in 1902, this is the
biggest event that we have had, and all of you that
are here today, in this place, are making history for
Delta Zeta,” she said. She introduced the Mayor of
the City of Oxford, the Honorable Kenneth Bogard,

who welcomed the gathering to Oxford and
presented President Burns with a special
proclamation for the occasion.

Visitors enjoyed walking tours of the Museum
and Headquarters, marveling at the beauty of the
facility and the artifacts and memorabilia on display.
Delta Zetas knew that they were in a special place at

a special time—the beginning of the Centennial
Convention in Oxford, Ohio. They could almost
imagine Alfa, Julia, Mabelle, Anne, Mary, and Anna
with them in this unique and historical setting.

—
The Honorable

Kenneth Bogard ,
Mayor of Oxford
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i National Director of Membership Services Karen
Kind Veitch announced, “Our Parade of Flags today is

symbolic of our Delta Zeta history. After the six friends
agreed to form the Alpha Chapter of Delta Zeta, they
were so excited . . . quoting from Julia’s diary, ‘In the
evening, we of Delta Zeta paraded the street fair with
our colors tied to red, white and blue canes.’ So, today,

to lead our Parade of Flags are six Alpha Chapter
collegians wearing period dress as our six Founders did
in 1902. Notice their canes wrapped in pink and green,

and tied with red, white, and blue ribbons.”

President Burns then introduced Dr. Dennis

Roberts, the Assistant Vice President for Student
Affairs at Miami University. Responsible for student
leadership, campus, and community life programs

at the university, Dr. Roberts has received special

recognition for his dedication to the leadership

development of students and his service to the
Greek community. “Your Founders mentored the
generations of women that would follow, fulfilling

Founder Julia Bishop Coleman’s words in 1927, ‘If
you build on human lives, you build for eternity,’ ”

he told the audience.

ational President Karly K. Burns was elected
at the 1998 National Convention at Callaway

Gardens in Georgia. Serving for two terms as
National President, she presided over the
Centennial Convention. Her national involvement
in Delta Zeta began in 1992. and she had served
as the National Vice President of Collegiate
Affairs and on the National Panheilenic
Conference Delegation, among other positions.
A member of the Zeta Lambda Chapter of East
Carolina University, she distinguished herself by
serving as the Panheilenic delegate for her
college chapter. As an alumna, she served as
the St. Petersburg (Florida) Alumnae Chapter
President and on several Housing Corporations,
and has received honors from the St. Petersburg
Panheilenic Association, as well as the Province
XXIV Outstanding Alumnae Award and the
St. Petersburg Alumna Award of Honor.

N

Six young women in high-collared, long dresses and
picture hats adorned with feathers led the procession down
the aisle. Behind them, each college Chapter President
announced her Delta Zeta chapter and school as she
paraded down the aisle, holding high the custom-made
banner her chapter had created. Flags representing all
of Delta Zeta’s chapters surrounded the perimeter of the
tent in a flurry of colors as the audience rose to its feet
in resounding applause.

Letters of congratulations from President George

W. Bush, Governor Bob Taft of the State of Ohio,

and Dr. Phillip Shriver, President Emeritus of Miami
University were read. Past National President and
Centennial Committee Chairman Norma Minch
Andrisek then spoke. “You are here today,” she said,

“because of those six young women . . . Alfa and

Julia, Anna and Anne, Mabelle and Mary. Little did
we know that what they did many years ago would
bring us together in such a special way.”

Professionally, Mrs. Burns is president of her
own real estate company. She resides in Florida
with her husband Larry and is proud of her
children: son Brian, and daughter Michelle, who
is a member of the Alpha Sigma Chapter at
Florida State University.

Mrs. Burns talked about the special honor of
presiding over the Centennial Convention of
Delta Zeta as National President. “It has been
magical,” she said in an interview for The
Lampkin, the official Convention newsletter.
“It is such a great honor and opportunity to
preside. This Convention is everything I thought
it would be, and more. We are in a position of
strength to start the next 100 years.”
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Karly K. Burns occupies a special place in Delta
Zeta history as the National President who led
Delta Zeta into her second century of sisterhood.
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D irector of Communications and LAMP Editor Nancy Brewer, on behalf of all the
previous editors of The LAMP, presented the 100-year history hook of Delta Zeta,
A Century of Sisterhood : The Story of Delta Zeta 1902-2002
to Mrs. Burns.

Alumnae Day officially began after the Parade /

of Flags, with an attendance record of 1,200 ( I
Delta Zeta alumnae. Alumnae received special green tote y
hags proclaiming “AZ Centennial Convention-Alumnae
Day 2002”. Special gifts tucked into those tote hags included
a Victorian paper fan and a reproduction booklet first published in
1971 for collegians and written by Past National President Grace Mason Lundy entitled
“The Founders of Delta Zeta”, donated by the Delta Zeta Foundation.

Alumnae Day alumnae gathered at their respective chapter flags with smiles and tears
as old friends reunited, and new friends were introduced. Friends who had been separated by
time and by miles were together again. Some alumnae had driven to Oxford just for the day;
others stayed to enjoy the entire Convention while reuniting with their sisters. Whether
they had traveled from nearby Cincinnati, Ohio or as far as Honolulu, Hawaii, these
alumnae knew that they were part of an historic day.

AZ CENTENNIAL CONVENTION

Alumnae Centennial Reunions

“Once again we proved that though
the years melt away , the memories
and affection do not .”
Joy Cerreta Bacci B£ 2 ’46, at a reunion tor
Beta Omega Chapter alumnae at New York
University’s 170''' Commencement.

*

d Delta Zeta alumnae had been busy during
the Centennial Year gathering friends and
organizing reunions. These reunions lasted
through Founders Day of 2002. Centennial
reunion information was posted to the
virtual bulletin board on Delta Zeta’s
national website, published in issues of
The LAMP, and in local alumnae area and
chapter newsletters. The “ Alumnae News”

section of The LAMP grew as reunions
were successfully held and reported.
List serves and Internet chapters, such as
the Surfing Sisters, used the technology
of the World Wide Web to connect and
plan reunions.

Reunions included alumnae from specific
pledge classes or chapters, a range of
pledge class years, or alumnae who lived in
the same geographical area. Alumnae met
for luncheons, weekend retreats, formal
dinners, and school Homecoming events.
Many Delta Zeta collegiate chapters hosted
alumnae reunions on campuses around
the country, tying the events into alumni
weekend or Homecoming activities at
their schools.

iwn

1There were many touching reunion stories to come from
that day at Convention, and just as many more to come during (jfielto ®)da

the Centennial Year from all over the country.

Alumnae Day and the subsequent reunions
that followed proved that, no matter what
the age or background of an alumna, no
matter where she is in her life today, the
one constant that will always bond her to
the Sorority is the sisterhood she has found
in Delta Zeta.
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he audience was transported to the turn of the century when
Theodore Roosevelt was President of the United States and
the “horseless carriage” came into use. Black and white scenes
of Miami University contrasted with the colorful campus
everyone had come to know in the past few days. In 1902, the
university admitted women as full-status students for the first

time, and six familiar young women, faces framed by their high collars
and Gibson-girl pompadours, graced the screen. As the years progressed
Delta Zeta history unfolded before the audience’s eyes.
Interspersed between each of the decades
displayed on video was the performance of
five talented collegiate members of the
Gamma Alpha Chapter at Baldwin-Wallace
College, who tap danced and sang both
Delta Zeta and popular songs of each era.
The audience applauded as the program
captured a century in review and a show-
stopping revue, culminating in the
celebration of Delta Zeta’s own Centennial.

That Saturday even-
ing, the Convention
was treated to a

riveting performance
by The Gallaudet Dance
Company, from Gallaudet
University in Washington, D.C. The hearing-
impaired dancers were unable to hear the
music they performed to, but amazingly,
their steps and rhythm were flawless, and their
performance brought the audience to its feet.

In keeping with
the historical aspect

of the Centennial
Convention,
National Historian
Florence Hood
Miner held her

Fireside Chat, a staple of Delta Zeta national
conventions. Her experience in Delta Zeta
has encompassed much of the Sorority’s
own history.

“There wasn’t any one thing that impressed me as much as the entire history of
Delta Zeta , and how incredible that history is . The video that encompassed the
first 100 years of the Sorority showed how Delta Zeta has made an impact—how
we survived wars , the Depression , and prosperous times . The program showed
that Delta Zeta will be around for the next 100 years because we have built a
foundation that is unshakeable .”

Omicron Delta Chapter President Jennifer Crisafi ( Bryant College )

I
Later that afternoon, in Hall Auditorium,
a video presentation announced “The
Centennial Revue,” framed with Delta Zeta
symbols of the Crest, the Rose, and the
familiar Greek letters.



In a special initiation
ceremony at Convention,
six Miami University
collegians were initiated
into the sisterhood of
Delta Zeta Sorority as
a fitting commemoration
to those Founders.

One hundred years
after Delta Zeta’s Founders
began the Sorority on
Miami University’s campus,
the National Council for
the 2002-2004 biennium
was installed at the very
same campus.

i
Behind The Scenes Of The Centennial Revue

P ast National President Norma Minch Andrisek had long

had an idea for some type of historical revue to be

performed at the Centennial Convention. Delta Zeta's

history had been told on the printed page, but Mrs. Andrisek

knew that the drama of a live performance, coupled with

music, would be breathtaking and memorable, especially on

the occasion of the Centennial Convention.

The Convention agenda was tightly packed with program-
ming, and it was a challenge to fit the one hour revue into

the schedule. Moreover, Mrs. Konet and Ms. Brewer worked

together with the video production staff to time each
sequence of video and live performance to the minute.

The two components of the production came together at

the Centennial Convention in Oxford that July of 2002.
Throughout the weekend of Convention, Mrs. Konet and

the Gamma Alpha collegians rehearsed their performance
in Hall Auditorium on the Miami University campus. Then

Ms. Brewer and the video production company set up the

equipment and ran through the video portion of the

program.

Mrs. Andrisek met with Delta Zeta's Director of Communi-
cations, Nancy Brewer, who worked with a video production

company in Cincinnati, Ohio to research what would be

needed to create such a production. It was conceived that

the best way to do a historical piece with live performances
was to bring video images together with live song and dance

sequences.
In final rehearsals, the video and live performance portions

of the program were brought together seamlessly. When

the curtain rose, a sweeping visual panorama of Delta Zeta's

history, combined with milestones in world and United

States history over the past 100 years, was highlighted by

the enthusiastic and beautifully-performed musical interludes

done by the Gamma Alpha members.

Past National Music Chairman Carol Carson Konet TA
was contacted about the project, and she selected Tricia

Hickman, Kristen Sauchak, Lindsey Szczepaniak, Emily

MacCall, and Robin Evans, collegiate members of the

Gamma Alpha Chapter at Baldwin Wallace College, to do

the live performance.

Mrs. Konet put together an array of music representing each

decade since 1902. She chose popular songs of each era, such

as “Yes, Sir, That’s My Baby” from the Roaring ‘20s to “God

Bless the USA," the contemporary anthem that defined

America after September 11, 2001. Incorporated into each

era were songs from Delta Zeta’s own historical songbook,

including “Dream Girl of Delta Zeta," “It's Just a Little Lamp,

Girls," and "Delta Zeta Lamps are Burning.”

From the Depression of the 1930s to campus unrest in

the 1960s and 1970s, to the patriotism that brought the

country together in 2001, Delta Zeta stayed in step with

historical events and trends and remained strong through-
out that journey. The audience laughed, applauded, and

shed some tears as the emotion of the moment was felt.
Moving, inspiring, and entertaining, the Centennial Revue

was a huge success.

While the dancers rehearsed tirelessly for months with

Mrs. Konet in Cleveland, Ohio, Ms. Brewer worked with the

video production company in Cincinnati to select the best

of Delta Zeta’s historical photos and write a script. It was

decided that by introducing each decade with world and

United States' historical video, then segueing into Delta Zeta

history, the Centennial Revue would truly tell the story of

100 years of history, and how that history affected Delta Zeta’s

story. The photos and script were transferred to a video

format, and set to music from each period.

The Centennial Convention Initiates are ,
from left , Bailey Hammerberg , Julia Savuma ,
Lisa Archambeau , Clare Kelleher , Jackie
Trebes , and Chelsea Heffelfinger.J
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i ~Jk ational President Karly K. Burns asked Past National President% and Centennial Chairman Norma Minch Andrisek to give the% invocation, and recognized Mrs. Andrisek for her work as Chairman
m of the Centennial Committee and all that she and the Committee did
1 in preparation for the Centennial.

President Burns said, “We have truly celebrated our first 100 years.
We’ve laughed, we’ve cried, and we’ve reminisced. We will take these
emotions home with us, and share them with our Delta Zetas who could notattend. But now it is time to look forward to the second 100 years. It is time
to install our first Council of our second 100 years.”

enise Williams McCullars B- was elected as

Delta Zeta's National President at the Sorority’s
Centennial Convention in 2002. She served nationally
for Delta Zeta since 1993, on a state and local level
since 1979, and won the Sorority's Simms Outstand-
ing Alumnae Award in 1996 and the Alice Huenefeld
Outstanding CCD Award in 1989. Professionally, she
is the Controller and Chief Financial Officer for Dawson
Building Contractors, Inc. Denise is married to Mike,

and enjoys gardening, music, art, and collecting
teddy bears. A true animal lover, she also shares
her home with two dogs and two birds.

President Burns installed Michelle Albrecht Smith AX and Tracy Wilson LeSieur AH as the
National Directors, Sharon Moncrief Slovinksi ZP as National Secretary, Susan Hein Feuerherm EK as
National Treasurer, Karen Kind Veitch TA as National Vice President of College Chapter Operations,
Jamie Hammill BA as National Vice President of Alumnae Affairs, and Deborah Raziano KA as National Vice
President of Membership Development.

new

Then the new National President of Delta Zeta Sorority was installed. Denise Williams McCullars BE
stepped forward to receive the National President’s badge, which Past National President Sandra McAlister
Nesbitt pinned to her gown.As a member of the Board of Directors of the Visual

Arts Society, a member of the B.P.O.E. Ladies
Auxiliary, the Jacksonville Literary Club, and the
Metropolitan Opera Guild, she continues to give of
herself. “I pledge my dedication to the honorable
task of leading our Sorority," Mrs. McCullars said
to those gathered at the Centennial Convention's
Installation Banquet. “Together, with your help,
we can keep the flame of friendship in Delta Zeta
burning brighter before handing it on to our future
generations."

“1 am truly honored to be entrusted with the responsibility
of leading our organization into its second 100 years of sisterhood,
but Pm also humbled by the fact that I’m now in the company of
such dedicated Delta Zetas as those who have served before me,”
Denise McCullars said, thanking the Past National Presidents and
all those present who have guided and advised her.

“When we look back on our lives,” President McCullars
continued, “we see that we were, in fact, living and experiencing
our own history. This is how we must feel today as we embark on
the second century of sisterhood in Delta Zeta. We are the history
makers, and what we do today will affect Delta Zeta tomorrow.

Delta Zeta National Council for the 2002-2004Biennium. Seated , National Vice President
of College Chapter Operations Karen KindVeitch , National Vice President of Member-ship Development Debbie Raziano , National
President Denise Williams McCullars ,
National Vice President of Alumnae Affairs
Jamie Hammill , and National Director of
Alumnae Recruitment and Retention
Tracy Wilson LeSieur. Standing , National
Secretary Sharon Moncrief Slovinski , National
Treasurer Susan Hein Feuerherm , and
National Director of Collegiate RecruitmentMichelle Albrecht Smith.

' i

“Like our Founders, we believe there are no barriers to
what we can achieve. With this in mind, we should embark on this
journey into our second century filled with the same spirit of
adventure that those six women shared.”

Above , National President Denise Williams
McCullars receives the President's Badge from
Past National President Sandra McAlister Nesbitt .

i
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But there were still three months of the Centennial Year to celebrate . As a new

school year began , as alumnae reunions continued , Delta Zeta members eagerly

looked forward to Founders Day 2002 .

Delta Zeta's NPC History

The NPC Centennial **"I
At the General Session, Delta Zeta National President Denise
Williams McCullars presented Delta Zeta’s Centennial gifts to

the NPC. The first gift was 26 NPC member flags, poles, and
standards for the National Panhellenic Conference. In previous

years, Delta Zeta owned the flags and lent them to the NPC
and its member groups for use at various events, conventions,

and conferences. In addition, Delta Zeta created a fund
to cover the expense involved in packing and shipping
the member flags to and from NPC events. Secondly, Mrs.
McCullars presented each member organization’s delegate
and the National Panhellenic Conference Chairman Sally Grant
(Alpha Phi) with copies of Delta Zeta’s history book entitled,

A Century of Sisterhood: The Story of Delta Zeta
1902-2002. Delta Zeta Sorority Director of Communications
Nancy Brewer and Graphic Designer Carol Magee were also
recognized for creating the NPC 2002 Centennial logo and the

International Badge Day logo and theme for 2003.

The National Panhellenic Conference, of which Delta
Zeta has been a member since 1910, had a centennial
anniversary to celebrate in 2002 as well. Delta Zeta’s
Centennial Committee discussed ways to honor the
NPC’s 100th birthday in conjunction with Delta Zeta’s
Centennial .

si
Delta Zeta Sorority's Rene Sebring Smith A

and Gwen Moss McKeeman A<J> have served
as Chairmen of the NPC .

"Celebrating 100 Years of Leadership, Values, and
Friendship” was the theme for the NPC's Centennial
Celebration and Interim Session on October 10-12,

2002 in Chicago, Illinois.

Rene Sebring Smith A, Delta Zeta
National President from 1920-24, was
Chairman of the NPC from 1929-31.
Irene Boughton I , Delta Zeta National
President from 1936-38, Executive
Secretary for Delta Zeta from 1928-66,

and Editor of The LAMP from 1940-45,

was Chairman of the NPC Central Office
Executives in 1949.
Gertrude Houk Fariss O, Delta Zeta
National President from 1948-52, was
Chairman of the NPC College Panhellenics
Committee from 1955-60,

Evelyn Adams Costello N, Delta Zeta
National President from 1956-60, was
Chairman of the NPC City Panhellenics
Committee from 1960-66.
Gwen Moss McKeeman A«J> , Delta Zeta
Past National Officer and Editor of Delta
Zeta's magazine, The LAMP, was NPC
Executive Committee Treasurer in 1971;

NPC Secretary and Chairman of the Inter-
fraternal Research/Advisory Council from
1973-75; NPC Chairman from 1975-77,

and the National Panhellenic Editors
Conference Chairman from 1989-1991.
Cynthia Winslow Menges A , Delta Zeta
Sorority Executive Director, was Chairman
of the NPC Central Office Executives from
1989-1991.
Karly Klemp Burns ZA, Delta Zeta
National President 1998-2002, was Editor
of the NPC Alumnae Panhellenic News
from 1995-1998.

At the Session, Delta Zeta Sorority and Phi Mu
Fraternity hosted an anniversary luncheon to
celebrate Delta Zeta's Centennial and Phi Mu's
Sesquicentennial. Delta Zeta's colors of rose and green
and Phi Mu's colors of pink and white created lovely
tablescapes and decorations. leader*^ 'V,Delta Zeta Sorority National President Denise Williams
McCullars spoke about the significance of Delta Zeta
Sorority sharing its Centennial Year with the National
Panhellenic Conference’s 100-year anniversary.

T-cC) 3'
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0 fctober 24, 2002 fell on a clear and
beautiful fall day in Oxford, Ohio.
Around the country, many Delta
Zeta members had anticipated this
Centennial Founders Day for over

a year. The culmination of Delta Zeta’s
100th year would result in strength-ened
vows to the Sorority, an outstanding show
of global sisterhood, and testify to Delta
Zeta’s generosity in giving graciously of
what was hers.

Guests then enjoyed a special ceremonial
evening at Miami University.

A Tribute to Dr. Guy Potter Benton

n Founders Day 2002. members of Delta Zeta's
National Council and the Delta Zeta Foundation

Board of Trustees, and other National and Past
National Officers, went to the gravesite of Dr. Guy

Potter Benton. Delta Zeta's Grand Patron and the

13th president of Miami University, at the Oxford

Cemetery on the outskirts of the town, to pay their

respects to this man of vision.

At Miami University on October 24, 2002,
the Delta Zeta National Council hosted a
beautiful evening reception at the National
Historical Museum and Headquarters to
which family, friends, and special guests

were invited for a special Founders Day
celebration.

National President Denise Williams McCullars placed

six pale pink roses at the foot of Dr. Benton 's grave-
stone. Nearby are the stones of Dr. Benton 's wife.
Dolla Konantz Benton , and many other revered officials
of Miami University who are buried in this same area.
All Delta Zetas know that Dr. Benton's guidance was
essential in assisting the Founders during the inception

of the Sorority.

Founders Day guests were treated to the music of a flute quartet .
Above at Dr. Benton’s gravesite were , front ,
from left : Past National President Marvona Easley
Tavlin EA, National President Denise Williams
McCullars BE, and National Convention Chain
man Kimberly Harris Bath AN . Back : Foundation
Past President Marjorie Klingensmith Lovewell r,
National Treasurer Susan Hein Feuerherm EK ,
Foundation Trustee Anne Marie Jrnes Gavin AI ,
National Secretary Sharon Mimcrief Slovinski ZP,
National Director of Collegiate Recruitment
Michelle Albrecht Smith AX, and National Vice
President of Membership Development Debbie
Raziano KA.

Rusty Richardson , President of the Phi Delta Theta Educational
Foundation , left , with Steve Becker, Administrative Secretary
for Beta Theta Pi Fraternity , center , and Dino Martinez ,
Director of Greek Affairs at Miami University .

i
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*! Past National
President Marvona
Easley Tavlin EA

described the
“Legend of the
Loving Cup,” begun

in 1922 by Grand
Secretary and
National Big Sister

Nettie Wills Shugart
Mrs. Tavlin then
announced that in

honor of Delta Zeta’s
Centennial Year,

each collegiate chapter had received a silver three-
handled loving cup with a specially printed insert

describing the legend of the cup as a gift in honor of
the Centennial. The three handles represent the love,

the unity, and the unbroken friendship which encircles
members of Delta Zeta. Collegiate chapters around the
country shared the ceremony as a renewed and special
tradition of Founders Day 2002.

FOUNDERS DAY

Founders Day was first observed by the Conven-

tion of 1912, and would become the foundation
for all future celebrations. In 1923, Nettie Wills

Shugart Z suggested that all chapters make their

ceremony uniform by incorporating a candle-

lighting service into the banquet, which almost

every chapter used to celebrate the founding
date. In 1927, Grace Mason Lundy E prepared a

ceremony, to be used by all chapters, which

appropriately honored the six Founders.

The Legend of the Loving Cup
Nettie Wills Shugart introduced the Loving
Cup ceremony to Delta Zeta. Starting in 1922,
each chapter installed was given a silver loving
cup with three handles from their sponsoring
chapters, province, and National Council.
Chapters that were already established received
their cups from alumnae or purchased them on
their own. Mrs. Shugart created original china
cups, hand painted with roses, and with each
chapter's Greek letters painted inside, which
she sent to newly installed chapters. Some of her
original cups are on display today in the National
Historical Museum.

During the Centennial Committee planning
process. Past National President Marvona Easley
Tavlin believed that Delta Zeta should reinstate
the Loving Cup ceremony that had been a staple
of Delta Zeta chapter ceremonies for many years,
but in recent years had been lost in the transition
as collegians graduated and chapters acquired
new members.

Past National President
and Centennial
Chairman Norma
Andrisek presided
over the Founders Day
dinner and program.

National President
Denise Williams
McCullars recognized

Mrs. Andrisek with a thank you gift for the
“wisdom and talent” she showed in chairing the
Centennial Committee.

Mrs. Tavlin began an intensive search for a
company which could produce the loving cups,
and finally located a manufacturer in Lincoln,

Nebraska. The three handles presented the
biggest challenge, and there were very few
silversmiths today who could create such a
work. The Committee studied the various
examples of three-handled loving cups housed
in the National Museum, and, taking the best
features from each cup, decided upon a final
design, which would be produced in pewter.

Immediate Past National
President Karly K. Burns
presented the Alpha
Chapter of Miami

University with its

three-handled silver
loving cup. Chapter

President Emily Bosco
proudly accepted
the cup on behalf of
the founding chapter of Delta Zeta Sorority.

The entire production process was overseen by
Mrs. Tavlin, including budget and the details of
the work involved. When the cup was finally
produced, the Committee agreed that
it was truly a work of art of which Delta Zeta
could be proud, and would be the perfect way
to reintroduce a Delta Zeta legend to a new

generation of collegians.

i
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T i Executive Director Cynthia Winslow Menges
recognized Delta Zeta’s interfraternal friends present at

the ceremony—the representatives from the fraternity
| headquarters in Oxford, Ohio: Beta Theta Pi, Phi

Delta Theta, Phi Kappa Tau, and Delta Sigma Pi.

he keynote speaker at the national Founders
Day celebration was Dr. Phillip R. Shriver.
Dr. Shriver, a long-time friend of Delta Zeta
and whose daughter, Darcy Shriver, is a

member of the Alpha Chapter, has had
a distinguished career. President Emeritus of

Miami University, Dr. Shriver earned his bachelor’s
degree at Yale University in 1943, served in the Navy

from 1943-1946, and has received degrees from
Harvard and Columbia and honorary degrees from ten

other universities. He continued to teach after coming

to Miami as President from 1965-1981, and even after
his tenure as president had concluded.

1 National President Denise Williams McCullars proudly
acknowledged the contributions that Delta Zeta’s
Founders, and all of Delta Zeta’s members, have made
to the organization as she discussed the women who

j made a significant difference in the Sorority and
brought the organization to the threshold of its 100-
year anniversary. “From that day at the street fair in

Oxford, it was the Founders’ vision to become a

| national sorority, and now, 100 years later, we are still
celebrating that sisterhood that brought those six

friends together. May we always share that vision and
| courage of those six young women as we begin our

second century of sisterhood,” she said.

Above , National Council at Founders Day . Front
rout: National Treasurer Susan Hein Feuerherm
EK and National Secretary Sharon Moncrief
Slovinski ZP. Second rout: National Director of
Collegiate Recruitment Michelle Albrecht Smith
AX , and National Vice President of Membership
Development Debbie Raziano KA . Third row:
Past National President Karly K. Bums ZA and
National Vice President of College Chapter
Operations Karen Kind Veitch TA. Back row:
National Director of Alumnae Recruitment and
Retention Tracy Wilson LeSieur AH , National
Vice President of Alumnae Affairs Jamie Hammill
Pyne BA. National President Denise Williams
McCullars BH, and National Panhellemc
Conference Delegate Lynnda Wolf Hoefler TK .

“ I stand before you as one who is totally com-
mitted to Greek organizations and their impact
on our campuses as positive influences for
molding men and women—to make good men
and good women even better for future service to
this nation and to the world ," he stated .

Delta Zeta’s Centennial gift
to Miami University was

unveiled. On the north wall
of King Library, bordering
Miami University’s famous

j Slant Walk, where thousands
of students traverse to classes

| every day, Delta Zeta dona-
ted a memorial to commem-
orate the four fraternities

| and one sorority founded at

Miami. Inscribed on the four arches that are part of the
architecture of this side of the library will be tributes to

Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, Phi Delta Theta Fraternity,

| Sigma Chi Fraternity, and Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity,

j Between these columns, under a graceful arch, a tribute

He regaled the audience with the fascinating story of
the history of Miami University as it related to Delta
Zeta, and how women came to Miami for the first time

as full-time students in 1902, a sweeping change for
the university and education as a whole.

National President Denise
Williams McCullars welcomes
Dr. Phillip R . Shriver ,
President Emeritus of Miami
University.

Alpha Chapter members Monique Venable ,
Merritt Willford , Sara Watson , Kelli Newlon,
Kristen Gulley , and Abby Ferguson portrayed
the Founders .
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i In honor of the Centennial, the Delta Zeta Foundation,

through a gift from National Ritual Chairman Patricia

Menendez Tector EO, made a direct gift to each college

chapter in 2002 with a copy of the Delta Zeta

Centennial history book, A Century of Sisterhood :

The Story of Delta Zeta 1902-2002.

to the first sorority at Miami, Delta Zeta, will be
placed. Benches will be positioned across from the

building so others can stop and reflect upon the

memorial.

Miami University's King Library
Dr. Dennis Roberts,

Assistant Vice President of

Student Affairs, graciously

accepted the gift. “Think

B1 of the symbolism of the

I I pillars and the arch—four

t strong pillars and the arch
H in the center,” he told the

B audience. “In ancient

architecture, the arch was one of the most important

architectural features ever to he created. It allowed

for buildings to be built larger, stronger, and higher.

I think it’s symbolic that we have the four pillars

representing strong organizations which have been

bound together through the arch of the women of

Delta Zeta. It’s a beautiful symmetry, and it is the first

time that we will be able to honor the founding

organizations—all five of our Alphas at Miami

University. We thank you so much, Delta Zeta. We are

humbled. We will forever celebrate your founding

here,” Dr. Roberts said.

King Library, built in 1966, is Miami’s main

library named for Edgar W. King, library director

from 1922 to 1956. Miami's library holdings are

easily accessible through computer searching;

terminals in the library also give access to the

Internet, OhioLINK, LEXIS/NEXIS, and more

than 65 databases online. King Library borders

Slant Walk, which has been the main artery of

the campus for nearly two hundred years.

Delta Zeta collegiate and alumnae chapters, which

had planned and worked tirelessly throughout the

Centennial Year, responded overwhelmingly with gifts

of their own to their communities and campuses.
Many presentations were made to college and university

officials and representatives of civic government around

the country, who were awed by the generosity of these

Delta Zeta chapters.

Past National President Mamma Easley Tavlin
EA, far left , and Past National President and
Centennial Chairman Norma Minch Artdrisek
TA , far right , look on as Dr. Dennis Roberts ,
Assistant Vice President of Student Affairs at
Miami University, accepts Delta Zeta Sorority’s
gift to Miami, presented by National President
Denise Williams McCullars BE, in front of
King Library.

Left , Dr. Phillip R . Shriver
delivers an inspiring speech .

Below, Members of the Alpha
Chapter take part in the Founders
Day ceremony .

Nationally, many other celebrations were taking place

on or near October 24, 2002. Delta Zeta collegians

and alumnae found creative ways in which to celebrate

this once-in-a-lifetime event. From formal dinners to

special Homecoming events on campus, Delta Zetas

everywhere shared in the special day that commem-
orated the vision of six young women 100 years ago.

Alpha Chapter members Julia Sawma and Chelsea
Heffelfinger present Delta Zetas birthday cake .
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Delta Zeta college chapters made history with the gifts they presented to their schools and communities
in honor of the Centennial Founders Day. Here are some of the many examples of the generosity these
chapters demonstrated.

The Alpha Chapter at Miami University
donated three engraved benches to the
university’s Formal Gardens.

The Delta Omega Chapter (Fort Hays
State University) donated a stone bench to
the university’s Alumnae and Endowment
Center.

Greek organizations on campus were
invited to attend the presentation.

The Alpha Gamma Chapter (University
of Alabama) presented a gift of $20,000
to the university’s Speech and Hearing
Center.

The Epsilon Kappa Chapter (University
of Wisconsin/Whitewater) presented a
donation to the Delta Zeta Foundation,
and gave equipment for the speech
andhearing impaired to the university’s
Disabled Student Services.

The Delta Sigma Chapter (Truman State
University) made a donation to the
university’s Kohlenberg Lyceum Series in
honor of Dr. Ruth Warner Towne AX ’56,
a long-time College Chapter Director.

The lota Delta Chapter (Edinboro
University) donated speech and
hearing books to the Baroness-Forness
Library, named for the chapter’s
founders on that campus. The
chapter’s Centennial banner is
displayed in the library each year
for Speech and Hearing Month.

The Beta Xi Chapter (Auburn University)
donated copies of the Delta Zeta
Centennial history book to the university
Panhellenic office and library.

The Epsilon Delta Chapter (Concord
College) presented a marble bench to
college President Jeriy Beasley, which
bears a plaque engraved with, “Delta Zeta
Sorority, 1902-2002.” Members of all

The lota Phi Chapter (University of
Nevada/Las Vegas) established a
scholarship in memory of Ali Christiansen,
a member who was killed in a DUI
accident shortly after her initiation.

THE STORY OF DELTA ZETA SORORITY



The Theta lota Chapter (Western
Carolina University) presented a treasure
chest filled with toys and books to
the university’s Speech and Hearing
Center for preschool age children.

The Lambda Pi Chapter (Georgia
College and State University) donated
a pink rosebush to be planted at the
Alumni House on campus.

The Kappa Theta Chapter (Virginia
Tech) gave its school the gift of an
American flag to represent Delta Zeta’s
unity with the country since the
September 11, 2001 tragedy.

The Omicron Zeta Chapter (Randolph-
Macon College) donated a clock, en-
graved with the Delta Zeta Crest and the
date of the Centennial, which hangs in the
college’s campus center.

The Zeta Rho Chapter (William Jewell
College) donated a security phone
to the campus located between the
main campus area and the women’s
dormitories.

The Kappa Xi Chapter (Duquesne
University) gave $1,200 to the Speech
and Language Clinic at the university
as its Centennial gift.

Alumnae reunited for the Centennial with special celebrations, or shared Founders Day with collegiate

chapters. Many alumnae donated gifts to local college chapters or their communities, and volunteered for

philanthropic and community service projects. Other alumnae provided assistance to nearby college

chapters for the collegians’ gifts to their schools.

The Delta Chapter Association (Indiana)

presented the Delta Zeta Centennial
history book to the DePauw University
library, and a Centennial throw and
electric logs for the Delta Chapter’s
fireplace in the chapter house.

The lacksonville Alumnae Chapter
(Florida) welcomed Jacksonville Mayor

John A. Delaney to its Centennial
Founders Day celebration and presented
a Centennial gift to the Parent/Infant
Program at the Florida School for the
Deaf and Blind in St. Augustine, Florida.

The Colorado Springs Alumnae
Chapter (Colorado) donated $500 to
the International Hearing Dogs, Inc.,
which adopts dogs from local humane
societies and trains them to assist the
hearing impaired at no cost to the
recipient.

The Greater Seattle Alumnae Chapter
presented a joint gift with the Kappa
Chapter (University of Washington) of
$3,000 to the university’s Speech and

Hearing
ttLjEF Sciences
VcL Department

D I' to fund
scholarships.
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The Lincoln Alumnae Chapter cele-
brated Founders Day with the Beta Tau
Chapter (Nebraska Wesleyan University) ,
and was honored to have Nebraska
Governor Mike Johanns proclaim
October 24th as “Delta Zeta Centennial
Celebration Day.”

The Northern Virginia Area Alumnae
Chapter (NOVA) donated children’s
books and posters for the Kids Clinic for
the Deaf at Georgetown University
Medical Center.

The Spartanburg Alumnae Chapter
(South Carolina) presented the
Omicron Mu Chapter (University of
South Carolina/Spartanburg) with a
history book of the alumnae chapter
and crystal pieces to use for future
Founders Day events.

The Long Beach Alumnae Chapter
(California) presented an official
Delta Zeta flag and a handmade
wooden crest to the Delta Alpha
Chapter (California State University/
Long Beach).

The San Antonio Alumnae Chapter
made a gift to St. Mary’s University’s
Jessica Garcia Memorial Scholarship,
in memory of Jessica, a member of
the Omicron Alpha Chapter. Dona-
tions were also made to the college
chapter, the San Antonio Panhellenic,
the San Antonio College Deaf Services
program, and to a local school for
hearing-impaired children.

The Tuscaloosa Alumnae Chapter
and the Alpha Gamma Chapter
(University of Alabama) made a
Centennial gift of $20,000 to the
Speech and Hearing Center at the
university, and were honored to host
Tuscaloosa Mayor Al Dupont at the
Founders Day Tea.

THE STORY OF DELTA ZETA SORORIT



Am
Six women founded a sorority which they hoped would endure.

One hundred years later, t|e Centermlfl Ccfivention and
r Founders Day 6f|ebrations Ippelta Zeta Srority ushered the !

Sorority into its second century, giving testimony that their legacy I
survives through the Sorority’s sisterhood.
Today, Delta Zeta Sorority embraces the next one hundred years
as she createŝ new future, nurtures new leaders, and continues to
fulfill thefilintial six women envisioned for her lOQwars ago.
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